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ABSTRACT

The Site Specific Spectra Project (SSSP) was a multi-year study funded by

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to provide estimates of the seismic

hazards at a number of nuclear power plant sites in the Eastern U.S. A key

element of our approach was the Peer Review Panel, which we formed in order to

ensure that our use of expert opinion was reasonable. We discuss the Peer

Review Panel results and provide the complete text of each member's report.

In order to improve the ground motion model, an Eastern U.S. Ground Motion

Model Panel was formed. In Section 4 we tabulate the responses from the panel

members to our feedback questionnaire and discuss the implications of changes

introduced by them. We conclude that the net difference in seismic hazard

values from those presented in Volume 4 is small and does not warrant a

reanalysis.
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NOMENCLATURE

Terms and abbreviations:

CIT The data set of strong motion accelerograms and computed response

spectra published by the California Institute of Technology between

1969 and 1974.

CUS Central United States. Roughly, the area bounded on the west by the

Rocky Mountains and on the east by the Appalachian Mountains,

excluding both mountain systems themselves.

EUS East of the Rocky Mountains. This geographical region overlaps the

CUS in its western portion and extends eastward beyond the CUS.

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the overall project manager

and director of this study.

mm Modified Mercalli

MMI Modified Mercalli intensity

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Pak Peak ground acceleration

PGV Peak ground velocity

SEP Systematic Evaluation Program, which includes this study.

See Volume .

SSSP Site Specific Spectra Project

ix



TERA The corporation which served as LLNL'S primary subcontractor in the

development and application of the methodology presented in Volumes 2

and 3.

UHM Uniform hazard methodology

WUS The regions in the Western U.S. Strong ground motion data have been

recorded and analyzed for this area.

Symbols:

Is Local site intensity, as measured on the Modified Mercalli scale.

mb True body wave magnitude scale, assumed to be equivalent to mb (L9)

(see Chung and Bernreuter, 1980*).

ML Local magnitude (Richter magnitude scale)

Mu Upper magnitude cutoff.

*D. Chung and D. Bernreuter, Regional Relationships Among Earthquake Magnitude

Scales, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCRL-52745,

NURBG/CR-1457 1980).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This volume presents diverse elements important to our study. Section 20

is a history of the Peer Review Panel and a summary of their comments.

Section 30 summarizes the results of the Eastern Ground Motion Panel.

Section 40 covers our feedback meeting and interaction with the Eastern

Seismicity Panel. This material was compiled from the panel members'

second-round questionnaires, which are reproduced in Appendix F. Also

included in Section 40 is our assessment of the impact of the feedback on the

results presented in Volume 4.



2.0 P REVIEW PANEL

2.1 BACKGROUND

Because several elements of our seismic hazard analysis methodology were

new, we created a peer review panel. Our estimates of the seismic hazard were

the result of complex model building: we therefore sought confirmation that

our methodology was correct and our results reasonable. The panel was

composed of both seismologists and engineering statisticians. The panel

members were:

Professor Otto W. Nuttli Saint Louis University

Professor Lynn R. Sykes Columbia University

Professor Alfredo -S Ang University of Illinois

Professor Daniele Veneziano Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)

On 23 August 1979 the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LNL) and

the TERA Corporation issued a three-volume draft report: Seismic Hazard

Analysis: Volume 1, ethodology; Volume 2 Solicitation of Expert Opinion;

Volume 3 Site Specific Response Spectra Results. This report was sent for

review to the panel members and other scientists.

On 6 September 1979 the Review Panel met with representatives of LLNL,

TERA, and the Nuclear Regulatory Agency (NRQ to discuss the report and answer

questions. In October 1979 Review Panel members submitted written comments to

LLNL. The comments were distributed to the NRC.

Review Panel members were asked to evaluate (a) the seismic hazard

analysis methodology, (b) the expert opinion questionnaire, and (c) the

results. Members were asked to structure evaluations with these five

questions:

1. How useful are the results when considering estimates of absolute

seismic hazard?

2. How useful Are the results when considering estimates of relative

seismic hazard?

3. How do the approach and results compare with other probabilistic

efforts?

4. Can you suggest improvements to the methodology? if so, please

describe them and discuss their anticipated impact on predicted

results and reduction of uncertainty.
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Can you suggest conceptual alternatives? If so, please describe

them and discuss the significance of the resulting changes on

predicted results and reduction of uncertainty.

A summary of comments and suggestions made by the Review Panel members

is presented in Section 20. Appendix A contains all the review reports.

Appendix is the response of the panel members to the comments in Appendix

A. Our report was reviewed by a number of groups and individuals. Their

observations are given in Appendix B, together with our responses to their

comments.

2.2 SUMMARY OF PANEL ME24BERS' COMMENTS

Noteworthy comments by Review Panel members are given below.

Professor Sykes:

'My general impression of the effort is very good. Obviously a

great deal of work and thought has gone into this study and the

preparation of the reports. I applaud the effort to make a

probabilistic analysis that recognizes the large uncertainties that

exist in trying to estimate seismic risk for specific sites in the

eastern and central United States.

'I believe that it is necessary to recognize the large

uncertainties that exist in a number of geological and seismological

parameters and to take them into account in a hazard analysis. I

believe that a probabilistic approach has many scientific advantages

over the more deterministic approach that is generally employed in

Appendix A.'

Professor Sykes notes that "In general I see no problem with using the

results to estimate the hazard in an absolute rather than in a relative

sense." He also makes the following useful suggestions:

11 believe that the present report can profit by the following

considerations: 1. more studies of the sensitivity of the hazard to

specific parameters, 2 a cparison of the results with the hazard

estimated by the method of Appendix A or by the work of other

investigators such as McGuire, 3 more intermediate output such as the

estimated intensities at the sites and their probability of occurrence

and 4 a consideration of the attenuation curves developed by Nuttli

for various frequencies."
3



Professor Nuttli:

"Concerning the methodology of the UHM, I shall leave an evaluation

of the mathematical aspects of statistics and probability theory to Drs.

Ang and Veneziano and restrict my comments to the seismological aspects.

'The results of the UHM procedure depend on the delineation of the

seismic source zones, on the estimation of the maximum-magnitude

earthquake for each region, and on the determination of the

magnitude-recurrence relation for each source zone. As yet for most of

the Central and Eastern United States we do not have as good a knowledge

of these parameters as is desirable. Continued research effort must be

devoted to these problems, so that there will be less variation in the

experts' opinion on these points. As it is, the differing opinions of

the experts resulted in rather large confidence limits on the PGA, PGV,

site MM intensity and response spectrum. A narrowing of these

confidence limits by a better understanding of the seismicity of the

central and eastern United States should have high priority.

'I have confidence in the attenuation results presented in this

report.

'I believe the UHM procedure is a realistic and practical means of

assessing the seismic hazard in the central and eastern United States.

The procedure itself appears sound. What is required is further

research on certain aspects of the seismicity to reduce the uncertainty

in the calculated ground motion parameters."

Professor Ang:

'The study is quite worthwhile and the approach is one that

deserves attention, namely the explicit consideration of the

probabilistic nature of seismic events and hazards, and the need for

opinions from experts in the seismic analysis of the EUS. However, the

effectiveness of the derived results could be enhanced with several

areas of improvements.'

Professor Ang listed several areas which need improvements (Appendix A,

pp. A15 through A19).

Professor Veneziano, provided a detailed review of the LLNL/TERA reports,

with particular attention to mathematical aspects of statistics and

probability theory. He pointed out several areas which need improvements.

Even so, he summarizes his review by stating that:

4



"The Ter& study is a commendable effort in light of challenge of

the task;

"The general features of the uniform hazard pocedure are in line

with current thinking on seismic hazard analysis. in some respects, the

procedure represents an improvement over current methods.

wAt a more detailed level, the same procedure contains a number of

inaccuracies and is susceptible of improvement. For the most part,

modifications should produce minor variation in the results.

"Uniform hazard spectra are reasonable for frequencies in excess of

2.5 Hz, but are unreliable for lower frequencies. Modification of the

attenuation model should improve accuracy.'

Professor Veneziano made additional suggestions for improving the

seismic hazard analysis. He noted that the deficiencies most likely to affect

results are form, parameters, and error distribution for low-frequency

attenuation in the far field. He stated that uncertain variables should be

classified as random, systematic, and probabilistically dependent, and they

should be treated accordingly.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE EASTERN U.S. GROUND MOTION MODEL PANEL

3.1 BACKGROUND

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C uission funded the Site Specific Spectra

Project (SSSP) to help the NRC staff develop spectra for the various sites in

the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP). The SSSP is a study of the seismic

hazard for each SEP site located east of the Rocky Mountains. To supplement

the meager data set, we formed an expert panel to provide the following

input: seismic zonation around the sites, earthquake occurrence models, and

elements of a ground motion model.

Our ground motion model includes the relationship between the

earthquake's size specification, the distance between the site and the

earthquake's location, and estimates of ground motion at the site of

interest. The model also contains travel path and local site effects. There

is uncertainty associated with estimates made from the model, and this

uncertainty has a significant impact on estimates of a site's seismic hazard.

We prepared a detailed questionnaire for our expert panel. One section

of the questionnaire dealt with the development of ground motion models. This

section was unsuccessful for two reasons: the questions were inadequate, and

some members of the panel had not dealt extensively with the ground motion

data base. In May 1979 we drafted a new questionnaire for the development of

a ground motion model; we then discarded it because the questions were too

complex and easy to misinterpret. It became apparent that a new panel was

needed, one whose members had extensive experience in formulating ground

motion models. we needed to meet with the members of the new panel to explain

our questions and our method of incorporating their answers into our model.

We also believed it would be useful to brainstorm the problem of ground motion

model building in both the Eastern and Western U.S.

On 28-29 February 1980 our Eastern U.S. Ground Motion Model Panel met.

Panel members:

Dr. N. Donovan

Dr. R. McGuire

Dr. 0. Nuttli

Dr. M. Trifunac
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Other attendees:

LLNL

D. Bernreuter, D. Chung, and A. Shakal

NBC

H. Levin and L. Reiter

TERA

A. Borstein, K. Campbell, C. Mortgat, and L. Wight

Dr. D. Boore attended the meeting as an observer.

Each panel member was sent a copy of two documents* and requested to

present his ideas at the meeting.

3.2 HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MEETING

The agendas for both days are given in Appendix D. The morning of the

first day we presented an overview of the Site Specific Spectra Project

(SSSP), with particular emphasis on how we used expert opinions and

recommendations. Because we wanted the panel members to understand the

context in which their input would be used, we discussed the problems of

building a ground motion model for the Eastern U.S. and described several

models we have built and used.

During the second day, all aspects of building a ground motion model

were covered. The discussion was stimulating, and we achieved our goal of

substantial interaction between the panel members and other participants.

We asked each panel member to present a written appraisal. These

responses are given in Appendix E, which also contains recommendations from

TERA.

*D. Bernreuter, Methods to Develop Site Specific Spectra and a Review of the

Important Parametqrs that Influence the Spectra, Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCRL-52458 (May 1979). TERA Corporation,

Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) Ground Motion Attenuation, Berkeley, CA

(1980) (Appendix C of this volume).
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3.3 SUMMARY OF PANEL MEMBERS' VIEWS

3.3.1 Ground Motion Model Building

No consensus was reached on the best way to develop a ground motion model

for the Eastern U.S. This is not surprising because no consensus ground

motion model exists for the highly seismic Western U.S. or any other highly

seismic zone. In fact, there is considerable uncertainty as to what the key

physical parameters are, how they influence the ground motion, and what

regional variation they might have.

The panel members and participants agreed there was no satisfactory way to

build a ground motion model for the Eastern U.S. Several panel members felt

that theoretical models were attractive but had a number of limitations.

Trifunac argued that the data did not warrant extensive model building because

of the differences in attenuation and the potential differences between

earthquakes in the astern and Western U.S. He therefore recommended going

directly from site intensity to peak ground motion and/or spectra.

Nuttli proposed the development of different models for different distance

ranges. In the near field 25 km), he said any empirical approach would be

adequate. In the intermediate field 25-200 km), he favored his own

theoretical approach or an empirical approach that started with the

relation log (GM) = F(M I. In the far field, he recommended his

theoretical approach. Trifunac's conclusion was consistent with Nuttlils he

recommended seeking functional forms with the most theoretical basis and then

making a selection based on analysis of residuals in the regression analysis.

Donovan pointed out the biases inherent in intermediate parameters. McGuire

discussed these biases in detail, and then recommended use of Nuttli's

theoretical results.

*O. Nuttli, State-of-the-Art for Assessing Earthquake Hazards in the U.S.1 The

Relation of Sustained Maximum Ground Acceleration and Velocity to Earthquake

and Magnitude, Miscellaneous paper S-73-1, Report 16, U.S. Army Engineering

Waterways Experimental Station, CE, Vicksburg, MS 1979).
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3.3.2 Intensity Attenuation

McGuire recommended use of the actual intensity data rather than

isoseismals. He also pointed out the significance of the focal depth on the

intensity distribution. He acknowledged the possible significance of a

nonlinear scaling between epicentral intensities, but he observed that the

data to support such a model are probably insufficient. McGuire proposed a

careful evaluation of the epicentral intensity report for a given earthquake.

He suggested using the evaluation method developed by Chandra.

Donovan also emphasized the possibility of nonlinear scaling. He

recommended careful review of the site intensity data because, due to site

characteristics, the data are often anomalous.

3.3.3 Data Base Issues

Trifunac advocated the use of all the CIT data without regard for the

'triggering problem" ( ... not sure it makes all that much difference... 0) He

suggested excluding European data. He proposed that separate models be

developed for horizontal and vertical components. McGuire recommended

excluding from analysis data contaminated by a late trigger and records with

anomalously high accelerations in the far field.

3.3.4 Distribution of Spectral Accelerations

Trifunac suggested seeking the distribution with greatest statistical

validity by using statistical tests. McGuire cautioned against premature

abandonment of the lognormal distribution until a proper theoretical basis was

available. McGuire also observed that there was no basis at any level for

truncation of the lognormal distribution.

3.3.5 Magnitude Scales

Donovan strongly recomniended use of the ML scale in the eastern U.S.

(BUS). Trifunac indicated that the scale (magnitude, intensity, etc.) be

selected on the basis of the quantity and quality of available data. Nuttli

recommended use of the mb scale. However, he acknowledged several
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deficiencies in this specification (and, indirectly, in any other). NUttli

made the important point that mb values over 67 should not be considered in

a hazard analysis. NGuire acknowledged the difficulty of the problem and

observed that there are probably substantial differences in source

characteristics between the Western U.S. (NUS) and EUS.

3.3.6 Regression weighting

NCGUire felt that weighting was important to prevent San Fernando

earthquake data from biasing the results. Trifunac also advocated weighting

and cautioned against use of a too exotic scheme.

3.3.7 Near-Field Models

Nuttli stated that near-field shaking could be empirically modeled in a

variety of ways. The approaches have equal validity and the results should

not differ greatly. Trifunac advocated use of the model based on a direct

correlation between shaking and intensity.

10



4.0 FORMAL FEEDBACK AND SECOND-ROUND UEST3DNNAIRE

4.1 BACKGROUND

To facilitate incorporation of expert opinion into our hazard assessment

we held both formal and informal discussions with our panel members. Informal

discussions were carried out on a one-to-one basis primarily to clarify

responses and explore those which were significantly different from the

"norm.N The need for a formal feedback meeting with our EUS Ground Motion

Model Panel members was pointed out by our review panel and other reviewers.

We had hoped to convene this meeting much sooner than it occurred.

In March 1980 we attempted to set up a formal meeting. The meeting

finally took place on 16-17 June 1980 in Denver. In spite of the long lead

time, we were able to assemble only seven of our ten panel members. We met

privately with one panel member. For the remaining two, we relied on phone

discussions.

4.2 SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK MEETING

The feedback meeting was planned to (1) explain how the questionnaire

responses were used in our seismic hazard analysis, 2 review the results we

obtained using the panel's input, and 3 provide an opportunity to update or

change responses. We reviewed our (1) methodology and assumptions and 2 the

results obtained by individuals and by synthesis. This introduction provided

a framework for addressing the sensitive parameters in the analysis,

particularly the effect of individual and collective uncertainty. We did not

propose that the individual opinions be reviewed at this group meeting. On

the contrary, we continued to guarantee anonymity: we assigned each expert a

number, and then told him his number but not the numbers assigned to the other

experts. We hoped to have considerable discussion with the Panel on key

issues. Following the meeting, each expert was asked to reassess his opinions

and focus on those judgments which strongly influenced the results.

The meeting fulfilled our objectives. Much time was spent discussing how

sensitive the results were to the assumptions we made about the experts'

input. We discussed the manner in which we treated the credibility assigned

to the different zones by the experts. We also discussed our two
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interpretations of the background and credibilities. We considered at some

length importance of the upper magnitude cutoff and its interpretation.

We pointed out how we obtained 'a' values for the various zones from those

experts who did not specify them. We indicated the importance of the 'b'

value and the systematic difference in b values between those experts working

in magnitude and those working in intensity. We then discussed EUS ground

motion modeling and the significance of the uncertainty in the ground motion

model.

We also reviewed the results for selected sites. We assigned each panel

member a number, then told him his own number but not that of any other

member. We then reviewed the results and discussed why the results of some

panel members were high or low compared to the results of other members.

Considerable time was spent discussing key questions: the basis for zonation,

the choice of upper magnitude cutoff, the use of credibilities, and the ground

motion model.

Following the meeting we sent the panel members a second questionnaire

(see Appendix F). The responses to the second questionnaire are given in

Appendix G.

4.3 QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF FEEDBACK

Both budget and schedule considerations precluded a complete reworking of

all the experts' analyses of all the sites, using their own modified models.

We reviewed the responses to our second questionnaire and tried to assess the

effect each modified model would have on the results presented in Volume 4 and

in Jackson 1980).* We also identified those models so significantly modified

that a reanalysis was necessary to assess their impact. Our assessments were

made using the insights we had gained from our many sensitivity studies.

*R. Jackson, 'Initial Review and Recommendations for Site Specific Data at SEP

Sites," USNRC memo to D. Crutchfield (June 23, 1980).
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In the second questionnaire the experts had the opportunity to modify

certain input to the seismicity models used in the analysis: the seismic

zonation, credibility and self-ranking, and the a and b values of the

recurrence relationship and the upper magnitude cutoff M for each source

zone. In the analysis, these quantities were expert-dependent. They were

extracted from each expert's response to the first questionnaire. In the

second questionnaire, the experts were also asked to critique the following

assumptions and interpretations, which were part of the SEP methodology: the

intensity (MMI) vs magnitude (mb) correlation used in the analysis, the

background vs no-background seismicity model, and the ground motion model and

its uncertainty.

The sensitivity of the results to some of these parameters is

site-dependent and has been presented in Volume 4 For the reader's

convenience, we repeat the major points:

• Sites located in the Central United States (CUS) exhibit little

sensitivity to zonation. However, for some Northeastern sites (EUS),

zonation may be important.

• The a value of the recurrence relationship is a relatively

insensitive parameter because variations of 20 to 30% introduce a

variation of only a few percent in the results.

• The b value of the recurrence relationship is a sensitive parameter,

particularly for a highly seismic source; 20% variation in the b

value will introduce at least as large a variation in the results,

particularly for long return periods (1000 years or longer).

• The sensitivity to MU variations is a function of a number of

parameters, such as the value of b and of M itself. Variations of

half a magnitude are as large as 30% when applied to an upper

magnitude of 5.0; however, the variations decrease to 5% when applied

to an upper magnitude of 70.

• The importance of the MMI vs mb correlation has not been studied in

detail: this requires a reanalysis of the whole data base. We

believe this parameter is not very sensitive because it does not

affect all events, nor does it substantially modify the recurrence

relationship. However, it is likely that the model used thus far is

somewhat conservative.
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• The sensitivity of the results to the background vs no-background

zonation is a function of the credibilities assigned by each expert

to the zones, the location of the site, and the attenuation law. For

the sites studied, the background zonation always generated results

higher than the no-background zonation--greater than 20% in a few

cases. As noted in Volume 2 there are some cases where the no-

background zonation would lead to higher loading.

• There are two reasons why the analysis was particularly sensitive to

the attenuation relationship. (1) The addition or exclusion of a few

data points in the near field, as well as the choice of a given

mathematical model, will often have a dramatic effect on the mean

and, consequently, on the seismic exposure (sometimes as much as

50%). 2 The uncertainty associated with a fixed mean is a very

sensitive parameter. In this analysis, the uncertainty was described

by a lognormal-distribution with two different values of o--0.6 and

0.9. The size of the a and the distribution truncation effect

become more pronounced at longer return periods. Result variations

of 50% are not uncommon for a 1000-year return period. The

importance of the attenuation uncertainty model was increased by the

fact that we applied this model uniformly to each expert's overall

earthquake occurrence model.

• The attenuation relationship has a generic effect on the results that

cannot cancel out. This is in contrast to other elements of the

input which can cancel out, e.g., Expert with a steep b value and a

large M, or the compensating effect on the synthesis of Experts 

and 10.

The effects of the responses to the second-round questionnaire are

described below.

4.3.1 Zonation and Seismic

0 with the exception of Expert 9 (E9), who provided a significantly

different model for te Central United States (CUS), the experts left

their zonations essentially unmodified, and no effect on the results

should be expected
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• The experts left the a-values umodified, except for E7 (5-10%

increase in CUS)* and E8 10-20% decrease throughout).

• The b values werelalso left umodified by the experts, except for Ell

(10% increase throughout) and E8 15-25% decrease throughout).

• The upper magnitude cutoff ) was.modified in many cases but

seldom by an amount larger than half a magnitude unit. This change

is important for the experts with low upper-magnitude cutoff: 

(50-60% increase in CUS and 15% increase in BUS) and E12 25%

increase in CUS). For the EUS the changes in M are much less

significant: the two exceptions are Oyster Creek 20% increase) and

Ginna (5-10% increase). Both E4 and Ell changed from a distribution

on M to a fixed val�e (an increase of about 5%).

• Expert 9 deleted two sources and added three with different

seismicities and M in the CUS. This is a substantial revision of
u

expert opinion. To make a precise assessment of these variations, a

reanalysis of this region would be required. In a first

approximation, it appears that a combination of higher a values and

M would lead to a 15 to 20% increase.
u

• The modifications in the zonation credibilities and the experts'

self-ranking are difficult to quantify. However, they are expected

to have a minor effect on the results synthesis.

The net effect of these variations in zonation and seismicity led to the

following qualitative modifications of results. For the CUS, one expert had a

5% decrease, two experts had unchanged results, one expert had a % increase,

and four experts (E8, E9, Ell, E12) had a 0 to 30% increase. In the EUS, one

expert (E8) had a 15% decrease, one expert had a % decrease, five experts had

unchanged results, and three experts (E4, Ell, E12) had a to 15% increase.

It was expected that the increase in the results synthesis due to seismicity

and zonation modifications would certainly be less than 15% in the CS and

less than 10% in the EUS. Experts and 9 introduced major changes, so our

*For the parameter under discussion, the percentage in parentheses refers to

the potential PGA variation at a 1000-year return period Often there are

several competing parameters; therefore, the net change might be much less.
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overall qualitative assessments were quite speculative. The effect of the

changes introduced by the other experts was covered by our sensitivity studies

in Volume 4.

4.3.2 Generic Assumptions and Interpretations

• All experts except one recommended the use of other techniques for

determining magnitude from intensity data. Six of the experts

recommended direct techniques: e.g., felt area or intensity

falloff. Such approaches require in-depth reanalysis of the data,

which is outside the scope of this study. However, it appears that

in most cases the direct techniques would lead to steeper b values in

the recurrence relationship and lower M . The same conclusion

applies to the recommended use of other accepted MI vs mb

relationships, suggested by some of the experts. We believe the

relationship used in this analysis is on the conservative side, but

it would be difficult to quantify the amount.

• Most of the experts supported the zone superposition model and

background zonation. Two experts were undecided about the

background, and E8 totally opposed this approach. Expert 

recommended the use of the most credible zonation without

superposition's r background. Depending on the site, such an approach

would decrease his results by 10 to 20%.

• Of the eight experts providing an opinion on attenuation

relationships, three recommended the use of models similar to the

Gupta-Nuttli attenuation relationship applied in this study. Also

mentioned was the Cornell-Mertz attenuation relationship, which

provides very similar results in terms of PGA. The impact of other

more sophisticated techniques, such as direct PGA or I regression

on mb, cannot be assessed without in-depth studies.

• The range of uncertainties recommended for the attenuation law varied

from a a of 0.5 to 09: the preference was 06 to 07. Two experts

had no opinion on this matter. The introduction of a distribution

truncated at 3 a with the favored reduced uncertainties, compared
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to a distribution truncated at 2 CT with a of 09, would reduce the

results as follows: two experts--20% decrease, three experts--15%

decrease, two experts--5% decrease, one expert-unmodified. We therefore

believe there would be a reduction of 10 to 15% on the synthesis results due

to favored attenuation models.

The second questionnaire produced an increase in seismicity, particularly

in the Central United States. One factor in this increase was the recent

Kentucky earthquake, which emphasized the potential problems and conservatism

associated with direct correlation between MMI and mb and the attenuation

models based on it.

4.4 QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF FEEDBACK

We stated in Section 43 that budget limitations precluded a complete

assessment of the feedback loop. We noted that, with the exception of a few

experts, there would be little or no change in the results presented in

Volume 4 We also noted that, with the exception of Experts 8 9 and 12, the

modifications introduced could be reasonably assessed from our sensitivity

studies given in Volume 4 In our quantitative assessment of the

modifications introduced, we also included E12 along with Experts and 9.

We limited our reanalysis to the synthesis case developed by NRC and

described by Jackson 1980).* We used the modifications in zonation and

seismicity provided by Experts 8 9 and 12. The synthesis case is limited to:

(1) No background.*

(2) Only one ground motion model (Gupta-Nuttli for CUS and Ossippee for

EUS).

(3) An assumed standard deviation of the natural log 09).

(4) Distribution truncated at 2 a.

We recognize that our analysis of the feedback loop was somewhat limited.

However, it is difficult to justify the expense of a complete reanalysis in

view of the minor changes in loading resulting from the modifications

introduced by the experts,

*The no-background case is discussed in Volume 2 p. 24--"Interpretation 20
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Peak ground acceleration (PGA) as a function of the return period between

the modified models and the original models was calculated for each expert.

The results are compared in Table 41. Figures 41 through 422 show a

comparison of the uniform hazard spectra at a 1000-year return period obtained

by using the modified models and the models used in Volume 4.

There is a slight difference between Table 41 and the figures. Table 41

gives the PGA values from Appendix of Volume 4 After the completion of the

sensitivity studies contained in Volume 4 several of the algorithms used to

compute the seismic hazard were improved in accuracy and speed. The data

plotted on the figures for both feedback and original models were computed

with the new version of the computer program. The recomputed values were

higher than those given in Volume 4 In a few cases, the difference was .

Generally, there was a difference of only to 2 between the results given in

Volume 4 and the recomputed results using the improved algorithms.

It can be seen from Table 41 and the figures that the variation in

loading is a function of expert, site, and return period. To simplify our

discussion we discuss only the variation in loading at the 1000-year return

period. It is interesting to note that even though E9 introduced major

changes in his zonation, the effect on the loading at the CUS sites was small

(approximately 10%). The effects of the changes introduced by E8 in both the

CUS and EUS cancel out (except for Connecticut Yankee and Millstone): the

result was minor changes in the loading and spectra. For the CUS, E12 is 20

to 25% higher. This is due to the change in M for the Central Stable

Region. All the CUS sites were located in the Central Stable Region. The

zonation of the EUS is much more cmplex. Oyster Creek was the only site

located in EUS for which E12 raised M. The change in loading for the other

sites was small.

The quantitative analysis for Experts and 9 shows that the actual change

in loading is less than we qualitatively estimated in paragraph 43. In the

EUS, E81s loading at Connecticut Yankee and Millstone decreased, and the other

sites showed only small increases. This quantitative assessment of the impact

of the modified models strengthens our conclusion of paragraph 43: there is

less than 10% increase in the synthesis due to the seismicity and zonation

modifications that resulted from our second questionnaire.

Figures 41 through 422 show that the spectra for time periods less than

1 s vary about the same as the peak acceleration.
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TABLE 41. Comparison of peak ground acceleration (PGA) between modified

models and original models used in Volume 4 Appendix B.

Site Expert 9 Expert Expert 12 Return
Period

MODa OR.TGb %Cc MOD& ORIGb %Cc MODa RIGb %Cc

88 78 13 47 52 -10 60 51 18 200
Dresden 151 141 7 82 84 - 2 106 88 20 1000

239 220 9 119 122 - 2 163 147 11 4000

61 54 13 34 37 - a 52 42 24 200
La Crosse 105 94 12 60 62 - 3 94 77 22 1000

153 150 2 Be 89 - 1 138 115 20 4000

50 46 9 31 32 - 3 49 40 23 200
Big Rock 90 83 8 52 52 0 89 71 25 1000
Point 132 128 3 83 79 5 132 108 22 4000

68 60 13 42 44 - 4 56 47 19 200
Palisades 115 104 11 68 71 - 4 99 82 21 1000

174 155 12 99 102 - 3 144 121 19 4000

47 46 2 82 82 0 200
Ginna 79 74 7 140 130 8 1000

104 101 3 203 188 8 4000

Connecticut 51 73 -30 105 104 1 200
Yankee 93 110 -15 176 175 0 1000

134 151 -11 252 251 0 4000

49 73 -32 98 95 3 200
Millstone 85 104 -18 162 156 4 1000

119 130 8 241 226 7 4000

51 60 -15 112 109 3 200
Yankee 89 89 0 191 189 1 1000
Rowe 125 119 5 272 281 -4 4000

65 64 2 75 64 17 200
oyster 107 103 4 128 109 17 1000
Creek 144 143 1 196 154 27 4000

aModified model
bOriginal model
cPercent change
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DRESDEN (Illinois)
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FIG. 41. Comparison of two FIG. 42. Comparison of two

1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.

One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the

original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The

other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for

feedback. Dresden, Expert No. 8. feedback. Dresden, Expert No. 9.
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FIG. 43. Comparison of two

1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.

One spectrum was computed with the

original seismicity model. The

other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for

feedback. Dresden, Expert No. 12.
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LA CROSSE (Minnesota)
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FIG. 44. Comparison of two FIG. 45. Comparison of two

1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.

One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the

original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The

other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for

feedback. La Crosse, Expert No. 8. feedback. La Crosse, Expert No. 9.
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FIG. 46. Comparison of two

1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.

One spectrum was computed with the

original seismicity model. The

other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for

feedback. La Crosse, Expert No. 12.
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PALISADES (New York)
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FIG. 47. comparison of two FIG. 48. Comparison of two

1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.

One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the

original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The

other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for

feedback. Palisades, Expert No. 8. feedback. Palisades, Expert No. 9.
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FIG. 49. Comparison of two

1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.

One spectrum was computed with the

original seismicity model. The

other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for

feedback. Palisades, Expert No. 12.
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BIG ROCK POINT (Michigan)
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FIG. 410. Comparison of two FIG. 411. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the
seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for
feedback. Big Rock Point, Expert feedback. Big Rock Point, Expert
No. 8. No. 9.
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FIG. 412. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the

seismicity model modified for
feedback. Big Rock Point, Expert
No. 12.
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YANKEE ROWE (Massachusetts)
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FIG. 413. Comparison of two FIG. 414. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the
seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for

feedback. Yankee Rowe, Expert No. 8. feedback. Yankee Rowe, Expert No.
12.

OYSTER CREEK (New Jersey)
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FIG. 415. Comparison of two FIG. 416. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the
seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for
feedback. Oyster Creek, Expert No. feedback. Oyster Creek, Expert No.
8. 12.
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G INNA (New Yor k)
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FIG. 417. Comparison of two FIG. 418. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the
seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for
feedback. Ginna, Expert No. 8. feedback. Ginna, Expert No. 12.
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FIG. 419. Comparison of two FIG. 420. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the
seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for
feedback. Millstone, Expert No. 8. feedback. Millstone, Expert No. 12.
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CONNECTICUT YANKEE* (Connecticut)
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FIG. 421. Comparison of two FIG. 422. Comparison of two
1000-year uniform hazard spectrums. 1000-year uniform hazard spectrums.
One spectrum was computed with the One spectrum was computed with the
original seismicity model. The original seismicity model. The
other spectrum was computed with the other spectrum was computed with the
seismicity model modified for seismicity model modified for
feedback. Connecticut Yankee, feedback. Connecticut Yankee,
Expert No. 8. Expert No. 12.

*Also known as Haddam Neck.
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REPORT BY LYNN R. SYKES AS A MEMBER OF REVIEW PANEL OF

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR SITE SPECIFIC SPECTRUM PROJECT

I have spent 2 12 days reviewing the three documents on seismic

hazard analysis for nine reactor sites in the eastern and central United

States. I participated in a meeting of the panel to review these reports

on September 6 1979.

My general impression of the effort is very good. obviously a great

deal of work and thought has gone into this study and the preparation of

the reports. I applaud the effort to make a probabilistic analysis that

recognizes the'large uncertainties that exist in trying to estimate seis-

mic risk for specific sites in the eastern and central United States. I

believe that it is necessary to recognize the large uncertainties that

exist in a number of geological and seismological parameters and to take

them into account in a hazard analysis. I believe that a probabilistic

approach has many scientific advantages over the more deterministic

approach that is generally employed in Appendix A.

The seismic hazard analysis takes into account recent advances' in

statistical estimation of seismic risk, considerations of the definition

of tectonic provinces, and the increased number of strong-motion records

that have become available in various parts of the world. I believe that

it appropriately recognizes the uncertainties that exist for sites in the

central and eastern United States since so little is known about the cause

of earthquakes in those areas, their localization along specific faults

and whether seismic activity has any direct relationship to tectonic pro-

vinces that may be defined on the basis of Paleozoic or older geology. The
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study also recognizes that the near lack of strong-motion records in the

eastern and central United Statesp particularly for distances greater than

150 km, means that some of the analysis must be done with data from other

areas of the world such as the western United States. Hence, the relation-

ship between intensity and acceleration is not known quantitatively for

the eastern and central parts of the United States.

A major advantage of the probabilistic approach is that the estimated

seismic hazard is not critically sensitive to the intensity of specific

historic earthquakes. In contrast, the concept of the design earthquake as

employed in Appendix A is extremely sensitive to the particular value of

intensity for one or a few critical historical earthquakes.

I believe that the present report can profit by the following con-

siderations: 1. more studies of the sensitivity of the hazard to specific

parameters, 2 a comparison of the results with the hazard estimated by

the method of Appendix A or by the work of other investigators such as

McGuire, 3 more intermediate output such as the estimated intensities at

the sites and their probability of occurrence and 4 a consideration of

the attenuation curves developed by Nuttli for various frequencies. There

are some additional questions that cannot be resolved immediately but

which require some consideration over the next one or two years. This

includes more work on seismic motions in the near field for the few sites

that may be located close to active faults and a consideration of the very

great amount of scatter in converting intensities to magnitudes or visa

versa.

I was pleased with the results and the use of the questionnaire. I

believe the experts picked represent a cross section of opinion on seis-

micity and earthquake hazards in the central and eastern United States. I
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am pleased to see that the questionnaire and its results are reported in a

thoughtful manner. I had previously been dubious of the value of a

questionnaire in that I had expected the results to be a "number crunching"

effort with little consideration of differences of opinion or the uncer-

tainties involved. The questionnaire, for example, brings out consi-

derable differences about the definition of tectonic or earthquake

provinces in the northeastern United States.

Nuttli has developed attenuation relationships for the eastern and

central United States for different frequencies. I think it is important

to compare the results using his curves for an input of a specific spectrum

at the source with the method used in the report. In the report acceler-

ation as a function of intensity in the west is used at the sites in the

eastern and central U.S. for intensities computed using a given atten-

uation law. For some of the long return periods considered in the study

several of the sites in the central United States are calculated to have a

significant risk, particularly at longer periods, for large events in the

New Madrid area. Hence, it is important to check that realistic atten-

uation laws are being used at distances of a few hundred kilometers at the

longer periods.

In general I see no problem with using the results to estimate the

hazard in an absolute rather than in a relative sense. My own expertise is

limited to the consideration of tectonic provinces, size of earthquakes,

rates of activity and seismic attenuation. This is also true of most of

the experts whose opinion was solicited. The final results, which are

presented as response spectra, need to be checked since the conversion of

intensities to pseudo velocity spectra is outside of my field of expertise

and of that of most of the experts who were questioned. I would recommend
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some independent checking of some of the final calculations. It should be

remembered that I spent a few days on this effort, which did not permit me

to check all of the calculations in detail.

In the volume on methodology on page B-3 I question whether the record

of intensity IV and V is complete for 70 and 100 years respectively. My

own work has shown that events of intensity V are only complete in the

greater New York City area for about the last 25 to 35 years. This point

is not crucial to the overall results of the study. Nevertheless, if

attempts are made to determine the b value in the magnitude-frequency of

occurrence relationship, the estimated b values will be too low if the

record is assumed to be complete for a longer time that it in fact is. When

the results are extrapolated to large events, the calculated frequency of

occurrence may be too high.

In the report a conversion has been made between intensity and magni-

tude. I would suggest that some curves be run to show the sensitivity of

the results to uncertainties in that parameter. It is clear from the work

,f Nuttli, Street and others that there is a huge amount (several MM units)

of scatter in intensities for a given magnitude. I believe that the

magnitude-intensity conversion is an appropriate relationship to investi-

gate by a probabilistic approach such as is used in the present volumes. I

would recommend that over the next year that efforts be made to include the

great variability in the intensity-magnitude relationship in studies of

seismic risk. This uncertainty is quite relevant to the reactor sites in

Connecticut. The Moodus earthquake of 1791 had a very small felt area, but

it is listed as intensity VIII in various government publications. Some

investigators have suggested that intensity VIII is too high. I think the

earthquake of 1791 was very similar to several shocks studied by Nuttli in
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that the shock was probably very shallow. Hence, the energy or magnitude

was, in fact, not very large but intensity VIII may have been reached.

Hence some relatively small events can produce quite high intensities but

only over a very small region.

In the volume on methodology there is a statement about the depth of

earthquakes on page 430 stating that depths in the eastern United States

may be deeper than those in the western U.S. The document is correct in

stating that this would not explain differences in attenuation at greater

distances. I don't believe that a strong case can be made for differenes

in depths between the two regions. Many shocks near New York City, for

example, are in the depth range to 11 km. Shocks in other parts of the

central and eastern United States are as deep as 25 km. I believe there is

probably as great a variability in depths in the east as there is in the

western U.S. For some of the sites that are located near faults that may

be active, it would be wise to vary the depth of the events and to test the

sensitivity of the results to that parameter. Otherwise I don't think that

depth will be a significant variable.

As I mentioned above, the probabilistic method of integrating over

tectonic provinces is not as sensitive as the method of a single design

earthquake to the maximum intensity assigned to a given event. On page 57

of the volume on resultsp the maximum intensity is given for several large

earthquakes. The Giles County, Virginia event is listed as

intensity VII-VIII. Some references assign that event intensity VIII.

For a few crucial events such as that shock or the Cape Ann earthquake of

1775 the maximum intensity of particular large events could be varied in

the analysis. Such a sensitivity analysis would probably show that the

risk as calculated by the probabilistic approach does not depend greatly on
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the exact intensity assigned to those specific events. On the other hand,

the risk to the sites in Connecticut may be sensitive to the intensity and

attenuation relationships assumed for the earthquake of 1791 if rather

small tectonic provinces are chosen.

I would suggest that over the next one or two years that more con-

sideration be given to contributions from earthquakes on faults that may be

active near a few specific sites. Perhaps more consideration could be

given to whether two of the sites in Connecticut and one of those in the

central United States may be located near faults that may be active. If

active faults pass within ten kilometers of those sites, then the problem

of near-field motions becomes important for events of about magnitude 

where the rupture dimensions are likely to be a few kilometers. In those

cases the near-field motion at high frequencies may well be larger than

what would be calculated using data collected in the far field.

I suspect that once we are dealing with repeat times of thousands to

tens of thousands of years that the maximum events presumed to occur as

background activity by some of the experts may be too low. There is no

question that very large events like those near New Madrid in 1811 and 1812

can only occur along particular structures such as those of the Mississippi

embayment. Shocks of magnitudes to 6 such as the Cape Ann earthquake of

1755 or possibly the Charleston earthquake of 1886 may not have ruptured

faults over dimensions greater than about 20 km. Hence, very large faults

are not necessary for the generation of earthquakes of that type. While I

would expect a large shock to be more likely to occur in the Charleston

area than in many other places in the eastern United States, I don't think

that we can rule out the occurrence of earthquakes of magnitude 6 or

intensity IX for almost any area. Nevertheless, the chance of such a shock
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occurring at a given place is small (except for a few specific areas like

New Madrid and Charleston) and the repeat times are undoubtedly long. The

sensitivity of the calculations to the maximum size of shocks considered to

be part of the background could be tested more explicitly in the results.
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EVALUATION OF "SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS"
FOR THE SITE SPECIFIC SPECTRUM PROJECT

by
Otto W. Nuttli

I shall begin my evaluation and review of the three-volume set of

reports entitled "Seismic Hazard Analysis: Methodology for the Eastern

United States", "Seismic Hazard Analysis: Solicitation of Expert Opinion"

and "Seismic Hazard Analysis: Site Specific Spectra Results" by a discussion

of the findings of the study, as presented in the third volume. That is, I

shall comment on the peak ground acceleration, peak ground velocity and

MM intensity values as given for return periods of 200, 1000 and 4000 years

at the nine selected sites.

For Dresden the peak ground acceleration (PGA) values obtained by appli-

cation of the Uniform Hazard Methodology (UHM) are somewhat lower than I

would estimate on a "deterministic" basis, if compared to the 1000-year

return period values. The PGA for the 1000-year return period is 159 cm/see 2

by the UHM procedure, whereas "deterministically" I would estimate 200 to 250

cm/sec2, which would be contributed by the nearby source zones. I would agree

with the table on pg. 629 of volume 3 in the sense that the contribution of

the near sources to the PGA would be approximately twice that of the New

Madrid source zone. The range of values for the PGA with a 000-year return

period would encompass the PGA's I would expect from the near sources and the

New Madrid region. For the peak ground velocity (PGV) the UHM value for a

1000-year return period would agree with my estimate. Furthermore, I concur

with the table of pg 629 of volume 3i which indicates that the contribution
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to the PGV at Dresden is principally from the New Madrid, rather than the

near, source zones. For a PGA of 159 cm/sec 2 I would expect a site MM

intensity of VIII for a near source earthquake. For a New Madrid earth-

quake, the site intensity at Dresden would be less than VII. For the

1000-year return period Table 61 of volume 3 given an MM intensity value

of 72, with a range of 64 to 84.

For Palisades my "deterministic" estimation of the PGA would be between

those of the 1000-year and 4000-year return period values given in Table 62

of volume 3. My estimation of PGV would be close to that for the 1000-year

return period.

For Lacrosse my "deterministic" estimation of the PGA would be close

to that of the 4000-year return period value given in Table 63 of volume 3.

(For nowhere in the central United States would I estimate the PGA to be less

than 160 cm/sec2). My estimation of PGV would be between the values given

for the 1000-year and 4000-year return periods.

For Big Rock Point I would estimate a PGA larger than the 4000-year

return period value of Table 64 of volume 3 and a PGV of about the value

for the 4000-year return period given in the table.

In summary, for the central United States my "deterministic" estimation

of PGA would in general be slightly less than those of the UHM procedure for

a 4000-year return period. My estimates of PGV would be equal to or somewhat

larger than those of the iOO-year return period for the UHM procedure.

I have less experience with the seismic hazard of the northeastern

United States. In general, the PGA and PGV values appear to be dominated by

near-source earthquakes, contrary to the central United States where the New

Madrid source region tends to control the PGV.
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The 1000-year return period values of the PGA for thefive northeastern

2 2sites lie between 199 cm/sec and 254 cm/sec . For my "deterministic"

methodology this would orrespond to near-region earthquakes with mb of

5.5 to 60. These appear to me to be reasonable values, although somewhat

on the low side. However# the seismic source zones are probably not as

diffuse as our present lack of information would suggest, so for this reason

the PGA would tend to be reduced unless the site were very close to such a

source region. On the whole I favor the PGA's given for the 1000-year

return period by the UHM procedure, but wish we could better tie down the

Grand Banks earthquake of m = 70 to a specific fault. (The same is true

for the Charleston, SC earthquake.) The 1000-year return period values for the

PGV's vor the five sites lie between 34 and 47 cm/sec. Because I believe the

near earthquakes will control the ground motion at the sites, I would

"deterministically" expect a PGV value of about 20 cm/sec, closer to that

of the 200-year return period in Tables 65 to 69 of volume 3-

Considering our present state of knowledge or lack of it for seismic

source zones in most of the eastern United States, I believe the UHM values

given in Tables 61 to 69 of volume 3 in general provide a fairly good

relative ranking of the ground motion to be expected at the sites. Perhaps

the PGA's of the central sites should be raised by as much as 50%, and the

PGV's of the northeastern sites should be lowered by as much as 5yl. When

we can better delineate the minor seismic source zones in the central and

northeastern United States the PGA's might be reduced for the northeastern

sites.

I do not wish to imply that my deterministic" estimates are the proper

ones and that the UHM values which differ from tham are incorrect. It may

well be that the UHM values are better.
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Both Algermissen and Perkins (USGS Open-File Report 76-416, 1976) and

the Applied Technology Council (ATC) have produced maps of the United States

showing the maximum horizontal acceleration which has a 1% probability of

being exceeded in 50 years, or a return period of 475 years. Thus the UHM-

determined PGA values for the nine sites can be compared to those given in

the Algermissen-Perkins and AC maps. The estimates can be compared in the

following table:

Site Algermissen-Perkins ATC UHM
(peak rock accel.) (effective peak Accel.) (peak accel.)
(4?5-yr return per.) (475-yr. return per.) (200-yr. 1000-yr.)

Dresden '- 40 cm/sec2 50 c/sec2 83 159

Palisades <-4o 50 71 128

Lacrosse 440 4. 50 59 i1o

Big Rock Point < 40 4 50 54 102

Ginna 40 - 90 50 - 100 113 214

Connecticut Yankee go 100 135 252

Millstone 90 100 125 229

Yankee Rowe 4o-go 100 141 254

Oyster Creek 40 50-100 1o6 199

The Algermissen-Perkins' acceleration values refer to peak horizontal

accelerators in bedrock, ad thus do not take account of soil layers at the

site. The ATC values are called peak effective acceleration, which will be

less than the peak acceleration. In general the Algermissen-Perkins and ATC

accelerations, which are for a return period of 475 years, are less than those

of the UHM values for a return period of 200 years. I prefer the larger values

given by the UHM analysis. Also, the UHM procedure gives much more information

about the ground motion, namely the PGV, the site MM intensity and the response

spectrum.
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Concerning the methodology of the UHM, I shall leave an evaluation of

the mathematical aspects of statistics and probability theory to Drs. Ang

and Veneziano and restrict my comments to the seismological aspects.

The results of the UHM procedure depend on the delineation of the

seismic source zonesp on the estimation of the maximum-magnitude earthquake

for each region, and on the determination of the magnitude-recurrence

relation for each source zone. As yet for most of the central and eastern

United States we do not have as good a knowledge of these parameters as is

desirable. Continued research effort must be devoted to these problems, so

that there will be less variation in the experts' opinion on these points.

As it is, the differing opinions of the experts resulted in rather large

confidence limits on the PGA, PGV, site MM intensity and response spectrum.

A narrowing of these confidence limits by a better understanding of the

seismicity of the central and eastern United States should have high priority.

I have confidence in the attenuation results presented in this report.

They were derived from 1) the MM intensity attenuation relation, 2 an

empirical formula relating source MM intensity to body-wave magnitude, and

-3) an empirical relation between site MM intensity and peak ground acceleration.

By an entirely different procedure I have also constructed attenuation curves.

My approach was to 1) determine the excitation (near-field acceleration) as

a function of mb from western United States strong-motion accelerograms 2)

by empirical data estimate wave frequency as a function of mb for the peak

accelerations, and 3 to use empirical attenuation relations to determine the

absorption coefficient as a function of frequency for the central United States.

Thesep combined with the application of a theoretical seismic source scaling

relation allowed me to estimate maximum horizontal acceleration as a function

of mb and epicentral distance for the central United States. Thus the two
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approaches namely the one used in the UHM procedure and the one developed

by me, are entirely different in methodology and type of data used. It is

interesting to compare results, which is done in the table below.

PGA (cm/sec 2

mb Method iO km 20 km 30 km 50 km ILOO km 200 km

6-5 UHM 500 350 280 200 130 65
Nuttli --- --- 300 200 100 45

5-5 UHM 170 110 85 62 39 22
Nuttli 250 130 95 6o 30 10

4.5 UHM 52 40 30 21 13 --
Nuttli 80 38 28 17 7

Considering the complete independence of the two approaches and their

dependence on different sets and kinds of empirical data, the agreement in an

absolute sense between the acceleration values is remarkable. It indicates

that we have a good knowledge of the excitation and attenuation of maximum

acceleration values as a function of m b and epicentral. distance in the central

and eastern United States. I am unable to compare my values of maximum

horizontal ground velocity as a function of mb and epicentral distance with the

UHM values, since this information was not given in the Seismic Hazard Analysis

Reports.

In summaryp I believe the UHM procedure is a realistic and practical means

of assessing the seismic hazard in the central and eastern United States. The

procedure itself appears sound. What is required is further research on

certain aspects of the seismicity to reduce the uncertainty in the calculated

ground motion parameters.
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ALFREDO H-S. ANG. Consulting Engineer

2204 Combes Street
Urbana, Illinois 61801

September 27, 1979

Dr. Dae H. Chung
SSSP, Nuclear Test Engineering Division
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550

RE: Review of TERA Report on SSSP

Dear Dr. Chung:

Submitted herewith is my report, as a member of the Review
Panel of the Site Specific Spectra Project (SSSP), on the three-
volume report by TERA Corporation entitled "Seismic Hazard Analysis"
with sub-titles as follows:

Methodology for the Eastern United States
Solicitation of Expert Opinion
Site Specific Spectra Approach

This report is prepared in accordance with your instructions
of 30 July 1979, and is developed after very careful and thorough
review of the three-volume eport. The comments and suggestions
offered herein are intended to improve the usefulness of the results
as well as to simplify the approach for seismic hazard analysis.

My comments and suggestions were developed based on the following
premises:

1. The usefulness of the results is an important objective
of the study.

2. In order to facilitate the final implementation and
professional acceptance of probabilistic results, the
procedure on which the results were derived must be
understood by the potential users.

3. Some consistency or balance between the calculational
procedure and the quality of available information should
be maintained.

On these premises, my comments are presented in three parts as follows:

Part I -- Answers and discussions of the questions posed in your
letter of 30 July 1979 to the members of the Review Panel.

Telephone: 217/367-8250 or 217/333-6951
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Part II-- Further comments, with emphasis on the proposed
methodology for the Eastern United States.

Part III-- Summary and suggestions.

Part I (Answers/discussion to your questions)

1. How useful are the results with respect to estimates of
absolute seismic hazard? -- In lightof extremely limited earthquake
data for the Eastern United States, reliable estimates of the absolute
or real seismic hazards is extremely difficult. In other words,
any estimate of the absolute seismic hazard for the Eastern United
States would undoubtedly contain high degree of uncertainty. In this
regard, however, the TERA study does not address the question of
the degree of uncertainty in the estimated seismic hazard. Moreover,
the methodology as presented, and the information derivable from
the experts' or4nions would --- ' the is--m�,nt nf thi-, uncertainty.
unless major revisions are made.

2. How useful are the results with respect to estimates of
relative seismic hazard? -- In a relative sense, or for relative
purposes, the results can be used for the following purposes: The
site specific spectra developed within this study may be compared
with the existing generic design spectra. For example, this may be
used to examine whether there is any inconsistency in the hazard
levels for systems of different frequencies. In particular, since
the site specific spectra developed in the study takes into account
the distances to potential seismic source zones, response spectra
corresponding to uniform levels of hazard are obtained. In short,
the results can be used to evaluate the consistency (or lack thereof)
of the existing design spectra, or for developing revisions of the
current design spectra.

3. How does the approach and results compare with other probabil-
istic efforts such as the ATC Map? -- Conceptually, the approach used
in the present study is similar to that used in several other studies
including the development of the ATC Map. However, in the ATC Map
results are given in terms of the peak ground acceleration (PGA),
whereas in the present study the response spectra and their associated
return-periods are developed. Given the probability distribution for
the PGA, the corresponding risk-consistent response spectra, however,
may be derived as have been proposed or suggested previously, by a
number of authors, e.g. by Der Kiureghian and Ang, in the 1976 World
Conference on Earthquake Engineering Proceedings. The details of
the method used in the development of the ATC Map are simpler than
that used in the current study, even though the results (for the same
input data) should be the same or comparable.
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4. Are there any suggested improvements to the methodology? --
Improvements in the methodology would be in the way of simplifying
the seismic analysis procedure. The same results or the same type
of results can be derived by methods that are simpler and with computer
programs that are already available. In view of the highly subjective
basis on which the results must be derived, the complications in the
calculational methodology may not be warranted. In the final analysis,
it is the results obtainable from the expert opinions that is important,
rather than the development of a "new" calculational methodology. In
this regard, the procedure for translating the expert opinions into
probabilistic information also seems cumbersome and even difficult
to comprehend. For example, the superposition of source zonations
is difficult to understand; at least, I admit failure to fully
comprehend the basis of the superposition of zonations.

Another area that may serve to improve the methodology is to
use the significant distance instead of the epicentral distance in
the attenuation equation; this would be more consistent with the
tectonic nature of earthquakes particularly of large-magnitude earth-
quakes such as may be possible in the New Madrid region. The signifi-
cance of the "significant distance," i.e. the shortest distance to
the fault rupture is fully discussed in the paper by Der Kiureghian
and Ang 1977). In any additional sensitivity analysis that may be
undertaken, the effect of the "significant distance" ought to be
included. For this purpose, however, some revisions of the proposed
methodology may be necessary; additional complications may be intro-
duced into the already complicated calculational procedure. This
may be another reason for using simpler and available methods. As
pointed out in Der Kiureghian and Ang 1977), the "significant
distance" will tend to increase the seismic hazard relative to calcu-
lations performed using the epicentral distance.

5. Are there other suggested conceptual alternatives that could
be considered? -- The alternative concepts that could be considered
include the following:

(a) The PGA or the corresponding response spectrum associated
with a given return-period should be interpreted as the "most probable"
ground motion within that return-period; e.g. the 100-year PGA should
be interpreted as the most probable (modal) motion in 100 years.
Moreover, the results should also present the dispersion (e.g.
coefficient of variation) in addition to the modal value. In other
words, the 100-year PGA has its corresponding probability density
function, and the commonly denoted 100-year PGA is really the most
probable value in 100 years which is a central value; its measure of
dispersion ought to be presented also. The distribution function will
tend to be one of the asymptotic extremal type. Eventually, in order
to permit the calculation of the probability of release, the measure
of dispersion in addition to the modal value will be required; whereas
the necessary probability distribution function will tend to be one
of the asymptotic extremal forms.
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Regarding the questionnaires for obtaining the opinions of
experts, it may be more effective and useful to have the experts
identify what they believe to be the "most reasonable" situation as
well as the "worst case" (i.e. the most conservative) situation,
This should be done for the source zone configurations, the maximum
possible earthquake for each source zone, the parameters for the
earthquake occurrence model, and the intensity attenuation relation.
The "most reasonable case" and the "worse case" should provide some
measure of uncertainty which can be translated into statistical terms.
This may be used to replace the self-ranking of the experts. The
credibility measures do not seem to serve a useful purpose, but
complicate the analysis further without an commensurate benefit.

The results of the analysis between the "worse case" and the
"most reasonable case" should provide a useful indication of the
possible range of results and thus the effects of the uncertainty in
each of the seismic parameters. The results thus obtained should
provide an answer to the uncertainty associated with the estimate of
the absolute seismic hazard; i.e. answer to question No. I above.

Part II (Further Comments)

Besides the questions that you posed, the following may also
be of concern:

1. How would the results be used, either for licensing decision,
or for the development of future design criteria? It would be well
for the investigators to keep this in mind, and indeed be the central
focus of their study, as the effectiveness of the study may well
depend on the usefulness and/or impact of the results on the licensing
and design processes.

2. The study seems to be based on the assumption that the
reliability of the expert opinions and of the results would be
improved through increasing the number of experts in the opinion poll.
Is this valid? Even though self-ranking is used, the results obtained
may, in large part, reflect the expert's modesty (or conversely his
aggressiveness). For this reason, the self-ranking procedure has serious
built-in weaknesses. Finally, a related question: "would a
few or perhaps even one prominent expert be better than a large number
of experts in the opinion poll?" Should or can expert opinions be
treated in the same way as the opinion poll of the general population?

Comments and Suggestions on Volume I (Methodology) -- The language
of the report could be improved by using terminology that is more
familiar to engineers and seismologists. For example, terms like
"trial" and "waiting time" are terms common in text on mathematical
probability but are unfamiliar to engineers and scientists. Also,
their meanings are vague and not immediately relevant to the problem.
Such terms ought to be replaced with ones that are specific and
pertinent to the subject of the report.
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Even though the Bayesian approach is emphasized and the Bayesian
philosophy underlies the entire study, the use of the Bayesian updating
process is really unnecessary in the results presented thus 'far. By
assuming a diffused prior, the results are equivalent to using the
experts' opinions directly. Moreover, the assumption of the diffused
prior may be inappropriate, as this implies absolute ignorance in the
absence of the experts' opinions.

Irrespective of the sophistication of the methodology, the validity
or credibility of the results will depend on the validity of the seismic
parameters used. Since these are almost entirely based on the subjective
judgments and opinions of experts, the mathematical sophistication of
the calculational method does not really add to the credibility of the
results. Unless more fundamental understanding is established through
research, no amount of sophisticated modeling and analysis can really
reduce the underlying uncertainty.

For the reasons stated above, the additional complications introduced
in the proposed methodology may be unnecessary, as the results may be
obtained with available (and simpler) methods (e.g. the model of
Der Kiureghian and Ang, 1977; or Cornell, 1971). For example, there is
no particular advantage in describing earthquake magnitudes with the
Bernoulli model; since the distribution of magnitudes must be based
on the linear magnitude recurrence relation, a truncated exponential
distribution is implied and sufficient.

Part III (Summary and Suggestions)

In summary, I feel that, overall, the study is quite worthwhile and
the approach is one that deserves attention, namely the explicit consider-
ation of the probabilistic nature of seismic events and hazards, and the
need for opinions from experts in the seismic analysis of the EUS.
However, the effectiveness of the derived results could be enhanced with
several areas of improvements, including the following:

(1) More extensive sensitivity studies should be conducted. These
can be more economically and effectively accomplished using available
(and simpler) calculational models and computer programs. Moreover,
there are models that can be used to also examine the effect of the
"significant distance" rather than be limited to the epicentral distance;
this effect could be significant in regions where large-magnitude
earthquakes (? 6 Richter) are possible such as the New Madrid area.

(2) In addition to the PGA and response spectrum corresponding to
specified return periods which is equivalent to the modal maximum over
the return period, the results should also include a measure of dispersion
(either in terms of its standard deviation or coefficient of variation) at
the respective return periods.

(3) The questionnaire may be revised to solicit the experts' opinion
on the "most reasonable" situation plus the "worse case" situation for
the seismic parameters including source zones, and dispense with the
self-ranking and credibility measures.
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I hope that the above review comments and suggestions will be useful
to you and your collegues at LLL, as well as to the investigators of
TERA.

Sincerely yours,

A

AHA:pjl
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Review of

Draft Report by Tera Corporation on

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

Submitted to

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Daniele Veneziano

October 2 1979
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present review of the Tera report (Draft version, August 23, 1979)

is composed of three parts: the first part (Sec. 2 gives an overall evalua-

tion of methodology, results, and of their potential use in the context of

the stated objective, which is to assess seismic hazard at the sites of

nuclear power facilities in the Eastern United States. The second part

(Sec. 3 which forms the main body of the review, contains a detailed

technical examination of each volume of the Tera report. Particular

attention is given to Volume 1, which describes the various steps of analysis.

Whenever the approach by Tera is considered unsatisfactory, alternative

assumptions, models, and analysis procedures are proposed and their impact

on the final results is tentatively stated. The third part of the review

(Sec. 4 contains a list of possible future developments, in the form of

modifications to the approach by Tera, sensitivity analyses, etc., with an

assessment of priority. Priority is evaluated on the basis of 1. likely

impact on the final results, 2 improvement of the procedure (internal

consistency and soundness), and 3 simplicity of implementation.

2. OVERALL EVALUATION

objectives of the Tera study are 1. to develop a state-of-the-art

procedure for the analysis of seismic hazard in the Eastern United States

and 2 to implement the procedure at sites of nuclear power facilities in order

to evaluate absolute and relative earthquake hazard. One may separate

these two aspects of the study and label them methodology and numerical

evaluation, respectively.
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With regard to methodology, some features of the Tera procedure go

beyond what may be considered to be current state-of-the-art. These features

are:

1. The systematic collection, interpretation, and use of expert opinion

and the final combination of seismic hazard evaluations based on individual-

expert information. Although one may disagree on how questions were formulated,

on how answers were interpreted, and on the specific form of the final combina-

tion rule (see Sec. 3 of this review), the concept of using both statistical

information and subjective judgement is sound and is implemented in the Tera

study at an unprecedented scale.

2. In seismic hazard analysis, earthquake source configuration and

parameters (upper magnitude cutoff, magnitude-frequency relation, etc.) are

typically assumed to be deterministically known. This is done for practical

convenience. In reality (and especially for seismic provinces where geology

and earthquake mechanisms are not well established and for which historical

data is scanty) source geometry, zonation, and seismicity parameters may be

highly uncertain. In the procedure proposed by Tera this uncertainty is

recognized by asking experts to formulate alternative hypotheses on geometry.

and zoning of each source, to quantify their degree of belief in each

alternative model, and to characterize seismicity parameters under each

hypothesis as random variables. Both components of uncertainty, that on

source geometry and zoning and that on seismicity parameters given geometry

and zoning, are incorporated in the final evaluation of seismic hazard.

Detailed comments and suggestions for improvement follow in Sec. 3 of this

document.

Tera's procedure is less innovative in other aspects and in some cases

it should be modified. In particular, some components of uncertainty are
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not satisfactorily modeled or treated; e.g., uncertainty on upper

magnitude cutoff and more in general on the magnitude-frequency relation,

uncertainty on attenuation in the far field, uncertainty on the uniform

hazard spectrum (on fractiles of the spectral ordinates) given estimates

from individual experts. In many cases, refinement is possible well within

present methods of seismic hazard evaluation, or using easily accessible

results of probability and statistics theory.

Numerical evaluation Most of the limitations of the Tera procedure

that are listed in Sec. 3 are likely to produce only minor variations of

the numerical results. However, a few limitations should be mentioned here

as potentially more critical. They are:

1. Expert judgement should be requested and used in an iterative mode:

(i) by providing each expert with the results from his own assumptions and

parameter estimates aAd by allowing modification of his initial statements,

(ii) by having experts jointly discuss assumptions and results, to possibly

reach group consensus.

2. More careful consideration should be given to form and parameters

of the attenuation function, especially for low-frequency spectral ordinates

and peak ground velocity in the far field. The marginal probability distribu-

tion (and to lesser extent the probabilistic dependence) of the attenuation

error should also be estimated more carefully due to sensitivity of the

results to this parameter.

3. Uncertain variables should be classified as "random" (independent

from earthquake to earthquake), "systematic" (equal for all earthquakes or

for a given subset of earthquakes), and probabilistically dependent (an

intermediate case between random and systematic), and treated accordingly.

For example, it is not conceivable that upper magnitude cutoff be
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independent from point to point of a seismic source. Nor should it be

considered to be the same at all points. Treating systematic uncertainty

as if it were random, which is often done in the Tera report, is likely

to produce conservative uniform-hazard-spectra.

The first two limitations are believed to be the more critical ones.

In particular, more careful choice of form and parameters of the attenuation

law would modify uniform hazard spectra for natural frequencies below 25 Hz.

Over thisrange of frequency numerical results in the Tera report should not

be considered reliable, either as absolute or as relative quantifications of

seismic hazard. Attenuation relationships and spectral ordinates appear to be

more realistic. for frequencies above 25 Hz which are those of interest for

nuclear power plant safety.

'In summary:

1. The Tera study is a commendable effort in light of challenge of the

task;

2. The general features ofthe uniform hazard procedure are in line

with current thinking on seismic hazard analysis. In some respects, the

procedure represents an improvement over current methods.

3. At a more detailed level, the same procedure contains a number of

inaccuracies and is susceptible of considerable improvement. For the most

part, modifications should produce minor variation in the results.

4. Deficiencies with more important likely impact on the

results are: (i) experts should be allowed to revise assumptions and parameter

estimates; (ii) form, parameters, and error distribution for low-frequency

attenuation in the far field should be reconsidered; (iii) uncertain variables

should be classified as random, systematic, and probabilistically dependent,

and treated accordingly.
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5. Uniform hazard spectra are reasonable for frequencies in excess

of 25 Hz but are unreliable for lower frequencies. Modification of the

attenuation model should improve accuracy.

3. TECHNICAL REVIEW

Purpose of this section is to provide detailed discussion on the Tera

procedure and to make technical comments on and suggestions for improvement

of hypotheses, models, questionnaire, hazard analysis, and results. The

material is organized into three subsections, one for each volume of the

Tera report. Discussion on Volume (Sec. 31) which is also relevant to

Volumes 2 and 3 is not repeated in Secs. 32 and 33. Sections of the Tera

report are referred to by numbers in brackets (e.g., Sec. 321 denotes a

section of the Tera report and not of this document);a similar notation

is used for page numbers and equations. Comments are presented in the order of

the material in the Tera report.

3.1 VOLUME 1: METHODOLOGY FOR THE EASTERN UNITED STATES

3.1.1 questionnaire for Eastern U.S. SeismicsSec. 321

Authors acknowledge that Bayes' theorem is not being used to its full

potential. Here are some considerations about the theorem and ways in which

it could be better utilized.

a. In all cases when statistical information is subjectively

combined with umodeled expert information, it would be helpful to first

process statistical data using Bayes' theorem with noninformative prior.

The resulting posterior distribution should be made available to the experts

as a quantification of information from modeled data only. Experts should be

asked to modify this distribution on account of any additional information

they may have. Additional information should be identified and described.
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b. Bayes' theorem (as most theorems in probability) is a statement of

consistency among probabilities of different events. These probabilities are

often referred to as prior probabilities, posterior probabilities, and

likelihoods (also proportional to probabilities). Given two such sets of

probabilities, one can calculate the third set from the claim of the theorems.

Hence, one can calculate posterior probabilities from prior probabilities

and likelihoods ("forward formulation"), likelihoods from prior and posterior

probabilities ("likelihood formulation"), prior probabilities from likelihoods

and posterior probabilities ("backwards formulation"). With probability

interpretations that are known to be consistent (that satisfy the axioms of

probability theory, e.g., with frequentist interpretations), these three uses

of Bayes' theorem are legitimate. Not so with iterpretations that are not

necessarily consistent, e.g., with "probabilities" that represent subjective

degrees of belief. In fact, when prior, posterior, and likelihood are quantified

subjectively and independently, they are typically found not to satisfy Bayes'

theorem. Which of the conflicting set of probabilities should one believe?

Which should one derive from the other two sets using Bayes' theorem? Strictly,

one should believe none and derive none, because it is clear that such claimed

probabilities are not probabilities in the sense of the mathematical theory.

Not only Bayes' theorem, but any result of probability theory does not apply.

What one can do, is make the three sets of "probabilities" internally consistent

and here is where Bayes' theorem can play a role: it shows inconsistencies by

deriving each set of probabilities from the other two sets. The analyst may

then remove the inconsistencies by adjusting all three sets of probabilities

until a compromise is reached that satisfies Bayes' theorem. In summary,

Bayes' theorem has the same role as any deductive instrument of analysis,

deterministic or probabilistic: it derives consequences from postulated initial

facts. If the consequences are not felt to be acceptable, the postulated facts
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are modified. I believe that if the experts had been made aware 6f the

results of hazard analysis based on their questionnaire answers, some of them

would have modified their initial statements. An exercise of this type

should have been undertaken, perhaps on a limited scale involving only a few

experts.

C. (About the statement in the second paragraph of Sec. 321) As part

of my last remark, I noticed that Bayes' theorem can be formulated "backwards"

to consistently assess probabilities that result from deleting information.

Although it is difficult to ask a subject not to take into account certain

information (especially, information as critical as the catalog of historical

earthquakes), one can perform this operation analytically by solving for prior

probabilities in terms of likelihoods and posterior probabilities. If the

forward (usual) form of Bayes' theorem is written

P[AlBnC] P[AJBJ [dAni3i
P[CJBI

P[AJB19[CJAM1 (1)

in which A = event of interest, = prior information, Bnc = posterior

information, and Z[-] = likelihood function, then the backward formulation

is

P[AJB1 = P[AlBnC] [CIBI
P[CJAnB1

cc P[AJBCC1/9[CJAnB1 (2)

For example, let A = "upper magnitude cutoff equal to a given value," C

catalog of historical events (statistical information), and = all other

relevant information available to a given expert. Eq. 2 gives a formal
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way to calculate prior probabilities (probabilities based only on nonstatistical

information (B) by deleting statistical information (C) from probabilities

based on posterior information WC).

d. As should be clear from Eq. 1, it is not true what stated in the

second paragraph of Sec. 32], that Bayes' theorem requires independence

between subjective opinion and data.

-.3.1.2 Seismic Source Geometry, Sec. 421

My concern about this section is centered on the equations at pages

[4.61 and 4101 and on the analysis that follows at page 4111. The source

of all confusion, here and in other parts of the report, is the use of

words such as "credibility" and "degree-of-belief". If one accepts the

subjectivist degree-of-belief interpretation of probability, then degree-of-

belief, credibility, and chance (all three terms are being used as synonimous at

page 461 and through the report) can and should all be replaced with

probability. The use of degree-of-belief or credibility in quotes should

especially be avoided since this adds to confusion. one should also be clear

about the event the probability of which is being considered. More detailed

comments on the equations at pages 461 and 410] follow.

a. Equation at page 461. In the sentence that preceeds the equation,

I interpret Cito be the probability Pi that the physical source corresponds

to (produces earthquakes in the way described by) the jth mathematical model.

These events (physical source described correctly by jth model, j=1,2,...) are

mutually exclusive and therefore the probability that at least one event is

verified is

P P (3)
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For the example at page 461,

PA = 1+ 2+ 3 (4)

in which P is used in place of C as a more appropriate symbol for probability.

The equation in the report would be correct if alternative models were valid

independently of one another; but by definition, mutually exclusive events

cannot be independent. If the same events are collectively exhaustive (as

they should be), then P = I iP i= 1.

b. Equation at page 4101. This is another equation I do not agree

with. First, the summation sign in the definition of C should be removed.

Even with this modification, the expression for a allocates earthquakes among

alternative source models in an ingeneous manner but with no justifiable

rationale. Let me suggest a much simpler analysis that is consistent with

the previous interpretation of C. and P.. As I shall say later, an aggregated

source model that combines all alternative zonings should not be constructed

at the present stage of the analysis. However, If one wants to do so, then a

quantity that should replace the integrated "seismic density" parmater a in

the report is the mean rate of earthquake events, X, as a function of

epicentral location, x x]. Here, "mean" stands for expected value with- y

respect to all uncertainties (including uncertainty on the appropriate source

model) and "rate" refers to a unit of time and space. The function X(x is

given by

XW P. XAX) (5)

in which Xi W = mean rate of earthquakes atx if the jth source model is

correctand the probabilities P. satisfy P. = since alternative source
3 3

models are collectively exhaustive. The present approach is very general; for
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example, it includes cases when no single alternative zone contains all

other possible zones, acondition that produces much complication in the

procedure of the report.

As stated before, one should not combine source models at this

stage of the analysis; rather, one should separately treat each alternative

source representation and, at the end, combine the associated distributions of

each spectral ordinate. This concept is implemented in the Tera report

only to limited extent, leading to errors which I shall point out later in this

section.

3.1.3 Earthquake Occurrence Model, Sec. 431

a. Poisson Assumption There is some ambiguity in language and analysis

as to when the Poisson process assumption is made. In Sec. 431 it is clear

that the alternative source models are individually Poisson with different

intensity parameter X. This assumption implies that the integrated source

model is not Poisson (precisely, that it is Doubly-Stochastic Poisson).

The same assumption is consistent with Eq. 44]. However, later in the

report, consequences of double stochasticity are not recognized. For

example, Eq. 4181 is not correct if different source segments have random

and probabilistically dependent mean rate of events.

Double stochasticity (stochasticity of the intensity parameter and

stochasticity of the pattern of points given Poisson intensity) is contributed

by statistical uncertainty on several parameters and not only on the mean

rate of earthquakes in time. Negligence of these contributions in the report

is source of some inaccuracy. Before describing inconsistencies and correct

treatment in more detail, let me introduce a Doubly-Stochastic Poisson model

of seismicity which includes all the features in the report. In the model,

earthquakes are represented by points in a multi-dimensional Cartesian space
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("earthquake space") the coordinate axes of which are: time of occurrence t,

geographical coordinates of the epicenter.,x and y, magnitude or epicentral

intensity, M. If other earthquake characteristics are being modeled (e.g.,

type of physical mechanism, length of fault rupture, stress drop, depth

of focus), then the dimension of earthquake space should be increased and

these characteristics associated with additional coordinate axes. (Notice

the unconventional inclusion of characteristics other than time and space

as coordinates, a feature that allows one to rigorously and completely

represent source seismicity as a Doubly-Stochastic Poisson point process.)

Suppose for the moment that the intensity parameter of a point Poisson

process is given in earthquake space as a nonnegative function X(txyM).

This model corresponds to the familiar representation of the earthquake

process at the source as a Poisson sequence of points in time, with an

associated probability distribution of epicentral coordinates (not necessarily

uniform in space or constant in time but with independent values given the

times of occurrence of different earthquakes) and an associated distribution

of size (possibly dependent on time and epicentral location, but with independent

realizations for different earthquakes given time of occurrence and epicentral

coordinates).

If the function A is known except for a random multiplicative constant,

then the point process becomes doubly-stochastic (once in the sense that

X is stochastic and once in the sense that for given the network of points

is still stochastic). This is the simplest case of double-stochasticity

for a Poisson earthquake model: it includes only uncertainty on the mean rate

of events in time and assumes that this mean rate either is constant or

evolves in time proportionally to a given function.
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In order to include uncertainty on the configuration of each source, on

the upper magnitude cutoff, and in general on the probability distribution

of earthquake size for each alternative source zoning one needs a more

general doubly-stochastic model. For example, a model with the following

random function:

X(tXYM)= I x K (trx1yM) (6)
K

where

XK(txym = KjZ (txyM) with probability P Kj9

and

XKjJZ(tfxfylm) = VK'f (XY)-f PI (M)
xoy M

Notation is as follows: K = source index, j = index of alternative source

model (j=l,...,n K for the Kth source), = index of alternative earthquake-

size distribution model, P Kj9, �probability that the jth source configuration

and the Ith earthquake-size distribution are correct for source K, I I KjR
9 

and vK = random variable that gives the value of for the entire Kth source.

Uncertainty on the function is therefore parametrized in terms of the random

variables vK and PKjY'

The main objective of hazard analysis is to calculate the probability P

with which a given site intensity is exceeded during a given interval of time.

Since this probability is a nonlinear functional of the intensity function

AftxyM), it is theoretically wrong to replace E[P(X)l with P(E[XI).

Unfortunately, this replacement is implicit in Eqs. 417] and 418]. One

may also expect that the events "zoning j and size-distribution 9, are correct

for source K" are probabilistically dependent for different sources. For

example, if a source is known to have upper bound epicentral intensity XII,
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then it is likely that smilar sources have the same upper bound intensity.

(Suffices to look at the high correlation of upper bound epicentral

intensities assigned by the experts.) If this dependence were to be

modeled, then a (simple) modification of the function in Eq. 6 would be

in order and Eq. 419] would also be wrong.

b. Step (1), page 413]. I interpret "independent of magnitude" to

mean "independent of magnitude distribution." (Same for the sentence in

the middle of page 4141.)

Step 3 page 414]. I interpret "independently of the number of

trials" to mean "not conditional on the number of trials."

The paragraph that follows step 3 at page 4141 is obscure: it

seems that what is presented there as an alternative is in fact a duplicate

of the proposed model.

These are only examples of the imprecise language that unfortunately

pervades many partsof the report.

c. Distribution of Magnitude page 4191. There is no need for

introducing Bernoulli-trial models. All operations can be performed in

terms of Poisson processes, generated from the original point process through

random-selection procedures. For example, given X(txyM), the number of

earthquakes in any given range of magnitudes, with epicenter in any given

geographical region, and during any given interval of time (with added

generality, the number of earthquakes with representative points inside any

given region D of earthquake space) is Poisson, with mean value

E[nD] = I X(txyM) dt dx dy dM (7)
D

d. Bayesian Estimation of P M. . The proposed Beta distribution should be
I

better motivated and the meaning of the parameters and explained. The
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model is marginal, in the sense of treating the probabilities PM. one at a
1

time. These probabilities are clearly dependent random variables. At the

very least, they must satisfy the simultaneous constraint , PM. = which
I

means, for example, that if P 0.6 then P cannot exceed 04. Other
M M2

constraints, e.g. of the type PM < M. for j > i, would make the model

more realistic.

The simplest multivariate generalization of the proposed model that

satisfies Ii PM. = assumes that probabilities PM. have joint Dirichlet
I 1

distribution (a multivariate form of the Beta distribution). The Dirichlet

distribution is conjugate with respect to independent sampling from the unknown

earthquake-size distribution and is as easy to work with as its marginal Beta

distributions.

Statistical uncertainty on PM. in one reason why Eq. 4181 is incorrect
I

and probabilistic dependence among the PM. is one reason why Eq. 4173

is incorrect.

The model proposed at page 4211 and its Dirichlet generalization are

nonparametric, i.e., they do not assume that the probabilities PM. depend on

i through only a small number of uncertain parameters. Ifone were to correct

Eqs. 4171 and 4181 to properly account for nonparametric uncertainty on

PM. , then one would obtain expressions requiring tedious numerical calculation:

one should first condition the distribution of response-spectrum ordinates on

PM, PM and then take expectation of this distribution with respect to the
1 2

same probabilities. (Perhaps, Monte Carlo simulation would be the most

expedient numerical procedure to evaluate the expectation.)

Within the Beta (Dirichlet) distribution assumption, an alternative

nonparametric procedure which reduces numerical calculation, is to formulate
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the model not in terms of probabilities P M. , but in terms of mean rates
1

XP M. . Whereas the probabilities P M. are dependent variables also for

given upper magnitude cutoff, the conditional mean rates (XPM.lm u) are

mutually independent both a priori and a posteriori, with conjugate Gamma

distribution. A problem with nonparametric approaches is that results

may be sensitive to discretization.

The nonparametric model is not used consistently in the report: data

is first fitted by a parametric model (the "truncated linear model" with

parameters a, b M ) to which a nonparametric model is finally adjusted. This

hybrid procedure should be explained and justified. Why not using consistently

the parametric model, which seems to represent more accurately the experts'

opinions and which is easier to analyze? (State Eqs. 417] and 4181

conditionally on a, b, and M and take expectation of the results with respect

to these parameters.)

Another inconsistency in the treatment of probabilities P M. concerns the

effect of uncertainty on M (page 4231). Besides unclear language about

and notation of the equations at that page (is the same as E" ? What
M.

I

is W? What is the meaning of the second equation?), it is implicitly

assumed that the marginal distribution of P M. after accounting for uncertainty

on M is still Beta. of course, it is not so. The authors should state

clearly this approximation and consider its consequences.

Uncertainty on M is an additional source of dependence among the probabilities

PM. , but again this dependence is neglected in the derivation of Eqs. 4171 and

[4.181.

The random distribution of earthquake magnitude and the upper magnitude

cutoff are not independent, contrary to the statement at page 4231 At

most, the effect of dependence may be negligible. Irrespective of the
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experts' judgement, the mathematics of Eq. [4.81shows clearly that the mean

value of PM. depends on M . Rigorous treatment should then start from a

joint prior distribution of M and all the P M. , followed by an updating of

this joint distribution to account for historical data.

I already made the comment that the Bernoulli model is unwarranted; this

is true also for the development at page 4241.

The last statement at that page before the section on Experts opinion

is correct only if probabilities P M. are mutually independent and the mean
I

rate of earthquake arrivals is known, but this is not the case in the present

model.

e. Size of Maximum EarthM!ake, page 4251. If one wants to estimate

site-intensity exceedance probabilities of the order of 10- 3_10-4 during

an interval of 50 years, then chosing the upper magnitude cutoff to be the

1000-year return period value will in general introduce severe unconservatism.

In the case of the Tera report, the unconservatism may not be too large due

to the fact that some of the experts said that the 1000-year return period

magnitude is the same as the infinite-time peak magnitude.

f. Uncertainty on Recurrence Slope b, page 4271. Some of the operations

described in this section are not sufficiently justified: why a separate

Beta distribution is not being fitted to each magnitude range? Why is

the range of b interpreted as a two-standard-deviation interval? Did experts

know about this interpretation?

One should be aware that a nonlinear transformation is being made from the

logarithmic scale of the recurrence model to the arithmetic scale of the

probabilities PM. . Because of this nonlinearity, it is generally not true that
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E[PM.] equals PM. at the mean value of b. Analogous consideration holds

for the variance. Nonlinearity of the transformation should be accounted

for if seismic hazard is found to be sensitive to uncertainty on b.

I should also comment on the problem of where to "anchor the slope".

First, let me suggest that the word "anchor" be removed: it is colloquial

and possibly misleading. In the present section, "anchoring intensity"

has the precise statistical meaning of "value of epicentral intensity for

which the mean rate of exceedance is independent of the slope parameter b."

Given this interpretation, it is not clear why such value should equal the

lower cutoff intensity, IV. In general, it may be larger or smaller than

IV, depending on various facts. If the historical data were complete and the

exponential distribution model were exact, then the intensity value which

satisfies the previous condition of independence would indeed be close to

the smallest intensity for which data is available. However, incompleteness

of the record and possible departures from the exponential distribution

tend to move the "anchor point" towards higher intensity values. Results

may be sensitive to this parameter.

g. Uncertainty on Recurrence Intercept, page 4291. Explain the meaning

of parameters VI and . What is the value of ? Perhaps, v1 = total number

of historical earthquakes during 175 years, corrected by incompleteness.

3.1.4 Attenuation Relationships and the Effect of Local Geology, Sec. 441

This section is rather well-written, but I find the treatment of attenuation

uncertainty unsatisfactory. Specifically, further elaboration and analysis is

needed on uncertainty about the form of the attenuation law, the parameters,

and the residual error.

a. Let me start with a minor comment on the residual term, e. At the
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bottom of page 4231, nonlinearity of the logarithmic transformation should

be recognized and the assumption therein should be restated as "ZnE is

assumed to have mean zero and standard deviation atnc = 09. Corresponding

m nE a ne m nc +(Y kne
to these values of the moments, the interval [e e equals

1 2451."
2.45

b. My main concern is that systematic and random errors are not being

separated: if there are uncertainties about the form, the parameters, and

the residual term of the attenuation function, then it is not conceivable

that the attenuation error be independent from earthquake to earthquake.

For example, there must be dependence (there must be a systematic component

of uncertainty) due to the fact that site geology is the same for all

earthquakes felt at a given site, to the fact that the originating mechanism

and the wave path may be similar for different earthquakes, and in general to

the fact that the form and the parameters of the attenuation function cannot

be expected to vary independently from point to point of earthquake space.

Correct analysis calls for separation of uncertainty into a random

and a systematic component. The former component can be treated as proposed

in the report, whereas the latter component should be accounted for by

averaging the final exceedance probabilities with respect to the associated

random variables.

It seems that no allowance was made in the analysis for alternative forms

of the attenuation function or for different values of te parameters. More

information should have been elicited from the experts on this topic as well

as on the form of the distribution of the attenuation error, due to its

overwhelming importance in determining seismic hazard.
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3.1.5 Seismic Hazard Evaluation, Sec. 451

Inaccuracies and mistakes in this section have already been pointed out.

The basic fault is lack of recognition of uncertainty on and probabilistic

dependence of some of the parameters (X, P M. M, attenuation function,

attenuation parameters, and residual error). Correct treatment might follow

the procedure given below. The procedure is developed under a specific set

of assumptions and should be modified if different assumptions are being made.

a. Let site be the vector of uncertain site parameters and denote by

K (K=I,...,n K) the vector of uncertain parameters associated with

source (geometry, mean rate of earthquakes, M b, etc.). Given site and

0 K' the mean rate of events from source K that cause site intensity

A in excess of a is denoted by X sitelsource K (a 6site' 2source K ) and is

given by

sitelsource K (a site, 2source K)

f dM f XK (xmlesource K )[1-FA (alxmesite )] dx
all M source K

(8)

in which X K(xmlesource K ) is the spatial/temporal mean density of events

with magnitude M at location x of source K given source ., and F A (alx^

esite) is the site intensity distribution that results from the attenuation

law for an earthquake with parameters x and M and for given site' Conditional

on site and source K for all K, the earthquake process is assumed to be

Poisson. Therefore, the probability of exceeding site intensity a from any

source during a time interval of duration T is
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P[A>a at least once in [0,T], given e site and source K , K=1,...,nK

= - e TIKIsitelsource (a I6site'0source K) (9)

The unconditional probability is found by taking expectation of the right

hand side of Eq. 9 with respect to site and the vectors source '

b. The developments that follow Eq. 4191 assume no statistical

uncertainty on the parameters, hence Poisson character of the earthquake

process. Under this condition (which is not consistent with previous steps

of the analysis) there is no need for the Bernoulli-trial model (e.g.,

Eq. 4201) since it is simpler to calculate the exact probability of

exceedance from the Poisson model (Eq. 9 above).

c. The second equation at page 4391 and statement 2 at the top of

page 441] are true only in approximation. Under the assumptions of this

section, the correct expression is given by an equation similar to Eq. 9

above, namely

P[A>a at least once in T years] = - eX(a)T (10)

in which X(a) = mean rate of events with site intensity in excess of a.

For the example at page 4391 one should proceed as follows: first

one should calculate X(a) that corresponds to a return period T=200 years,

X(a = = 1 = 0.005 (11)
T 200

(this is not the yearly probability of exceedance, although the two

quantities are numerically almost identical). Then, using Eq. 10,

PCX a in 50 years] e-0.005 x 50

-0.25
e

0.779 (12)
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In this case the answer is very close to that at page 4391, but the

procedure of the report is conceptually wrong. The same is true for the

plot of Fig. 4101.

More complicated treatment is needed to account for the non-Poissonian

character of the earthquake process at the site due to statistical uncer-

tainty on X(a).

Statement 3 at page 441] is exact, not approximate.

d. Synthesis of Results, page 4411. The self-ranking combination

formula at the bottom of page 4411 is ingenious but not enough justified.

For example, self-ranking about upper bound magnitude cutoff may be more

important than self-ranking about zonation and should accordingly receive

more weight. Were experts made aware of the way these self-ranking values

were interpreted, combined, and used?

It would be nice if one could derive combination rules from conceptual

models of errors and biases in expert opinion and in the methodology. For

example, a set of modeling assumptions (not the only set) that generates the

combination rule of the Tera report is:

1. One and only one expert is correct.

2. Each expert is correct with a probability proportional to his combined

self-ranking, as calculated by the formula in Volume of the report.

These assumptions are clearly not tenable (e.g., assumption 2 implies

that each expert is correct with a probability that depends on the number of

experts), but since other models generate the combination rule of the report,

this is no disproof of the combination rule itself. In what followsI shall

first formulate a model of uncertainty on the uniform hazard spectra calculated

from expert opinion and then I shall deduce the associated combination rule using
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results of linear statistical estimation.

Let A Tbe the maximum spectral ordinate at period T over a given time

interval; also denote by A TP the P-fractile of AT and by A TP the estimate
i

of ATP using information from the ith expert. The estimation 'error

A-

A - AT (13)TPi TP P i

is assumed to have mean zero and variance, a 2 related-to
TPi

the expert's self-ranking. one should expect errors TP to be correlated
i

for different values of T or P and also for different experts, due to

common factors (same seismic maps and same earthquake catalogs given to all

experts, common seismological theories, same seismic hazard analysis, etc.).

For given T and P, suppose that the vector

TP
1 (N = number of experts)

ETP 
CTP- N-

has mean zero and covariance matrix H TP' Then, given the vector

A
TP

A_T P

-A;,p N_

a convenient estimator of A TP is the so-called (unconditionally unbiased)

linear-minimum-variance estimator, A TPlwhich is given by

N N -1

I I ( H TP A TP.
j=l 1 (14)

TP N N
1 ( H

i=l j=l - TP j

and has estimation variance

2 N N -1
CT P I I ( H (15)

T i=l =l - TP ij
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In the case when expert estimation errors are uncorrelated, H diag Q 2
TP T'Pi

and Eqs. 14 and 15 simplify to

N
2

AT P OTP
A i=l

ATP -N (16)
1 l/a 2

i=l TyPi

and

CT (17)
TP N 2

T P

In the even more special case when expert estimation errors are uncorrelated

and have the same variance a 2 one finds

A 1 N
AT'P 'T'P (18)

i

(Y2 CY2IN (19)
TP

These results are consistent with common intuition.

The same results can be given an interpretation that involves Bayes' Theorem.

Suppose that c TP has N-variate normal distribution with mean zero and covariance

matrix H and that A has noninformative flat prior distribution. Then,
TP TP

A 2
a posteriori, A TP has normal distribution with mean AT'P and variance a TP

given by previous expressions. more in general we shall need this broader

viewpoint later),a posteriori A TP is a correlated random function of T and P:

What we have obtained in previous equations are characteristics of the marginal

distribution of this function for each given value of T and P.
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Next, we address a separate question: Is it legitimate to say that

A
the P-fractile of AT equals the posterior mean value A TP , or should one also

take into consideration uncertainty on the actual value of A T'P ? After a

brief discussion to clarify the nature of the mathematical problem, we shall

conclude that although the P-fractile of A T differs from"A TP , it may be a

practical necessity (and possibly an accurate approximation) to set

AT, = TP'

Suppose that a simple oscillator with natural period T has known

resistance RT. We want to calculate the probability of failure,

P = P[AT>RT1. A skematic representation of uncertainty on the cumulative

distribution function of AT is shown in Fig. la. There are two levels of

uncertainty: that on A T given the distribution function and that on the

posterior PDF

at �T'p

mean value of

AT 11 P
mean va. realization
curve f the ran-

process AT'P prob. densit ------
s a function realization ofof 

lof P for given T RT A
I - TP

0

ELA D AT, PI AT -T

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Uncertainty on AT and AT'P
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distribution function itself. The latter component of uncertainty is shown

in Fig. la by considering both T and P to be fixed and by sketching the

posterior distribution of A TP = P-fractile of A T.

For given T, the random function A TP (a function of P) can be expected

to be highly dependent (for example, A TP must satisfy A TP > A TP for all
1 2

P1 > 2; see also the high degree of correlation displayed by the hazard

results in the Tera report).

The fractile of A T that corresponds to R T (Fig. lb) is the random variable

PRT that gives the location at which A TP (a function of P) intersects

level RT. This variable is related to the probability of failure as

Pf = - E[P RTI (20)

Therefore, the P-fractile of A T is A TP value of RT such that E[P RT ]=P.

Calculation of the probability distribution of PRT or even only of the

expected value E[P RT I is a formidable task that requires much more information

than available here. For simplicity (accuracy should be checked) one may

assume that E[P RT I (RT) in which P (RT) = value of P such that E[A TP I=RT

(Fig. lb). Under this approximation one may neglect statistical uncertainty

on ATP and assume that A TP = ATP in Eqs. 14, 16,or 18.

3.1.6 Illustration of the Uniform Hazard Methodology, Sec. 5.01

Many of the comments on the general procedure carry over to this application

example and therefore are not being repeated.

a. Distribution of Earthquake magnitudes, page 571. The confidence

parameter n of the Beta distribution of P M. has the heuristic meaning of
equivalent sample size and the ratio if -nil

M. equals the expected value of P M.
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It is strange that this expected value as well as the parameter "

are the same for all sources. If this is a result of strong correlation

of seismicity for different sources, then this correlation should have

been included in the analysis. It is also strange that Tj = 326.1, a value

that is much larger than the actual sample size for some of the sources and

is smaller than the historical sample size for the New Madrid Background. If

all sources have the same b value, then n" must not be smaller than the total

combined sample size; on the other hand, if historical data is the only

available information and the sources have independent b values, then for

each source n" equals the historical sample size from that source.

b. Upper Magnitude Cutoff, page 571. Is the range XI - XII for a 1,000 year
2

return period of epicentral intensity consistent with the value of a and with

uncertainty on b? If one evaluates the 1,000-year return period intensity

from the line of Fig. 541 (New Madrid), then one finds a value of about

X 2- ,'.-sed to XI 7. Similar consistency checks should be made for other

sources (e.g., for the Central Stable Region in Fig. [5.101).

There seems to be inconsistencies between the upper bound intensities in

Figs. 561 and 57] and those in Table [5.11.

In any case, wouldn't it be more appropriate to use the upper bound for

infinite time? What is the meaning of refering upper bounds to finite

time intervals for processes that are independent and stationary?

With reference to the truncated exponential model for the cumulative

distribution, it is well-known that this model implies concentration of a

probability mass at the upper bound, equal in size to minus the cumulative

probability at that point. Was this fact recognized in the analysis? or was

the model modified, e.g. to one with truncated exponential probability

density function?
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c. Sensitivity Analysis, Sec. 57]. Authors should state clearly what

.�he reference case is and give parameter variations for each sensitivity

analysis, especially in the section on Seismicity Model Uncertainty, page [.261.

The section on Attenuation Uncertainty, page 5291 is a good one but, was

any attempt made to elicit more information on the attenuation error distribution,

either from experts (e.g., by asking to assess factiles, maximum values, etc.)

or from actual attenuation data?

3.1.7 Uniform Hazard Spectrum, Sec.[6.01

I believe that the statement in the first paragraph, concerning lack of

probabilistic dependence between different spectral ordinates, is wrong:

1. because small-probability hazard is contributed mainly by the possible

occurrence of one single event; 2 because of statistical uncertainty on

model parameters that affect the distribution of spectral ordinates at all

periods (attenuation law, M, etc.). If spectral ordinates were indeed independent,

then parametrization of the spectrum in terms of only peak values of acceleration,

velocity, and displacement would be very inaccurate.

I do not understand the meaning of the second paragraph at page 611.

The statement that closes the first paragraph at page 64] is also obscure:

the UHS is clearly not an envelope for individual earthquake spectra, but

rather is an envelcpe fr similarly constructed UH spectra that consider

seismic events only in a subset of earthquake space (e.g., a subset of sources,

of epicentral distances, of magnitudes).

What one should develop here is the more general concept of response

spectrum as a correlated randam function of period and damping. This is

possible (a model of this type was proposed in 1976, in an unpublished work by

Ezio Faccioli and myself). From such a model one can calculate joint distri-

butions of spectral ordinates. In turn these distributions, in connection

with the SRSS rule of mode superposition, give a practical means to calcLkate

response fractiles of linear systems with many degrees of freedom.
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The approach proposed in the report, which is based upon "event spec#icll

UHS, is less powerful and in any case should be formulated more rigorously.

3.1.8 Solicitation of Experts Opinions (Appendix A)

I shall confine comments to the material of this appendix, without

consideration of the detailed description of questionnairie and expert

answers in the volume on Solicitation of Expert Opinion. Consideration

about the latter volume will be found in Sec. 32.

a. Modes of Judgement, Sec. [A.11. I am not an expert on subjective

assessment of probability, but I have read enough on the subject to

know that the literature is vast and controversial. As a consequence, re-

producing the classification by Spetzler and vonHolstein without

discussion or warnings seems to imply too strong an endorsement f these

authors' viewpoint. The nature of the subject is such that any rule in it

has plenty of exception.

b. Questionnaire, Sec.[A.41. It is not clear to me why experts were

asked about the maximum earthquake intensity during time intervals of

finite duration. Perhaps to check their consistency?

Return period is a (bad) surrogate for probability; its use may induce

confusion, especially if seismic hazard is not constant in time. One should

fix the time interval of actual interest (e.g., the next 50 years) and then

consider various probabilities of occurrence within that time interval.

The authors of the report seem to have given the wrong interpretation to

return period at the bottom of page [A.7] and at the beginning of the

next page, where they are concerned about long-term stationarity of the

earthquake process.

The paragraph at page [A.81 that follows indented material should be

rewritten. What is the "return period of the largest event"? Infinite,

for any continuous size-distribution.
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3.2 Volume 2 Solicitation of Expert Opinion

3.2.1 Introduction

a. Maximum Earthquakes, page 2 If "maximum earthquake" is

interpreted to mean "upper magnitude cutoff", then no reference to time

should be made (for a stationary and independent earthquake process

the upper bound is the same for all time intervals). If.,on the other hand,

maximum earthquake is taken to mean "magnitude that is exceeded with a

given probability in a given interval of time", then duration is important.

It is not clear which of these interpretations is used in the Tera report.

b. Interpretation of Experts Answers, Page 4 first paragraph.

Different subjects may interpret point estimates and ranges in different

ways. Were experts made aware of the way their answers would be used?

Shouldn't they have been asked to always give information in distribution

form (perhaps, after restricting the distribution type) in order to avoid

making subsequent assumptions?

Let me exemplify problems that arise from giving the interpretations

at page 4 Consider answers to questions on maximum magnitude. Each

expert gave three values of maximum earthquake size; so the underlying

probability density function is assumed to be triangular. For each expert,

this implies that the maximum size cannot be outside the range given by him.

This last fact conflicts with dependence of the range on the time interval

(150 or 1000 years); therefore, either the triangular distribution is not

correct, or the experts' interpretation of the questions is wrong.

c. Somewhere in the report it should be stated that uncertainty on the

epicentral intensity and location f historical events was not modeled

explicitly, but rather it was left to the experts to account for this

uncertainty when assessing source configuration, maximum earthquake size, etc.
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3.2.2 Questionnaire

a. Part 1: Source Configuration

- Question 1. - How was this question formulated? Were experts

aware of the interpretation given to "credibility"? See earlier comments

on credibility and degree of belief in Sec. 31.2.

- Question 12 - The meaning of quantitative ranking is not clear

but this is not of much consequence since ranking is nowhere used in the

calculation of seismic hazard. An interesting feature of the answers is

the large uncertainty on source geometry and source seismicity at the

microscale of geologic features and suggests modeling the occurrence of

earthquakes as a Doubly Stochastic point process of the type described in

Sec. 31.3. The need for such a model is also apparent in the answers

of respondents 5 9 11 and 13 to Question 13.

b. Part 2 Maximum Earthquakes

This is the weakest part of the questionnaire because qf ambiguity

in the formulation of the questions. It is not clear why some of the questions

were asked (e.g., these on maximum earthquakes during intervals of 150 years)

and how some of the answers were used (e.g., those to questions 26 to 210).

Questions 27 28 and 29 on the return period of events with size equal to

the upper bound are not formulated clearly. Question 27.: events with intensity

equal to the minimum possible value of the highest intensity in 150 or 1000

years should have return period much shorter than 150 or 1000 years. However,

some of the experts gave return periods near or even larger than these values.

Similarly, the answer to Question 28 should be: "much larger than 150,

much larger than 1000, extremely large", but some of the experts gave

different answers. Questions 29 and 210 should have been answered ` 150,

,,, 1000, >> 100011 and "somewhat less than the expected value of the

unconditional maximum in Question 23", respectively; but again, this was not
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always the case.

c. Part 3 Earthquake Occurrence

- Question 33 is difficult to answer without reference to a particular

seismic source; besides, I do not see how any such answer would be used

for hazard analysis. Question 35 should be formulated more clearly and the

issue whether sensitivity changes in time should be referred to incompleteness

of data (and not, e.g., to future nonstationarity of the earthquake-generating

mechanism).

- Question 36 - One should distinguish between uncertainty on the value

of b for different sources being the same and the value of b itself being

the same. I am surprised that experts answered the way they did (most of

them said b is the same); perhaps they meant to say that uncertainty is

the same. Respondent 2 used data from each source to obtain source-specific

estimates. These estimates vary widely from source to source and are

significantly offset with respect to(and wider than)those of other respondents.

I think one should allow b values to be different and treat them as dependent

random variables. In the procedure implemented by Tera, b values are treated

as independent random variables.

d. Part 4 Attenuation

- Seismic hazard is very sensitive to form and parameters of the attenuation

law and even more to the probability distribution of the attenuation error.

Accordingly, more effort should have been devoted to elicit expert information

on these items. There is notably sharp disagreement among experts about

differences between attenuation in the west and in the east (Question 46).

- I do not understand the trend in the answer by expert 4 to Question 420.
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3.3 Volume 3 Site Specific Spectra Results

Most of the methodological content of this volume echoes material in

Volume 1. Accordingly, one should refer to the discussion in Sec. 31

of this document. Considerations that follow are more specifically directed

to material that is novel in Volume 3.

a. Page 22], top. All uncertainty related to seismic hazard is

statistical because it originates from lack of information about earthquake

generation. Distinction between probabilistic and statistical uncertainty

may, however, be useful if one refers to a given model. In this case, one calls

probabilistic uncertainty that component which is modeled explicitly (that

which remains after the parameters of the model have been fixed to given values).

Uncertainty on the parameters is due to limited data and is called statistical.

This distinction should be made and both components of uncertainty should be

included in the analysis. Unfortunately, this was not always the case in the

seismic hazard procedure of the report (see my earlier remarks in Sec. 31.5).

b. Magnitude and Distance Sensitivity, page 461. Figures 42 through

4.5 show that most of the calculated hazard comes from events with I > VII and
0

R > 200 km. However, a catalog of earthquakes with smaller values of I and R

was used in connection with Real and Scaled Time History Methods. Comparison of

different seismic hazard procedures would have been much better if authors had

been consistent (e.g., if in all procedures they had eliminated events with

epicentral distance in excess of 200 km). Another reason why comparison is

not always good is that peak velocity and spectral ordinates at periods above

0.4 sec- are not attenuated enough in the far field.

C. Camparison of Different Methods. Even if one were consistent in the

sense of the last paragraph, one should not expect different procedures to

give identical results. One reason is that the Newmark-Hall and Scaled Time
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History methods combine mean and mean a spectral ordinates for normalized

earthquakes with values of peak ground acceleration and velocity that

correspond to given return periods. Variants of these procedures that are

consistent with the method proposed in the report are obtained by first

convolving the distribution of peak ground acceleration and velocity with

the distribution of normalized spectral ordinates to calculate unnormalized

spectral ordinate distributions and by then using fractiles of these last

distributions.

d. Statistical Analysis at page 4201. Why not use ordinary estimators

of mean and variance

2 1 2
S la (S m (21)

MS � N V. I N-1 V. S
v 3. 1 v 1 1 v

and then make the assumption f lognormal distribution?

e. Table 521. one should be careful that using earthquake catalogues

dominated by a few events may bias the results.

f. Fig. 53]. In the relationship between peak ground acceleration,

distance, and epicentral intensity, "distance" should refer to the east, not

to the west. Any correction needed?

g. Uniform Hazard Spectra are realistic for short natural periods

< 04 sec) but they tend to be conservative for larger natural periods.

The main source of this conservatism is the attenuation relationship (form,

parameters, distribution of attenuation error) in Tables 54 and 5.5. It is

not the concept of uniform hazard that is questionable nor, broadly speaking,

the method f implementation/but rather the fitting of the regression coefficients
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C in Table 54 for H 2< 1.0.

There are ways in which one can improve estimation of these parameters.

One is to estimate C using Bayesian regression with informative prior. When

compared with classical regression, this procedure is more stable (more

robust) and reduces the consequences of ill-conditioned data. Another

possibility is to consider C =Ci(H2) as a parametric function of natural

frequency and then estimate the parameters of this function by regression

analysis. A simpler alternative to this last procedure is to eyeball-fit

a smooth function of H 2to the estimates of each parameter in Tables 54 and

5.5.

More attention should be paid also to the form and parameters Qf-the

distribution of attenuation error.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The procedure of seismic hazard analysis implemented by Tera is

susceptible of improvement. On the one side there are deficiencies or

inaccuracies of a conceptual nature that are likely to produce only minor

variations in the numerical results. At the other extreme, there are

modifications with marginal conceptual interest but with more-important

numerical consequences. Also, some of the modifications are simple to

implement while others are not. It seems thereforethat any extension or

alteration of Tera's hazard analysis can be evaluated and ranked according to

three different parameters:

1. Conceptual importance, in the sense of making the procedure internally

consistent or consistent with the present state of the art, or in the sense

of improving representation of uncertainty.
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2. Numerical importance, in the sense of sensitivity of the numerical

results to the modification being considered. Priority should increase with

sensitivity.

3. Simplicity of implementation: the easier the modification, the higher

its ranking.

In an approximate order of decreasing priority, I propose the following.

1. Rewriting the technical sections of the report so that inaccurate

language is removed, assumptions are stated precisely, the likely effect of

approximations is evaluated validity of the numerical results is discussed,

limitations are recognized and extensions suggested. Without this operation

(which I consider to be one of utmost importance) the study might become

object of easy criticism, on formal mathematical and possibly on intuitive

engineering-design grounds. No additional numerical analysis would be needed.

2. The attenuation model should be reconsidered. A first operation

might consist of fitting a smooth function C(H2) to the value of the

parameter C in Tables 54 and 5.5. At firstfitting may be empirical

(without help of formal mathematical analysis) and application may be limited

to only one site. If numerical results are found to be significantly different

from those of the present procedure, then analysis should be made more formal

and application extended to all sites. For example, one might parametrize the

unknown functions C(H2) and estimate the parameters through Yegression

analysis. Data for this analysis are the values of the parameters in

Tables 54 and 5.5 and the associated covariance matrix, obtainable from

current regression runs.
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At the most elementary level of implementation, this modification

requires limited effort; at the same time, attenuation is critical in

the sense of numerical results, especially in the range of small natural

frequencies. This is why I give high priority to this step.

Interview with experts should be reactivated to elicit more

information on shape and parameters of the probability distribution of

attenuation error.

In more sophisticated analysis, the coefficients C (H2) should be

treated as random variables.

3. The definition of upper bound magnitude should be -clarified and

experts should be asked to reassess its value until inconsistencies are

removed. other parameters of the frequency-magnitude relationship should

also be revised; specifically, one should model uncertainty on the slope

parameter b and reconsider the location of the "anchoring point".

4. Almost all uncertain parameters related to seismicity, attenuation,

and site amplification (mean rate of earthquake events A, slope of the

magnitude-frequency law b, upper magnitude cutoff M , parameters of the

attenuation function C, site effects) have values that may differ from

earthquake to earthquake. From a probabilistic point of view, these values

should be considered to be dependent random variables.

Exact analysis requires tedious numerical calculation. For this reason

it is frequent to introduce limiting assumptions of independence or perfect

dependence of the parameters for different earthquakes. It is likely

that these two extreme cases bound the results under intermediate and more

realistic assumptions. In the Tera procedure, most of the above-mentioned

parameters are treated as independent random variables from seismic event to
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seismic event. It would not be difficult to treat the same parameters,

one by one, as perfectly dependent variables and isolate those to which

results are most sensitive. Selected parameters could then be treated with

added sophistication.

5. Each expert should be provided with results from his own assumptions

and parameter estimates and should be allowed modification of his initial

statements. Experts should be invited to jointly discuss assumptions and

results to possibly reach group cnsensus.

6. Many details of the Tera procedure could be modified. They include:

(i) Treatment of uncertainty on source configuration and zoning

(modification of Equations at pages 461 and [4.10�;

(ii) Replacement of the nonparametric model of magnitude distribution with

a parameteric model;

(iii) Use of a different rule to combine individual expert results;

(iv) Consideration of spectral ordinates as dependent random variables.

It is likely that such modifications have only minor consequences on the

numerical results.
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PREFACE

On August 24, 1979, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and TERA issued

several reports. One report was on a methodology for assessing the seismic

hazard in the eastern United States. Another report presented the application of

this methodology at nine specific sites.

These reports have received extensive peer review, and it is the purpose of the

present report to respond to the review comments. The response is divided into

six sections, as follow:

• General Approach

• Mode of Opinion Solicitation

• Use and nterpretation of Input

• Methodology

0 Attenuation

0 Synthesis

Within each section, we specify and attribute the specific questions raised by

various reviewers, then provide our response to the question. The reviewers

were:

Reviewer Textual Reference

Dr. Otto Nuttli Nutt I i
St. Louis University

Dr. Lynn Sykes Sykes
Columbia University

Dr. Daniele Veneziano Veneziano
Mass. Institute of Technology

Dr. A. Ang Ang
University of Illinois

Fugro Fugro

TERA CORPORATION
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URS/Blume Assoc. Blume

Dr. C. Allen Cornell Cornell
Mass. Institute of Technology

Mr. Richard Holt Holt
Weston Geophysical, Inc.

Commonwealth Edison CE

Dr. Lee Abramson Abramson
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
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1.0 GENERAL APPROACH

1 I USE OF PROBABILISTIC APPROACH

The philosophy underlying the use of a probabilistic approach for seismic hazard

assessment was not questioned by any reviewer. On the contrary, it was

explicitly acknowledged by them (Sykes) as an improvement over the current

procedure.

1.2 USE OF EXPERT OPINION

The reviewers agreed that the concept of using both statistical information and

subjective judgment is sound. However, Holt indicates that "the insight nd

knowledge gained from the work, necessary to fulfill site and regional seismology

and geology considerations such as those given in Appendix A, cannot be

substituted by a generalized set of opinions, however expert those opinions might

be." In the some spirit, Sykes notes that local features, such as potentially

active faults located near specific sites, should be considered.

A. We agree that, in a detailed site-specific study, such

input, when available, should be directly introduced in the

analysis or submitted to the experts as part of the data

base. The expert opinion approach is not intended to

�eplace the use of this field evidence. While the use of

such field evidence was outside the scope of this project,

the NRC is independently reviewing the applicability of

certain geologic data. It should be understood that the

position of the NRC is not to consider this to be a

licensing document, but rather, a piece of information in

addition to other studies, possibly more site-specific, in

order to provide a broader base for the decisions.
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Ang questions the use of a number of experts: "Would a few or perhaps even one

prominent expert be better than a large number of experts in the opinion poll?"

A. We believe that the expertise of several qualified experts

is necessary. We judge qualifications by reputation and

level of experience. The plurality of opinion satisfies one

of the goals of the approach: to demonstrate how diverse

opinions, equally defensible on the technical level, influ-

ence the final results of the analysis. Moreover, the

selection of only one expert would be subject to unlimited

controversy.

1.3 CHOICE OF EXPERTS

The reviewers indicated that there should be a variety of experts (Holt); that

they should be knowledgeable in all problem areas (Fugro); that. in the present

case, experts were commenting on tectonic areas witn which they were not

intimately familiar (CE); and that they were not experts in earthquake engineer-

ing Blume).

A. We attempted to include as man), recognized experts as

possible. The experts who participated in the study

.represented a cross-section of respected opinion on seis-

micity and earthquake hazards in the central and eastern

United States. With regard to topics outside of their

respective areas of expertise, the experts were allowed

either to indicate a low level of confidence in their

responses, or to simply provide no response at all (as did

Experts 4 and 13 when questions concerned information

about the Central United States).
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We recognize that the experts were most qualified in

tectonics and seismology, and not in earthquake engi-

neering. This choice was made so that information could

be obtained on tectonic region, seismic activity and

attenuation characteristics of free field ground motion.

It is therefore suggested that the results not be consid-

ered as design spectra until they have been carefully

interpreted and are understood. Dr. Newmark is currently

involved in the aalysis and interpretation of the results;

and a panel of experts on strong motion attenuation is

being assembled to first, study different approaches to

developing attenuation models for the eastern United

States, and second, discuss their application in design.
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2.0 MODE OF OPINION SOLICITATION

2.1 FEEDBACK (RECYCLING OF EXPERT OPINION)

Most of the reviewers (Blume, Cornell, Fugro, Holt, Veneziano) suggested that

the experts' opinions should have been recycled through a second questionnaire,

personal interviews with the experts, or a Delphi session. This would have

resolved any misunderstandings about some of the questions (CE), and allowed

the experts to see how their input was being interpreted (Cornell), the methodol-

ogy to which it was applied and the final results which were obtained (Blume,

Fugro, Veneziano).

A. We believe that the best method of soliciting expert

opinion is to personally interview each expert after he has

been given information, instructions and sufficient time

to prepare his responses. Following the interview, the

expert should be given a detailed presentation of the

interpretation of his input and the methodology to which

it is being applied. (This is the format which was

originally chosen, but schedule restrictions forced us to

limit the scope to a single questionnaire.) Although we

did not formally recycle the answers to the experts,

frequent telephone conversations and letters were ex-

changed with the purpose of clarifying any information

which could be misunderstood or misinterpreted. Alisun-

derstandings are inevitable, however, and some of the

experts may not wholly agree with our interpretations of

their answers. Presumably, a second questionnaire and

meetings with the experts could resolve these problems.

This second round would have to be carefully designed in

order to prevent the experts from arbitrarily modifying

their responses or weighting their input toward a certain

result. The experts should not feel pressured into modify-

ing zonation, recurrence relationships or upper magnitude
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cutoffs solely in light of the results, as derived from their

input, of the first questionnaire.

We believe that the experts' opinions should be reviewed

through meetings with the experts, either individually or

in groups; though at first, only the solicited input should

be subject to debate. This course of action, which is

currently being studied, is probably best pursued through

meetings arranged according to the following format.

The philosophy of the probabilistic approach to seismic

hazard, as well as the methodology employed in seismic

hazard assessment, would be presented in detail to the

experts to clarify the differences between a probabilistic

approach and the more familiar deterministic approach.

The use and interpretation of all input gathered for

analysis could then be described so as to preclude any

misunderstanding regarding the meaning or purpose of the

information requested. lVithin this context, the experts'

responses to the first questionnaire (though not the re-

sults), would be presented for general discussion. By

initially withholding the results of the first questionnaire,

we hope to generate arguments based solely upon raw

data. Finally, to broaden the scope of the discussion and

perhaps inspire additional debate, the experts would be

told the results of the first questionnaire, including the

results of the sensitivity studies performed to identify the

important parameters.

The meetings would be followed by a second questionnaire

to formally record the position of each expert.
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2.2 TIME ALLOWED FOR RESPONSE

Several reviewers mention that the experts did not have sufficient time to

answer the questionnaire (CE, Fugro, Holt).

A. Time constraints caused us to request that the experts

respond in what might appear to be a relatively short time

(3-4 days). However, answering the questionnaire did not

require any research, but rather, a compilation of infor-

mation presumed to be available in the experts' files and

through their own previous studies. We provided substan-

tial data. and - with the possible exception of the

questions on attenuation (see Section 5.0 - most of the

questions concerned topics familiar to the experts. The

experts additionally had the opportunity to modify their

input through informal communications -with us. Summar-

ily, we believe that more time to answer would not have

provided results different than those obtained.

2.3 ANSWER FORMAT

The experts were allowed great flexibility in the format used to answer the

questionnaire and were encouraged to provide answers in terms of a distribution.

or at least a range, of the quantity to define. Ang suggests that the answering

mode provided should e replaced and the experts asked, instead, to "identify

what they believe to be the 'most reasonable' situation as well as the 'worst case'

(i.e., the most conservative) situation." He argues that this would provide some

measure of uncertainty which could then be translated into statistical terms to

replace the self-ranking of the experts.

A. We strongly believe that asking the experts for the whole

distribution constitutes the best answering mode. This

point is emphasized by Veneziano, ho suggests that, if

possible, all answers should be provided in terms of

probability density functions. lVe believe tat phrases
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such as "most reasonable" and "worst case," and their

respective translations into statistical terms, lead to

inconsistencies and controversy concerning quantification.

Blume notes that the range of variation of some prameters was preset, that

there were inconsistencies in the units used (m b and MMO, and that the survey

found no means of avoiding nonresponse (where extensive nonresponse could bias

the answers provided and, in a sense, invalidate much of the survey).

A. We believe that we did not preset the range of variation

of any parameters. Such an impression is due to misinter-

pretation. It was explicitly stated that the experts could

answer in any terms with which they felt most comfort-

able, as long as they remained consistent. The use of

different units was allowed intentionally to aid the

experts. We believe that the error generated in translat-

ing MMI to m b is less significant than the uncertainty

caused when an expert who is more comfortable -with m b

answers in MMI, or vice versa. Nonresponse to questions

is unavoidable, but, th regard to our survey, the com-

plete input from each expert was. at a times, extracted

from his own answers. Since each expert was treated

individually, his input had to be complete before it could

be processed. Moreover, nonresponse does not generaIN

"bias" the results unless the nonresponses are somehou-

systematic, (e.g., Cochran).

Cochran, vv. G., Sampling Techniques, 2nd Edition. New York, Wiley, I 9o3.
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10 USE AND INTERPRETATION OF INPUT

3.1 EXPERTS TREATED INDIVIDUALLY

Blume suggests that a consensus should have been reached among the experts at

the input stage.

A. We believe that, rather than reaching a consensus at the

input stage, processing should be handled on an individual

basis for each expert's complete input, together with its

uncertainty. This has the advantages of providing hazard

curves for each expert and of establishing sensitivity for

each set of assumptions. Thus, during the subsequent

feedback loop, each expert would be able to compare his

previous input with that of the other experts. This

method of independent analysis accounts for systematic

biases in expert opinion (one being always conservative or

unconservative with respect to the others, for example)

rather than considering those variations to be random (as

would be done if the consensus were reached at the input

stage). Also, each expert's answer may be negatively

correlated such that averaging at the input stage gives

.biased results. For example, the upper magnitude cutoff,

as well as other parameters of the recurrence relation,

may somehow reflect common biases for an individual

expert to the extent that they partially cancel. Finally,

analysis of individual expert response allows us to reach a

consensus of the collective results. Since the model is

nonlinear, averaging the input gives different answers

than averaging the output. The former would be

incorrect.
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3.2 ZONATION AND BACKGROUND

A number of questions have been raised regarding the methods of zone

superposition and background (Abramson, Ang, Cornell, Holt, Veneziano).

A. In the report, the credibilities of the zones are treated as

probabilities by normalization

Cl = Ci/ECj
j

Then, the mean rate of occurrence of events is modified

by the probability assigned to the zone

X i = CFi

The X are inflated in proportion to their probabilities to

add up to the total number of earthquakes in the source

( XA), so as to account for all earthquakes. In the

particular case exemplified in the report, the constant of

proportionality is found to be

I I
C 2 (a I Q2 + 3 (al a3).

Up to this point, the approach used in the analysis is very

similar to those proposed by Abramson and Veneziano,

except that they consider each subzone (intersection of

two or several zones), rather than each zone, in determin-

ing the This refinement may be considered more

correct; but, between these approaches, the minor varia-

tions in the I (a rather insensitive parameter), do not

justify the major additional effort required to consider

each of the subzones individually.
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In the analysis, an additional step is performed on the Ii

to take credibilities into account. Some experts heurist-

ically ssigned credibility to reflect their overall confi-

dence in zonation. For example, 09, 09) seems to

reflect more confidence than (0.1, 0.1). In order to model

this heuristic assessment of credibility, the following

procedure was established. An additional configuration,

"background", was defined to be the union of the sources

considered by all experts. The probability of the back-

ground was then assessed as - CA = C 1) O - 2)

O - 3); e.g., at one extreme, if any of the C are equal

to I then I - CA = 0, and the background is not consid-

ered. At the other extreme, as C 1 = C 2= C 3- 0,

1 A - 1, and the probability of the background ap-

proaches one. Then,

X C XI

i

and X O C
A XA A

Hence, XPI +

Sensitivity to the definition of C A depends on the

sourcelsite configuration and on the background seismi-

city of the region. Numerically, it was found to be small,

with variation up to 20 percent; and the present procedure

was found to be conservative with respect to removing

the background ( - C A = 0).

We agree with Abramson, Cornell and Veneziano that

there are several alternative methods of superposing the

zones, each having its advantages and limitations. We

also recognize that the relation
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1 A C i)

is not correct in a purely mathematical sense, since it

would imply independence among the sources. However,

we feel that this heuristic and approximate treatment of

a difficult technical problem, as necessitated by the

format of the available information, satisfactorily con-

veys the confidence the experts attributed to their

sources. An extensive sensitivity analysis, assuming all

experts to give 100 percent credibility to their sources,

resulted in loadings up to 20 percent lower, which is

intuitively consistent with the theory that a decrease in

confidence should conservatively bias the results.

For the second questionnaire. the experts -will be pre-

sented -with the problem and asked -what they believe to

be the ay to include confidence in the zonation if

necessary. This should cear all misunderstanding about

credibility and the way it as interpreted in the aalysis.

3.3 UPPER iYAGI'-JTUDE CUTOFF

Cornell and Veneziano questioned the use of the 1.000-year period rather than

the unconstrained time for the upper magnitude event.

A. The first point to clarify might be that te event chosen

is not the 1,000 year return period event, but rather, the

largest event to be considered in 1,000 years. If the

largest event is expected to occur several times in 1,000

years, its return period will be much shorter than 1,000

years, as several experts have pointed out. As for the

controversy between 1,000 years and unconstrained time.

the point is irrelevant in the present analysis. In the east,

for example, only two experts gave upper events greater
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for the unconstrained time than for the 1,000 year period.

The results varied by less than 10 percent when these new

values were used as part of the sensitivity analysis for

.expert 9 and by about 15 percent for expert 8, whose

1,000 year upper magnitude was generally low.
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1 4.0 METHODOLOGY

4.1 HAZARD DEFINITION

Two reviewers (Ang, Fugro) note that reliable estimates of the absolute or real

seismic hazard (ire extremely difficult for the East and that TERA does not

address the question of the degree of uncertainty in the estimated seismic

hazard.

A. It is important to recognize the objective of a seismic

hazard analysis. If perfect information were available, all

the parameters of the analysis ould be known without

uncertainty, and the "real" hazard could be directly

computed based on the mathematical models used. Hou-

ever, in the present case, we are dealing with actual

limited information. This limited information is modeled

by wi uncertainty associated with the parameters, and the

actual hazard is computed by integrating conditional

hazard with respect to uncertain parameters. Hence, the

uncertainty is formally incorporated in the actual hazard

computation.. This has the important consequence of

increasing computed hazards when the uncertainty in the

parameters is large, as in the present studv. One of the

reasons the output hazards are high is that little is known

about the seismic parameters for the Eastern U.S., and

this uncertainty is formally incorporated. For the same

reason, the results seem conservative compared to any

one expert's "best estimate" hazard obtained using his on

best estimates for each of the parameters.

Eventually, however, cis more information is gthered, the uncertainty decreases

and the actual hazard converges to the real hazard.
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In mathematical terms, this is expressed as follows:

Let be the vector of uncertain parameters (uncertainty due to limited

information) and be the true (but unknown) realization of E) . The

real hazard is measured by probabilities of the type,

P IA > a of least once in T yearsIQ

(A = site intensity measure) whereas the associated actual hazard is given

by

P A> a in T years/available information]

=fp A >a in T years/ = 1 f( (0) dO

As more information becomes available, the distribution of peaks at Q* and

both expressions become equivalent.

Ang proposes a definition of Uniform Hzard Spectrum which differs from the

one used in the report. He suggests that S(w) (the Uniform Hazard Spectrum

ordinate at frequency for a return period of T years) should be obtained as the

mode of the distribution of the peak spectral ordinate at ) in T = I p years.

A. Given information from Expert i, TERA's procedure is

intended to calculate the spectral ordinate SLo) which,

according to the state of uncertainty of that expert, is

exceeded with probability P in a given interval of time T.

Let this value be denoted v S) ' The correct proce-
p

dure is as follows:

1. Fix a value s for Sw) and calculate P IS(W > s at

least once in T years I This quantity can be

calculated as P Sw)>sin T year S(W s
I! SI =fP

in T years / = 0] f(, (E)) d Q
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(The distribution of must be consistent with the

expert's statement of uncertainty.)

2. Modify s until P [Srw) > s in T years] =P

Although one can portray the distribution of Sw) p

due to uncertainty on G(view SM p as a function

Of 0 and treat it as a derived random variable), this

distribution should not be considered in seismic

design.

We believe the above definition of Uniform Hazard

Spectrum to be the soundest possible; it is also consistent

with the approach generally presented in the literature.

4.2 TREATNENT OF ERROR

Throughout the report, all errors are treated as random errors. As proposed DY

Veneziano nd Cornell, formal treatment of error requires differentiation

between random and systematic error.

A. We agree ith this point. Partial sensitivity studies in

,which this distinction has been made, however, lead us to

believe that it ould only marginally change the results at

the expense of a major computational effort. Both

Veneziano and Cornell themselves believe that, for most

parameters, such treatment would only marginally influ-

ence the results.

At this time, we believe that any formal treatment of

systematic error should be limited to strong ground

motion attenuation, a very sensitive parameter which

lends itself to a relatively easy treatment. This should

certainly be the case if the recommendations from the
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attenuation panel lead to the development of several

attenuation models.

In general, a formal treatment of systematic error, with

respect to the uncertain parameters, requires that hazard

be computed for different hypotheses. Given the number

of hypotheses, this becomes a complicated procedure. In

a simplified approach, the effect on each of the compo-

nents, of systematic uncertainty, can be analyzed sepa-

rately. Then, nly the components found to be the most

important will be considered. The less important para-

meters might be treated in approximation - in some

cases as constant, in other cases, as independent from

event to event (to model uncertainty as random rather

than systematic, e.g., for M).

Let us consider, in some detail, each parameter's sources

of systematic error and intuitively estimate their

importance.

1. Source Configuration: Let represent the source

configuration with = 12.... n , according to

whether source i is modelled exactly by alternative

1, 2 ... n. The distribution of 0iis discrete, with

n
Z P 1. 0

Then, the analysis should be conditional on 

1, 2 ... n, and exceedance probabilities of site

intensity values should be combined according to the

P
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Differences between exceedance probabilities cal-

culated by this (exact) procedure and by the report

procedure (one Poisson source for each source

alternative) are expected to be small, especially for

high site-intensity values (small exceedance proba-

bilities).

2. X for each ource, if this parameter is random.

Exceedance probabilities, especially if small, are

nearly linear in X . These are of the type ka T
e

in which a (a linedr function of X equals the

mean rate of exceedance of intensity at the site.

For a T < < ,

-X T
e a %Z� 1 - X

a

and the exceedance probability is nearly linear in X.

Thus, the uncertainty for X can be disregarded, and

X can be replaced with its expected value.

3. Al random parameters which define the distribution

of epicentral intensity (magnitude): In a parameter

model, the b value and the upper magnitude cutoff

(MU ) have the same value for all earthquakes of a

given source. Treating uncertainty for M and b as

systematic rather than random may have some

effect on the results, especially for the smaller site-

intensity values. Only sensitivity analysis would

determine their importance. A sensitivity analysis

which might potentially bound the current state of

uncertainty would require that M be considered in

one of the following ways:
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a. M U, independent from earthquake to earth-

quake. The model of the report corresponds to

this assumption.

b. M U the same (or proportional to a given func-

tion) for all zones and earthquakes, although

still random. Procedure: Fix Al = m u , find

exceedance probability of site intensity a,

then

P [A >a in T years] =P 1A>ainTyearS/MU=mU1fM (mU)dm u
u

C. (Intermediate case). Consider A to be the

same for all earthquakes in a given source, but

having independent values for diff erent

sources. This intermediate case should give

results bounded bv cases a and b.

Sensitiviti, to Al ill depend on the range ofu
Aluand on the value of b. However, A' u is not

a very sensitive parameter in this analysis, and

the variation from random to systematic

should be even less sensitive.

4. Random parameters of attenuation law: The error

treatment is the same as for b and . In the first

case, the error is considered to be independent from

earthquake to earthquake (as is usually done). In the

second case, the error is considered to be random.

but the same for all earthquakes. This requires

computing the hazard (given the error), then inte-

grating over the error distribution. A final case

decomposes the error in two parts a random an a

systematic component. Again, this case should be

bounded by the first to.
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Because the attenuation relationship is a sensitive

parameter in the nalysis, variations between ran-

dom and systematic treatment of the error might be

important, particularly if several models had to be

tested.

5. Site effects, which can be realistically assumed to

be the same for all earthquakes. (The effect is the

same as resealing or shifting the site intensity

value.)

4.3 PARAiVIETRIC VS. NONPARAMETRIC DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNITUDE

A number of reviewers (Ang, Cornell, Veneziano) noted that our non-parametric

approach was unwarranted, and suggested that the classical parametric approach

woulc have been more appropriate.

A. The main point to be made, here, is that. when using the

same input, both parametric and non-parametric odels

give essentially the same results. The present non-

parametric model has the advantage of serving to repre-

sent non-exponentiaZ frequency magnitude relationships

without the extra cost of analysis. Moreover, it allows

including uncertainty of the equivalent of parameters a

and b, which most models do not presently do. Also, the

code is just as efficient, if not more so. than presently

available programs, and it requires no additional input

effort when the input is given in a parametric format. At

the time of its development, the input of the experts was

not known, though we expected that several would suggest

a non-exponential distribution of magnitudes.
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4.4 BAYESIAN APPROACH

Several reviewers (Blume, Ang, Cornell) mention that, in a formal Byesian ap-

proach, a theoretical model or other source of information might have been used

as prior.

A. We recognize this possibility, but the eff art required was

outside the scope of the project. Moreover, the problem

of prior and its weight, (inherently subjective, in an

analysis of this type) would certainly have generated a

number of criticisms. The idea was abandoned.

4.5 UNIFORM SPECTRUM DETERMINATION

Ang suggests that once the peak ground acceleration is obtained for a given

return period, a corresponding risk-consistent spectrum can be derived by other

methods (such as the one presented by Ang at the 1977 World conference).

A. This procedure assumes that a response spectrum can be

approximated by three straight lines, the positions of

which are determined by the values of acceleration,

velocity and displacement at the chosen return period.

-Though this procedure may, at times, be a good approxi-

mation of the one followed in the report, a more sophisti-

cated approach was necessary for the present analysis.

Moreover, velocity and displacement attenuation relation-

ships (based on data sensitive to the zero line correction

of the record) are not as reliable as the spectral ampli-

tude attenuation relationships.
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5.0 ATTENUATION

5.1 Why ws intensity used cis an intermediate parameter in the attenuation

model? (Holt)

A. We could identify only three alternatives to the method

employed, each of which we considered to be less satis-

factory. The first alternative was to develop an attenu-

ation through computer modeling of first principles. The

second alternative was to perform regression analyses

directly on the eastern U.S. magnitude-acceleration-

distance data. For both of these alternatives, the amount

of relevant strong motion data is insufficient. (There are

fewer than ten good data points). The modeling alterna-

tive requires these data only for its validation, while the

second requires the data explicitly for regression.

(Compare regression based upon ten data points with the

corresponding situation in the western U.S. where attenu-

ation is intensely debated even though there is a substan-

tial amount of data.) The third alternative -- using

western attenuation relations without modification -- was

considered technically unjustifiable.

It should be noted that the principal effect of using

intensity as an intermediate parameter is an increase in

dispersion. (This topic is covered later, in response to Dr.

Cornell's questions). There was probably very little

conservative bias in converting intensities to magnitudes,

since much of the magnitude data in the seismic data base

had already been developed by intensity fall-off methods

and isoseismal area methods, rather than from the

epicentral intensity. Furthermore, the intensity-

magnitude relation (used when a magnitude was

unavailable) was designed specifically to avoid the con-

servatism usually inherent in such a conversion.
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5.2 Why was intensity used as an intermediate parameter in the attenuation

model? How realistic is the value of dispersion used in the analysis?

(Cornell)

A. (Dr. Cornell's first question is addressed on the previous

page.) In terms of the dispersion, we believe it to be

possible (as stated in the reports) that the chosen value of

dispersion is significantly conservative. The chosen value

was based on a simple mathematical combining of errors,

such as had been performed previously by TVA. We relied

heavily on their analysis in providing a quantitative basis

for our selection, but we acknowledge several conserva-

tisms. First, in both their analysis and our selection of

the final value, cross-correlations between independent

variables were disregarded; this was simply because, in

both cases, the cross-correlations could not be obtained

from the data. The availability of these cross-

correlations, however, would reduce the dispersion.

Second, the data which form the basis for the chosen

value represent many site types, tectonic provinces and

source mechanisms. The range of values which these

variables can take at a specific site must be significantly

smaller than the range contained in the data base. This

too would serve to decrease the dispersion. Despite these

conservations, the more thorough TVA analysis and

dispersion value took precedence.

5.3 Were near-field dta from other regions considered appropriate for the

attenuation model development? (Cornell)

A. Yes, they definitely were. We believed, for example, that

much near-source and far-field European data could be

used directly in assessing eastern U.S. sites, since there is

a strong tectonic similarity between the two areas. We
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believed that extension of the data base was further

warranted by the hypothesis that ground motion in the

near-source region should be independent of tectonic

regime, since travel-path effects would be minimal.

Unfortunately, neither the schedule nor the budget

permitted such detailed investigation. For example,

Mr. Holt of Western Geophysical, Inc., although initially

hopeful, was unsuccessful in obtaining Dr. Ambraseys'

data. Even if the data were directly available, the

records would have to be digitized, corrected and

f requency-analyzed for use in the analysis. This is a very

important effort, but it should be accomplished in a

research environment.

5.4 Are the seismic loads coming from principally the near field; in any case,

how reliable is the near-source attenuation model? (Cornell)

A. Generally speaking, most of the high-frequency loads

come from nearby < 150 km) earthquakes, while the

longer period loads come from distant > 0 km) earth-

quakes. The mean-predicted spectral accelerations in the

near field do not appear to contain undue conservatism,

but we admittedly lack a quantitative basis for validation.

We believe that, if there is conservatism in the near-

source, it will be accounted for in the statistical

dispersion.

5.5 What is the bsis for a = 09 and a truncation at 2o- ? (Cornell)

A. The only basis was the physical judgment that a value

of dispersion of 09 is appropriate, then accelerations at a

2a- level represent a physical limit, particularly in the

near-source region.
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5.6 Why were the S. Illinois earthquake data used for the intensity attenuation

model? Why were the Charleston data neglected? (Cornell)

A. As indicated in the report, the intensity data from the

1968 Southern Illinois earthquake were used in the model

development because:

1. The population density was such that there
were minimal reporting biases.

2. There was uniform azimuthal coverage.

3. The earthquake size was in the range of the
maximum events for regions around the sites.

4. There was a particular attempt by Dr.
Bollinger to characterize the low-intensity
attenuation in the S. Illinois earthquake.
(Usual practice lumps MMI I-III together.)

5. The earthquake occurred near the central
stable region within which five of the sites
were located.

The Charleston earthquake data were critically re-

evaluated for use in the attenuation relation. Although

we had used these data in previous analyses, they were

rejected f or this study because:

1 . The Charleston earthquake occurred in a
separate source region, at a distance from any
particular site.

2. This earthquake lacked good azimuthal
coverage, thereby introducing the possibility
of biases.

3. Much of the epicentral intensity data which
could have been produced by soil failure
effects was justifiably disregarded in the
regression analysis. This, however, left very
few MMI X data points in the analysis, thus
introducing a possible nonconservative bias
into the relation.
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5.7 How did you treat the singularity in the attenuation relation at r = ?

(Blume)

A. As is a common practice in using attenuation relations of

this type, the functional form was considered valid

outside a certain epicentral distance; within this distance,

it was considered that there should be no attenuation.

This was shown in the report, where the functional form

was truncated at 4 km.

5.8 What is the sensitivity on the results of other attenuation relations,

(Blume) for example:

In A = 2345 + 575 10 7705 km r

A. It is difficult to compare results based on two different

mean attenuation relations without knowing details

regarding other possible differences in the input (for

example, the value of dispersion). A certain set of input

data may exaggerate the differences by, for example,

emphasizing the loads at a particular distance. We prefer

to compare the input directly. Figure 5.8 (attached)

indicates the difference between the two attenuation

Operations and shows that the two relations are in agree-

ment in many areas. Sensitivity studies are currently

underway, however, to test the sensitivity of the results

to several other, more divergent, attenuation relations.

5.9 Did you explicitly consider the uncertainty in intensity attenuation scat-

ter? (Blume)

A. Yes, this was explicitly considered. We carried the

uncertainty in attenuation through the analysis, and part

of this uncertainty was the uncertainty associated with

intensity.
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5.10 Why was significant distance not used as the distance parameter? (Ang)

A. We found it was very difficult to determine "significant

distances" for the eastem U.S. data. Unlike western US.

data, there were usually not enough aftershocks for such a

determination, and there was never surface rupture. On

the other hand, epicentral distances were readily

available. Furthermore, at distances greater than about

30 km, there is very little difference between the signifi-

cant and epicentral distance.

5.11 HowdoesthisattenuationrelationshipcomparetoNuttlils? (Sykes)

A. The best response to this question can be provided by an

excerpt from Dr. Nuttli's written review. The table below

is a comparison made by Dr. Nuttli between his predicted

PGA and ours (designated UHM) for several magnitudes

and distances.

PGA (cm/sec 2

mb Method A = 0 km 20 km 30 km 50 km 100 km 200 km

6.5 UHM 500 350 280 200 130 65
Nuttli 300 200 100 45

5.5 UHM 170 110 85 62 39 22
Nuttli 250 130 95 60 30 10

4.5 UHM 52 40 30 21 13 -
Nuttli 80 38 28 17 7 -

5. 12 How realistic is the attenuation low at long periods and distances? (Sykes)

A. We do not have enormous confidence in the attenuation

law for long period spectral ordinates at any distance, and
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particularly at long distances. We believe that a

combination of the following issues contaminated the long

period results:

0 The presence of certain errors on the CIT data
base

0 The inclusion of several records whose
frequency context was distorted by late
trigger times of the accelerometer

0 The use of both soil and rock data in the
regression analyses.

We have recently re-evaluated the data base and the

analyses techniques and have developed an alternative

attenuation model that does not display such anomalously

low attenuation at long periods and distances. This model

will be reported upon in our sensitivity results.

5.13 What was the basis for establishing the completeness of the record?

(Sykes)

A. The interval of time over which it was assumed that earth

quakes of a given size were completely reported was

determined by applying Stepp's second moment statistical

test to the historical record within various large regions.

Some of these regions were:

0 All of the CUS

0 New material

0 All of EUS

0 Only NEUS
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While the results from one single region exhibited a

scatter and required a subjective assessment, all the

results taken together were much more consistent and

strongly suggested the applicability of the intervals

presented in the report.

5.14 Why didn't you separate the random and systematic errors within the

attenuation relationship? (Veneziano)

A. The original basis of the SSSP included both random and

systematic errors in the attenuation model. Although not

termed "systematic" or "random," errors were considered

accordingly in our progress report to LL on December ,

1978. At that time, we proposed that two (or more)

attenuation models be developed and that they be used

separately in the analysis, developing the first results by

weighting individual results. Only the schedule kept us

from actually implementing this plan, and our August

1979 methodology is therefore based upon only one

attenuation relation. Future results, particularly those

emerging from our ongoing sensitivity studies, will permit

a quantitative evaluation of this point.

5.15 Why didn't the experts contribute more to the attenuation model?

(Veneziano)

A. As discussed elsewhere, most of the experts did not feel

qualified to quantitatively address attenuation issues. We

have, therefore, organized a separate panel of experts,

composed of strong motion seismologists and earthquake

engineers, who will quantitatively contribute to this topic.

This effort is currently underway.
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6.0 SYNTFIESIS OF RESULTS FROM INDIVIEXJAL EXPERTS

6.1 SELF RANKING

Several reviewers question the use of self ranking as a method of reaching

synthesis (Ang, Fugro).

A. We recognize the potential problems arising from self

ranking. We believe that some limitation and subjec-

tivism will always be present when absolute measures are

not available. However, we are strongly opposed to cross-

ranking, as was proposed by some, which we consider to

be politically unacceptable.

6.2 MODE OF SYNTHESIS

Veneziano presents a mode of synthesis that is mathematically more satisfying

than the one presented in the report.

A. A mode of synthesis in the same spirit as Venezianols,.

based on error theory approach, was first considered; but,

because information could not be elicited directly on the

error variances and covariances, this information was

.obtained in the form of various self-ranking coefficients.

The format of the combination rule was similar to the one

presented by Veneziano with the weights� -

W 1 (equation 16 in Veneziano's review)
j CT 2 1

T, P
i aTP.

interpreted as:

+ R2 + R2

F'pij z s
1) ij
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Viere is the expert index, i is the zone index, R9 Rug

and R are the self-ranking parameters and pij is the

percentage of contribution of zone to the load.

This replacement is heuristically justifiable because, as the self ranking of one

expert increases with respect to other experts, the associated weight increases

with respect to those of other experts, implying smaller estimation error

variance. In fact, the estimation variance is inversely proportional to the

weight, and the self-ranking

2 1 1

TPj W R

We believe that our combination rule, even though it is not unique and not as

sophisticated as others, presents a sound and simple solution to the problem of

synthesis.
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SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM (SEP)
GROUND MOTION ATTENUATION

INTRODUCTION

Dr. Doe Chung's letter of February 5, 1980 to the Panel Members presented

three objectives for the Panel to consider in preparation for the meeting:

1. How to develop an overall model for the eastern U.S.
linking a specification of the earthquake energy (mogni-
tude of epicentrol intensity) distance from energy release
and site geology to the expected strong ground motion in
terms of both peak ground otion parameters and spec-
trol content;

2. How to reduce the uncertainty associated with the esti-
mates obtained from the model (1); and

3. How to correct western U.S. data for the known attenua-
tion differences in the eastern U.S.

The purpose of this document is to provide a framework within which the Panel

Member my- focus on these objectives. This framework, presented below, will

consist of the following:

0 A summary of the SEP/Site-Specific Spectrum Project
(SSSP).

0 The motivation for assembling an expert panel on attenu-
ation.

0 A summary of the attenuation models already developed
for this project.

OVERVIEW OF THE SSSP

The objective of the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) being undertaken by

the NRC is to evaluate the dequacy of seismic design for the older existing

nuclear power plants. The NRC asked Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL to

assist them in the initial evaluation of the seismic hazard at nine sites located in
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the eastern U.S. which are involved in the SEP. This phase of the SEP effort is

termed the Site-Specific Spectra Project (SSSP). The first step of the LLL

effort was to develop the overall approach, as summarized in the Report UCRL

52458. This report was enclosed with our letter to you of February 5, 1980.

Recall that one of the conclusions of UCRL 52458 is that no single approach is

entirely stisfactory, and hence, we recommended using several different

approaches for ech site. The choice of the final specification of the seismic

hazard to be used in the eismic structural valuation would be made by NRC

based on evaluation of these results, judgment and other criteria. The min

purpose of the SSSP, theref ore, Is to provide the NRC a unif orm f romework f or

making the required judgmental decisions. TERA's role hs been to carry out the

development of the necessary methodologies outlined in UCRL 52458 and o

assist L in the nalysis of the seismic loading at the nine sites involved in the

SEP.

Of the several pproaches recommended in UCRL 52458, we most strongly

advocated probabilistic estimation of the "instrumental" seismic load parameters

for each site. It was within this approach that we explicitly required the

attenuation model -- the development of which you are now participating in.

Therefore, to provide a better context to the needs of the attenuation model, we

elaborate below upon the SSSP pproach to probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.

There are a number of techniques for carrying out a seismic hzard analysis.

Typically, these techniques are developed around three components:

• A source seismicity model

• An attenuat ion mode I

• An exposure evaluation mode I.

Our pproach to the SSSP acknowledged the overall absence of data in the

eastern nited States upon which one would ordinarily develop the above models,

and we, therefore, designed the program to explicitly ccommodate expert

opinion. The intent was to use oil available and relevant data but to extend the
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data as much as possible using the judgments of qualified experts. Furthermore,

in ccordance with the concepts of expert opinion solicitation and synthesis

techniques, we attempted to minimize biases and better characterize the opinion

uncertaintybysolicitingopinionsfromosmanyqualifiedexpertzospossible. To

this end, two expert panels hove been formed. You are a mmber of one panel

which will provide expert opinion on ttenuation. The other panel, convened lost

year, provided opinion on the zonation, seismicity models nd ttenuation

models. While your expert opinion will be stimulated by discussion and

summarized in your report, the opinions from the earlier panel were solicited

through a questionnaire which we briefly outline below.

Each pel member was sent a questionnaire which dealt with the overall

regional characteristics of the eastern U.S. Five areas were covered: 1)

geometry and probability of existence of the earthquake source regions; 2)

largest earthquake that could occur in each region; 3 erthquake occurrence

model and parameters of model; 4 earthquake source models and attenuation;

and 5) self ranking. The experts responses were then encoded long with other

data and studies. The input from ech expert was used separately in the seismic

hazard analysis to gain preliminary insight into the sensitivity of the results to

the input parameters. Although there are a number of parameters which

contribute to our preliminary prediction of the seismic hazard at the SEP sites,

the most significant is the choice of the attenuation odel. As is typical in

probabilistic seismic hazard analyses, the attenuation model is formulated

statistically with a mean or 50th percentile prediction of ground motion as a

function of erthquake size and distance and with an expression of the

uncertainty bout the ean prediction. Both components of the attenuation

model are significant contributors to the seismic hazard at the SEP sites.

Our questionnaire to the first panel of experts included a section dealing with

the evelopment of ground motion models. This part of our questionnaire was

not successful because most members of the pnel had not dealt extensively with

the strong ground motion data base. At that time we considered the possibility

of a new questionnaire dealing with the development of a ground motion model.

After initially drafting such a questionnaire, we decided that this approach was
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not ideal for model-building since the questions were too complex and too easily

misinterpreted. It was also evident to us that it was necessary both to hove a

tmeting to explain our incorporation of expert opinions into the model, and to

have a dialogue with the panel members so that they could understand the

questions and we could properly Interpret the answers. Finally -- and possibly

most iportantly -- we felt it would be extremely useful to brainstorm the

problem of ground motion model-building in both the eastern and western U.S.

These needs have led to the formulation of your Panel on attenuation.

EASTERN UNITED STATES ATTENUATION

As a preliminary attempt to focus on the problem of attenuation in the eastern

L)nited States (EUS), it is valuable to list evidence that may shed some light on

the differences or similarities between ground motion attenuation in the EUS and

the western United States (WUS). For instance:

0 MM intensity attenuates slower in the EUS than in the
WUS, based on an abundance of historic intensity data.

0 There (ire higher propagation velocities at depth in the
EUS than in the WUS.

0 There are higher G-values (lower damping) in the EUS
than in the WUS.

0 There is no low -zone in the upper mantle in the EUS.

0 There are systematic differences mong mgnitude deter-
minations between the EUS and WUS.

Some inferences concerning differences in ground motion characteristics

between these two regions may be mode from the above evidence. They can

tentatively be quantified in terms of differences in frequency content, amplitude

w-W duration of the maition.

0 The Mative damageability of ground motions in the for
field as compared to the neor field is greater in the EUS
than in the WUS. This Implies a relatively larger energy
content and
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(a) larger occelerat ions, or

(b) langer durations, or

(c) both (o) and (b)

The EUS may be a more efficient propagator of srface
waves than the WUS. This would imply relatively longer
durations and larger long-period motions in the EUS.

0 There my be fewer complexities in the transmission path
in the EUS. This could explain in part the lower damping
inferred in the EUS. It might imply less scattering of
waves, making the EUS a relatively more efficient pro-
pogator of the higher frequency otions.

0 Since there are more competent rocks at depth in the
EUS, earthquake foci may be deeper. This might imply
lower attenuation of ground motion as compared to the
WUS t distances less than several focal depths. This
would not explain differences in ttenuation at greater
distances.

0 Source parameters relative to the "size" of an earthquake
may be different in the EUS than in the WUS. The higher
competency of the rock and lack of major well-developed
fault zones might imply higher stress drops and smaller
source dimensions in the EUS.

The approaches summarized below attempt to account for these inferences.

OVERALL APPROACH

It would seem that, aside from theoretical modeling, there are very few options

for pproaching EUS attenuation, given the paucity of strong motion data and

availability of intensity data. The approach we selected for preliminary

consideration consisted of developing a model for the attenuation of site

intensity based upon EUS intensity data, then using existing EUS strong motion

data in conjunction with dta from the West to convert the site intensity into a

ground motion parameter. The ground motion prameters chosen for this

analysis were peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), and

several spectral ordinates at frequencies ranging from 25 HZ to 0.5 HZ.

Although this pproach is advantageous in that it specif ical ly models the EUS by
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explicitly incorporating EUS intensity attenuation, it also carries with it num-

erous disadvantages. We will summarize our perception of the disadvantages at

our meeting scheduled for February 28, 1980.

In summary, the overall approach is to combine three separately-derived func-

tional forms, specifically:

• Ground otion as a function of the site intensity (and
perhaps other independent variables)

• Site intensity as a function of epicentral intensity and
distance

• Epicentral intensity as a function of mgnitude.

The following two sections discuss two different approaches within this overall

approach, using the data bases presented in Appendix A.
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MAY 1979 MODEL

In this pproach we combine the relation

I = 2 mb - 35

and the intensity attenuation relation of the 1968 southern Illinois earthquake

with ground motion correlation of the form

In Y = C + C s C3 In (r) (1)

where

y PGA, PGV, or PSRV

Is site intensity

r epicentrol distance

The physical motivation for this functional form is that it explicitly permits a

change in frequency content of strong motion with distance as shown in Figure 

While this is intuitively appealing, there is not direct evidence that this is the

correct formulation nd we ccount for this uncertainty in the formulation of

the January 1980 model presented below.

When these forms ore combined, they result in the PGA ttenuation relations

shown in Figure 2 We present a comparison between the model and certain

strong motion data recorded in the central U.S. in Figure 3.
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JANUARY IND MODEL

To overcome some of the difficiencies of the ground motion ttenuation

relationship of Equation (1) a new mdel was developed relating ground motion

parameters to mgnitude and site intensity,

In Y = f K IS) (2)

This model, when applied in the East, (assumes that the source effects for a given

magnitude earthquake re similar in the East and in the West. Furthermore, for

a given size event, it assumes that a given level of ground motion is representa-

tive of the some degree of damage, independent of distance. We examine below

why these assumptions are ppropriate nd compare them to the assumptions

used in the previous analysis.

In the previous relationship, the use of distance in place of mgnitude in

Equation 2) led to a complicated relationship etween In Y and distance, due in

part to the effect of mgnitude. Upon examining the data, it become apparent

that, for a fixed site, intensity In Y initially increased with distance efore

beginning to attenuate. Apparently, out to distances of 50 km or so, the net

effect of an increase in magnitude with distance, for a fixed I was to increase

ground motion. At greater distances the net effect was attenuation of ground

motion. This explained to us why the previous relationship inappropriately

predicted that some of the longer spectral ordinates would monotonically

increase with distance for a fixed site intensity. In contrast it was observed

that, for a given mgnitude, ground motion did onotonically increase with site

intensity, as would be expected based on physical arguments. Once the

importance of magnitude was recognized and included, one needed only to

assume that the characteristics of the source for a given mgnitude were similar

in the EUS and WUS to hypothesize the functional relationship in (1).

Making Equation (1) independent of distance is consistent with the assumption

that the functional relationship is regionally independent. The result of including

distance would be to explicitly introduce WUS attenuation in this model, thereby
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making it inappropriate for use in the East. Attenuation characteristics for the

EUS were included through introducing an intensity attenuation relationship into
I
Equation (1), as ws done in the previous model.

Even ithout the explicit use of distance in Equation (1), the combining of this

expression with an intensity attenuation relation creates ground motion expres-

sions that ppropriately incorporate the change of frequency content of strong

nation with both magnitude and distance.

The model incorporated the alternative Intensity attenuation relation derived

from the Ossippee intensity dta (Appendix A), and the nalysis techniques were

somewhat different from those employed in the My 1979 model. The following

comparison is presented, therefore, to show how an alternative set of assump-

tions con, together, influence the model, rather than to show the effect of a

single assumption.

Figures 46 provide a comparison between the May 1979 nd January 1980

attenuation models. These figuresshow how the response spectral ordinates vary

with distance nd magnitude (m b).
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DATA BASES

As previously discussed, there are two dta bases required for our mlyses; non-
instrumental EUS intensity ttenuation data and instrumental WUS strong motion
intensity dta Ech is discussed separately below.

INTENSITY DATA BASE

The objective of analysis on this dta base is to characterize the rate of

intensity attenuation. Given this, the ideal data base consists of an error-free

set of all site intensities from the epicentral value down to MM I or 11.
Furthermore, this ideal data bse would represent a vriety of epicentrol
intensities. For nurnber of reasons, this ideal cannot be achieved. First of all,

the intensity data are not generally reported in this detail; most commonly, only

the isoseismal contours are published. Even when the ctual intensity values are
available, the data are trongly biased toward the higher intensities. This is
because it is very difficult to discriminate the intensity reports between I and III
and, therefore, these data are almost always reported as an ggregate. This

virtually eliminates the smaller earthquakes (epicentral intensity less than V or

VI) as candidates for the data base.

We have examined all possible sources for these data and have found only four

earthquakes that meet the above criteria. These earthquakes and their sources
are tabulated in Table +1. Figures C-1-1 and C-1-2 plot the 50th percentile

regression with distance on the ctual intensity reports. Although it would, of

course, be desirable to base the model on dditional data, we are not aware of

the vilability of any other data. Furthermore, we know of no other
attenuation model ed on the ctual intensity reports (rather than the

Isoseismal radii) of as many earthquakes. Finally, it is notable that the

epicentral Intensity of these four earthquakes covers the range of design

earthquakes considered to be appropriate for the sites under consideration here.
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TABLE C-1-1

SUMMARY OF EARTHQUAKES USED IN THE
INTENSITY DATA BASE

Data
Name Date Maximum Intensity Source

Southern Illinois 11/9/1968 Vil G. A. Bollinger

Cornwall-Mosseno 9/4/1944 Vil R. J. olt

Ossippee 12120/1940 VII R. J. Holt

Giles County 5/31/1897 VII-VIII G. A. Bollinger

Charleston 8/31/1886 x G. R. Bollinger
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STRONG MOTION DATA BASE

The requirements of this acta set are that it:

0 Be readily vailable

0 Be credible and have precedent in pplication

0 Include the digitized time histories nd, therefore, the
spectral ordinates

0 Include an estimated site intensity at the accelerograph
station

0 Cover a range of distances, magnitudes, and site intensi-
ties.

We have reviewed several candidate data bases and have concluded that the

Trifunoc and Brody data base 1976) best eets these overall criteria. Most

important in this evaluation was the fact that their data base has been

extensively used by the NRC in the siting of critical fcilities. Furthermore, the

data base has been subjected to statistical analysis by several investigators

besides Trifunoc (e.g., Werner, et al., 1975 or Krinitzsky and Chang, 1975), thus

providing a convenient basis for comparison.
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LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY

EG-80-11

February 5, 1980

Professor Otto W. Nuttli
P. 0. Box 8099
LaClede Station
St. Louis, MO 63156

re: SSSP ATTENUATION PANEL

Dear Otto:

With this letter, I would like to welcome you to the Attenuation Panel of
the SEP Site Specific Spectra Project (SSSP). This is a joint LL/TERA
program for the US-NRC.

Specific questions and issues on hand that require the specific attention
of the Panel members will be sent by February 19 (Tuesday), 1980 by the
Federal Express Mail. Enclosed is a report which may help set the stage
for what will follow. The key items that we hope to address are:

(1) How to develop an overall model for the eastern U.S. linking a
specification of the earthquake energy (magnitude or epicentral
intensity) distance from energy release and site geology to the
expected strong ground motion in terms of both peak ground motion
parameters and spectral content;

(2) How to reduce the uncertainty associated with the estimates obtained
from the model (1); and

(3) Haw to correct western U.S. data for the known attenuation
differences in the eastern U.S.

I see the Panel's schedule as follows:

February 19, 1980 Receipt of a letter report from TERA/LLL
defining the main issues and questions to be
discussed by the Panel.

February 28/29, 1930 Meeting in the S.F. Bay Area of the Panel,
LLL, TERA, and NRC staff. The tme and
place of this meeting will be informed
shortly.

March 10, 1980 Submission of written comments and
recommendations by the Panel members.

yt� n Q'i Tw 9-1 136 319 ,'-'.LL

Tc,��,tc !.,422-1
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EG-80-11
Page 2

After our consideration of the various comments and recommendations, we
may formulate a questionnaire as a final feedback loop.

If you have ay questions, please do not hesitate to call me. �Iy phone
numbers are as follows: 415)-422-0268 and FTS 532-0268.

Sincerely yours,

Dae H. Chung
Geophysicist

Enclosure:

cc: D. L. Bernreuter, L90
P. D. Smith, L90
F. J. Tokarz, L90
D. Crutchfield, NRC/SEP
H. A. Levin, NRC/SEP
L. Reiter, NRC/Geoscie-nces
R. E. Jackson, NRC/Geosciences
File - 0172u
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BERKELEY DALLAS BETHESDA WASHINGTON NEW YRK DEL MAR BATON ROUGE

February 20, 1980

Professor Otto Nuttli
St. Louis University
MacElwane Hall, Room 344
3507 Laclede Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63103

Dear Otto:

This letter is to follow up recent communications to you from LLL (letter from
Dae Chung, dated February 5, 1980) regarding your participation on the Attenuation
Panel. Dr. Chung's letter set forth a schedule and preliminary list of ob-
Jectives for the panel. The purpose of this letter and its attachments are to
provide additional detail on these items and to summarize the status of the
attenuation models already developed by LLL/TERA for their project. We summarize
below the proposed schedule for the Panel and we present as an enclosure a brief
report which summarizes the philosophy and'objective of the Site Specific Spectra
Project (SSP), along with the attenuation models already developed for the project.
We would like to emphasize that the overall purpose of the meeting is to examine
techniques for the development of eastern U.S. attenuation rather than to exten-
sively review our ext'sti-nqmodels.

As indicated by Dr. Chung, The Panel will meet on February 28-29, 1980. The
meeting will be held at the San Francisco Airport Hilton in the Ovshore Room.
The meeting, schedule and proposed agen a for the two days is as follows:

February 28, 1980

9:00 a.m. Introduction D. Bernreuter
9:30 a.m. Systematic Evaluation

Program L. Reiter
10:00 a.m. Site Specific S ectra

Project (SSSP� Methodoloqy
and results C. Mortgat

10:30 a.m. Existing SSSP Attenuation
Relations K. Campbell

11:30 a.m. Discussion
12:00 P.M. Catered Lunch
1:00 P.M. Panel member presentations

on eastern U.S. attenuation
models

5:00 p.m. Summary D. Bernreuter
5:30 p.m. NRC/LLL/TERA Caucus to de-

velop specific action
items for February 20.

k
TERA CORPORATION

2150 SHATTUCK AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704 45-845-5200
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February 29, 1980

8:00 a.m. Summary of specific items
for Panel Consideration C. Mortgat

8:30 a.m. Discussion
12:00 p.m. Catered lunch
1:00 P.M. Discussion
4:00 p.m. Summary and conclusion D. Bernreuter

We expect to conduct the meeting very informally with, hopefully, substantial
interaction between the panel members and the other participants. To this
end, Dr. Chris Mortgat will serve as session coordinator on February 29 and
will direct the entire group's attention to several key issues for our
consideration. In addition, we will have a stenographer taking notes during
both days of the meeting to facilitate development of a meeting summary.
Finally, there will be a 35mm slide projector, an opague projector, and a
blackboard available to the panel members and participants for presentations.

Dr. Chung's letter to you also indicated a schedule for submission of "... written
comments and recommendations." We would like to take this opportunity to empha-
size the importance of this short report. It is our intent to cover many possible
approaches to eastern U.S. attenuation model-building and through discussion to
attempt a definition of advantages and disadvantages. Following our meeting, we
would like you to thoughtfully consider this discussion and then to present your
11expert opinion" on the development of a preferred attenuation model for the
eastern United States. Your opinion'and Judgements will be synthesized with
those of your colleaguesto form the basis for another iteration on our existing
models.

Once again, speaking for everyone working on the SEP/SSSP, we are all looking
forward to working with you in the development of improved ground motion
attenuation relations for the eastern United States.

Sincerely,

Christian P. Mortgat
Project Manager

CPM/plh
Enclosures
cc: Mr. D.L. Bernreuter L90

Dr. Dae Chung, L90
Dr. Leon Reiter, NRC
Mr. Howard Levin, NRC

TERA CORPORATION
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ATTENUATION PANEL

- SEP -

ISSUES FOR FEBRUARY 29, 1980

1. Ground Motion Model Building - revisited.

2. Intensity Attenuation
- Other earthquakes
- Intensity reports vs. isoseismal
- CUS vs. EUS
- Attenuation rate = f(Io)
- Intensity scaling

3. Data Base Issues
- CIT Quality
- How to expand/extend
- Trigger problems
- Horizontal components - treatment

4. Distribution of Spectral Acceleration About a Mean
- What value
- Truncation
- Model

5. agnitude Scale
- ML vs Mb
- Mb (CUS) Vs- Mb (EUS) vs. Mb (WUS)

6. Regression Weighting
- Concept
- Magnitude Weighting
- Distance Weighting

7. Near-Field Models
- Cambell vs. Nuttli
- First mode vs. higher modes
- Region independent

8. Site Effects (CUS vs. WUS) (geology and soil effects on amplitudes of
strong motion)
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March 3 1980

COMMENTS ON ISSUES DISCUSSED AT SEP ATTENUATION
PANEL MEETING, FEBRUARY 28-29, 1980

by

Otto W. Nuttli

Before discussing the issue of attenuation specifically, it might

be a good idea to describe the information that is desired. Ideally, we

would have a time history of the ground motion made at the site for the

earthquake of interest. Equally well, we could have its Fourier amplitude

and phase spectra. But such data do not yet exist for the EUS. The best

we can hope for, then, is to have knowledge of peak or sustained maximum

acceleration, peak or sustained maximum velocity, their dominant frequencies

and their durations. We are getting better in our ability to predict

accelerations and velocities (but not yet displacements). Frequencies and

durations will have to come from theoretical modeling and the use of data

bases from other parts of the world.

Essentially there were four methods discussed at the meeting of the

SEP Attenuation Panel. The one (method 1) poposed by Tifunac, simply

relates site intensity to ground acceleration, ground velocity, and/or the

response spectrum, as obtained from existing strong motion records. For EUS

sites near the earthquake source zone this may be a perfectly satisfactory

method, or at least as good as anything else. Essentially it ignores the

problem of attenuation. The second method (Method 2 proposed by TERA

and called Distance Weighting, utilizes data of the same site intensity for

VUS and EUS sites at the same epicentral distance. This requires that the

magnitude of the WUS earthquake be larger than that of the EUS earthquake.
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In that case I would expect the WUS time history to consist of lower

wave frequencies, because 1) larger magnitude earthquakes tend to be

richer in low-frequency motion, 2 the absorption of the high-frequency

waves is greater in the WUS. I also would expect to see a lower peak

acceleration for the WUS than for the EUS strong-motion time histories,

even though the site intensities are the same. The duration for the WUS

and EU6 time histories should be about the same, as they are controlled by

dispersion which would be similar at the same epicentral. distance. The

shapes of the response spectra would be different. The third method

(Method 3 also proposed by TERA and called Magnitude Weighting, uses the

same site intensity and the same magnitude of WUS and EUS earthquakes, but

different epicentral distances. For this method the frequencies of the

peak accelerations and velocities should be more nearly equal, because the

magnitude is the same for both earthquakes and because the VS site is at

a smaller distance, which tends to compensate for the higher absorption in

the WUS. But the duration of the US time history will be less than that

of the EUS because dispersion becomes more important as you go farther

away. The fourth method (Method 4 proposed by Nuttli, uses theoretical

modeling, an mb scaling law for accelerations and velocities, observed

values of absorption coefficients for WUS and EUD higher-mode surface

waves, the observed attenuation of maximum sustained horizontal and vertical

accelerations and velocities for the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, and

assumes (with some justification from observations in other parts of the

world) that the near-field extrapolation of the far-field Lg motion is the

same for a given mb earthquake in either the VUS or EUS.
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Which method is best? I don't think one can give an unqualified

answer. In my opinoin the methods which are most promising are the third

and the fourth, but this statement must be qualified. Let's discuss

three different ranges of epicentral distance (or more preferable distance

from the fault). The set of observations out to 25 km I will call near-

field, from 25 to 200 km intermediate-field, and beyond 200 km far-field

distances.

For the near-field distances, differences in attenuation between EUS

and WUS become insignificant. In this case Method 1, Method 2 and Method 3

should give equally good results, if certain conditions are satisfied.

These conditions include: same m b' same focal depth, same stress drop and

same length of faulting. Variations of the latter three quantities,

particularly the focal depth, can cause order-of-magnitude changes in peak

acceleration, velocity and displacement for the same mb. Thus observed

scatter in data at near-field distances is not necessarily due to poor

quality data, but to actual differences in the earthquake source process.

In both the VUS and EUSvery shallow earthquakes < km deep) excite

anomalously large high-frequency, fundamental-mode surface waves. This

motion attenuates extremely rapidly, so it only is critical at near-field

distances. Method 4 should not be used for near-field estimates of peak

acceleration and velocity, as it assumes a point source and a focal depth

greater than km, and either or both of these conditions may be violated.

In modeling or estimating near-field ground motion It is important to ask

if the maximum-magnitude earthquake can occur at a very shallow focal depth.

My physical intuition says the answer should be no, and that there should

be a different maximum-magnitude earthquake for very shallow and normal

depth earthquakes. If this were not so you would have to design for
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enormously large accelerations and velocities in the near-field region.

For the intermediate-field distances I believe that Methods 3 and 4

will give the best values of ground acceleration and velocity. To

determine response spectra you will need to know duration, and you cannot

use the duration of WIJS time histories in Method 3 for EUS sites. The

duration will have to be lengthened, but without changing the frequencies

of the ground acceleration and velocity. Variation in focal depth and

length of faulting are not so critical at the intermediate-field distances.

Overall, I would expect the best estimates of EUS ground motion in this

distance range.

Absorption becomes very important for the far-field distances. Even

in the EUS the absorption will suppress the high-frequency waves, and cause

those of 2 Hz and less to dominate. The shape of the response spectrum

will be noticeably different from that obtained from time histories recorded

at intermediate-field distances. I expect that Method 4 will give the best

estimate of ground motion in the far-field region.

For methods 3 and 4 we need to know the magnitudes of the earthquakes,

and on a scale which allows them to be directly compared at frequencies of

I Hz and greater. The mb scale appears to be perfectly suited for this,

but there are problems. First, the ML scale commonly is used for WUS

earthquakes. And mb values for WUS earthquakes 'a's determined by the USGS

are notoriously poor, because they usually are based on P-wave amplitudes

at distances of less than 2500 km. At these short distances there exist

the dual problems of large variation of P-wave amplitude due to variations

in upper mantle structure andknown problems with the Gutenberg-Richter

calibration function (the latter problem can be reduced by using the

Veith-Clawson calibration function, which is used by DARPA but not by the
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USGS). For the larger WUS earthquakes (m. b 55), there are sufficient

P-wave observations at distances greater than 2500 km to overcome the

problems mentioned above. But some seismologists who have studied the

amplitudes of P waves from underground nuclear explosions at NTS conclude

that anomalous upper'mantle structure there causes mb values for VUS

events to be underestimated by about 03 mb units (a factor of 2 in ground

motion). If this is the case, one should assume that an earthquake of

ML 50 in the WUS would correspond to one of about m = 49 in the EUS

for waves of frequency near I Hz. If it is not the case, the ML 5 of

a WUS earthquake would be about comparable to an mb = 46 of an EUS earth-

quake. I don't know which is correct. The very limited strong-motion

data from the New Madrid region would suggest it is the latter, but this

could well be disproved by the nest intermediate to large earthquake in

that region.

Finally, I wish to say a word concerning the range of mbvalues for

which Method 4 is applicable. The assumed scaling law (that log a is

proportional to 5 mb and log v is proportional to 1-0 mb) is valid if the

corner frequency is less than I Hz. This occurs only for earthquakes of

mb greater than approximately 45 to 5. At the upper end we know the mb

scale saturates at about mb = 68. Thus the attenuation curves should not

be scaled upward beyong about ab = 67. But the range of earthquakes from

mb = to 67 encompasses most of those of interest, insofar as damage to

structures is concerned.
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Notes on eastern versus western attenuation
Neville Donovan - Dames Moore, San Francisco

Since the two day discussion at San Francisco airport, I have reviewed

what was said and feel these are some points of contention among statements

made and some checks that should be undertaken before the methods in use are

overcommitted. These notes are very brief but if desired I could expand on

the viewpoints later.

1. I have strong misgivings as to the real value for nearfield shaking

of values recorded by body wave magnitude m b at distance of 15 degrees or

more. Local magnitude was castigated at the meeting. I agree that M L

values in the nearfield cannot be recorded drectly because such motions put

seismological instruments off scale. However, local magnitude is probably has

the best direct measure of the severity of ground shaking that can be summed

up in a single seismological coefficient. Through work by Kanamori and

Jennings ML can be estimated from both seismoscope and strong motion instru-

mentation and as a velocity related quantity I believe it also correlates more

closely with MMI than other magnitude values. Of particular importance is the

saturation of ML at 7 to 75 which suggests that any attenuation function

should also saturate to a value consistent with this level.

2. Data on Intensity and acceleration in the west are being combined

with information on Intensity and distance in the east to produce an eastern

attenuation relationship between acceleration and distance. This process has

many biasing problems, some of which I have discussed in papers I have written

and other writers have also addressed different aspects. (e.g., Cornell at

ASCE San Francisco meeting in 1978). These can amount to as much as Inten-

sity level or a factor of 2 in acceleration.

As a check of the biasing problem and a guide to better understand the

interpretation, it is recommended that western Intensity and acceleration data
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be combined with western Intensity and distance data (using the same proced-

ures by which the eastern data were obtained) to derive a western acceleration

distance relationship. This can then be checked against the available direct

data. The rudimentary attempt I made to do this some time ago was both

revealing and disconcerting.

3. The use of the I-Io factor to combine isoseismals from events of

very different sizes should be carefully examined. This practice has become

prevalent in earlier studies despite Milne and Davenport showing from their

studies of eastern Canadian data that attenuation was very non-linear between

Intensity levels.

4. Intensity values are often assigned on the basis of "felt" reports by

human observers and later interpreted (used) as though that Intensity was

based on the damage part of the description. Additional problems relate to

an assumption that actually has no factual basis whatsoever. This is the

assumption that Intensity values form some kind of linear scale.

5. Early mid-western development was centered about river valleys and

river confluences. These are sites that are especially able to amplify the

long period waves which attenuate more slowly. When this possibility is

combined with the relative frequency of earthquake occurence between east and

west such that although an MI of III-IV was recorded in San Francisco for an

event occurring at Truckee in 1966-the isoseismals or "felt" area do not

extend this far. Remember my contention that "felt area is inversely propor-

tional to the frequency of earthquake occurrence."
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Mr. Lawrence H. Wright
TERA Corp.
2150 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, California 94704

Dear Larry:

Enclosed is a report entitled "Seismic Ground Motion Estimation in the
Central and Eastern U.S.," which summarizes my recommendations on this
topic for your SEP project.

I have enjoyed working with you on the "Attenuation Panel" and expect
to see some good results come out of your work.

Sincerely,

Pi LA�

Robin K. McGuire

RKM:ds
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Seismic Ground Motion Estimation

in the

Central and Eastern United States

Report to

TERA Corporation

by

Robin K. McGuire

Dames Moore

1626 Cole Boulevard

Golden, Colorado 80401

INTRODUCTION

Estimation of seismic ground motion in the central and eastern

United States is a difficult topic, as has been recognized by TERA

and LLL during the SEP project. Some of my views and recommendations

on this subject, following the "Attenuation Panel" meeting on February 28

and 29, are given below.

EST114ATION OF GROUND MOTION

In general, there seems to be no method of using intensity data

from California to estimate ground motion in the United States east

of the Rocky Mountains, which is free of theoretical deficiencies.

One problem is that, in estimating one random variable z from another,

x, introduction of a third random variable y used as an intermediary,

results in both bias in the mean estimate of z, and a larger uncer-

tainty in the estimate of z than would be the case if z were to be
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estimated directly from x. This is demonstrated in Appendix A. In

the case of estimating ground motion, the procedure of estimating

site intensity from epicentral intensity, then estimating ground

motion amplitudes from site intensity, results in amplitudes which

are less dependent on earthquake size and distance than would be

the case if ground motion could be estimated directly. Includion of

a magnitude M or distance R term in the ground motion parameter (GMP)

to site intensity I correlations:

GM = fSI R) (1)

GMP = fI SI M (2)

tends to increase the dependence of MP on M and R (i.e., it affects

the relationships in the correct manner) and therefore is preferred

over relationships of the type GMP=f(IS ). However, inclusion of

M or R does not ensure that unbiased estimates will be made. In

fact, no intermediate parameter can do that, unless it is perfectly

correlated with the first parameter (in this case, the pair M and R)

or with the last (GMP).

A second problem arises in combining equations (1) and 2 based

on western U.S. (WUS) data, with intensity estimates for the U.S. east

of the Rocky Mountains (USERM - I do not distinguish at this point

between the central and the eastern U.S.). Even if the relative con-

tributions of body and surface waves are the same, and even if source

properties are the same, we expect different ground motion spectra for

the two regions, for the same Is, R, and/or M. This is illustrated

in Figures 1 2 and 3 If equation (1) is used, we are assuming

explicitly that ground motions are identical for the same Is and R

in the WUS and in the USERM (Figure 1A). However, since we observe

different intensity attenuations in the two areas, the body wave

spectra must be different as illustrated in Figure lb. Likewise, if

GMP is estimated using equation 2 we are assuming explicitly that

ground motions are identical for the same I and M in the two areas
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(Figure 2a). However, because of different attentuationsy we can

expect differences in the body wave spectra as shown in Figure 2b.

Finally, a third form has been proposed:

GM = fS9 M3 R (3)

Using this equation requires the assumption that ground motions

are identical for the same I., M, and R in the WUS and the USERM

(Figure 3a). Because of differences in attenuation, we would expect

Isin the WUS to be equal to that in the USERM for the same M and R,

only if an anomalously large intensity (and ground mtion) were ob-

served in the WUS for that M and R. Reasons for the anomoly might

be local soil amplification, focusing effects, etc. Clearly, we

would expect the shear wave spectra for the two ground motions to

be different, as illustrated in Figure 3b, and quite likely the surface

wave motions would be different.

Not accounted for in these comparisons are differences in source

properties: USERM earthquakes are often thought to be associated

with higher static stress drops and smaller source dimensions, than

events with equivalent energy release in the WUS. Also, the relative

contributions of surface waves, particularly of higher modes than the

first, are quite likely larger in the USERM, because of large areas

of alluvial cover unbroken by mountain ranges as in the WUS. Both

of these differences will contribute further to differences in ground

motion spectra.

In general, then, we can expect biases in ground motion estimates

when Iis used as an intermediate parameter. In spite of these

biases, I feel it is useful to make comparisons of the type already

investigated by TERA, comparing estimates of ground motion (using

equations (1) and 2 with theoretical estimates available (e.g., those

of Nuttli). Initial comparisons indicate that the empirical estimates

are biased in the manner we would expect, e.g., the TERA estimates of

peak acceleration show less dependence on distance than the theoretical

estimates of Nuttli. I would not expect comparisons using equation 3)
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to be as useful because the estimates are based on anomalies (or

extrapolation of trends) observed in the WUS.

Given these comparisons and the problems associated with empirical

methods, it seems most logical to use theoretical estimates of ground

motion (peak acceleration and velocity) for seismic hazard evaluations.

Associated with these theoretical mean estimates should be an un-

certainty typical of California data. Certainly the source properties,

propagation paths, and site conditions, are no more varied in the

USERM than they are in the WUS. In particular, the large uncertainty

(Orf = 09) associated with the empirical estimates should not be
In A

used as this undoubtedly inflated (as illustrated in Appendix A).

A value of Tin a of 06 or 07, typical of WUS data, is more appro-

priate. If several theoretical estimates of mean ground motion

amplitudes are available, these should be treated in a Bayesian

manner, i.e., using each in the hazard analysis and weighting the results

by the associated probabilities. Uncertainty in the mean estimates

should not be accounted for by increasing uncertainty in the dis-

tribution about the mean.

One procedural step which would help evaluate the relative impor-

tance of ground motion estimates at various magnitudes and distances

would be to calculate and report the mean magnitude and distance

associated with each ground motion amplitude and risk level at a

site. Conceptually, these are the average magnitude and distance of

events which cause exceedances of amplitude a. They are easily

calculated during numerical integration as follows:

M. M A',�-, a I M] P [M] /ap (4)
M

RM = R P[MaIR] P(RI /ap (5)
R

where a is the total probability that APa (during one year or any

other time of interest for which calculations are being made) and it
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4

is assumed that PI4 = P[R = Of course, a is not known until

calculations are completed:

ap =Y P[A,>alMl * P [Ml (6)
M

P[A>alRj* P[R] (7)
R

but conceptually and practically, this is not a problem. Knowing

MMand R gives us an'indication of the magnitudes and distances

which cause the largest hazard (probability of exceedance of a). If,

for a particular site and acceleration, M =6.0 and Rm7- 30 km, it makes
M.

little.sense to worry about the attenuation of ground motion at long

distances. In fact, the ground motion at close distances may be rela-

tively easy to estimate using WUS data. MM and R , as defined by

equations 4 and (5), behave intuitively with respect to a, that is,

as a increases (hazard decreases), M increases and R decreases.

Intensity Attenuations'

The issues with respect to intensity attenuation were well

summarized at the "Attenuation Panel" meeting, February 28 and 29.

If the views presented above are accepted, intensity attenuation is

not a critical issue, in that hazard calculations will be made using

theoretical curves. For the comparisons of mean ground motion ampli-

tudes described above, however, intensity attenuation should be

estimated with the following points in mind:

1. Site intensities should be used as the data baseas TERA

has done, rather than isoseismals.

2. Attenuation as a function of earthquake size should be

examined; I am not sure there are enough well-documented

earthquakes to do this, however.

3. Distinction should be made between very shallow events

(depth - 10 km) and deeper shocks (depth 20 km). The

1968 Southern Illinois earthquake was apparently of the

latter type and exhibited unusually low attenuation, even

for the central U.S.
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4. Care should be taken in assigning a maximum intensity I to

each earthquake, since apparent attenuation depends heavily

on this when attenuation curves are normalized. Perhaps

the method used by Chandra (BSSA, 1979) to estimate values

on a continuous I scale would be useful, or his values

could be adopted.

Strong Motion Data Base and Regression Analysis

The problems associated with choosing a strong motion data base

appear well-understood by TERA. Even if peak motion paramters are

estimated in the USERM by.theoretical methods, there remains the step

of estimating response spectra from peak acceleration and velocity.

Empirical methods using WUS data appear to be the best method of doing

this.

There is no "best" method of choosing a strong motion data base

from the infinite set available. It is my feeling that the TERA

results, in terms of response spectra, will not heavily depend on how

the data base is chosen, as long as:

1. Some method (regression weighting, data selection) is used

to ensure that the San Fernando earthquake data do not

overwhelm the results.

2. Records are selected at sites in the WUS which are "reasonably

representative" of geologic conditions at sites for which

hazard analyses are made in the USERM.

3. Steps are taken to ensure that low level records are truly

representative of the motions to be expected. This requires

excluding records that triggered during the strong phase of

shaking, and examining anomalously large amplitude records

at long distances to ensure that the normalized spectral

amplitudes are not likewise anomalous.
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There are several implicit assumptions in scaling WUS data to estimate

response spectra in the USERM, and these should be stated in the final

report of TERA. Among these is the assumption that the ground motions

are Itsimilartv so that (for example) a peak velocity corresponds,

in the mean, to a certain mean response amplitude around 1 hz in both

the WUS and the USERM. This might not be the case if, for example,

the durations of strong shaking are significantly different in the

two areas. There is no great statistical problem in using both

horizontal components of motion of a record in the strong motion data

base.

ADDITIONAL ISSUES

The importance of estimating response spectra for vertical motions

was raised at the "Attenuation Panel" meeting. This can appropriately

be done by scaling horizontal spectra using methods available in the

literature. I do not think a separate hazard analysis for vertical

motions is necessary.

Uncertainty in whatever ground motion attenuation function is

selected, must be treated with care. The lognormal distribution,

which has been used to model uncertainty in attentuation functions

for a variety of ground motion parameters, should not be abandoned

unless an alternative model is better motivated theoretically, better

fits the TERA data set, or (preferably) both. In particular, it is not

sufficient justification to chose an alternate model because it

exhibits lower probabilities in the tails. There is, to my knowledge,

no empirical evidence which suggests that attenuation uncertainties

should be truncated, nor is there any theoretical reason for trunca-

tion at a moderate or low level.

The initial SEP results were calcualted using a lower-bound

intensity of 425, which (using TERA's relationships) corresponds to

mb = 39 or ML = 35. These low magnitudes, while perhaps contributing

mathematically to the probability of exceedance of low levels of

ground motion (accelerations on the order of O.1g to 0.2g), are
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unlikely to lead to structural damage due to their short durations.

Thus it may be more appropriate to use a lower bound of about ut b =5,

explaining that lower magnitudes may occur with moderate accelerations

but these are not expected to be damaging. Experience of the author

suggests that the acceleration's calculated by TERA in its initial

report will decrease by about 20 percent-if a lower bound mb of 

is used instead of 39. (Of course, a consistent decrease in activity

rate must accompany this change.)

SUMMARY

In estimating ground motion for the USERM, it appears that

theoretical methods are more appropriate for estimating mean levels

of ground acceleration and velocity, than empirical methods combining

WUS strong motion data and USERM intensity attenuation. Calculation

and publication of a mean magnitude and distance for each site and

acceleration will allow determination of the critical magnitudes and

distances in the ground motion estimation. Empirical data can be

used to estimate response spectrum amplitudes from the peak acceleration

and velocity, noting the potential problems with such uses of WUS

data in the USERM.

The uncertainty associated with ground motion estimates should

be characterized by OF-. typical of California data 06 or 07).
lna

Also, a lower bound magnitude of around should be considered (depending

on structural engineering consideration), rather than the value

(m = 39) used in the initial TERA work. These changes will reduce

calculated hazards at typical sites in the USERM, by a factor of

five to ten (based on experience of the author).
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSITY PARK LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA gooo7

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING March 6 1980
DEPARTMENT OF CIL ENGINEERING

Larry Wight
TERA C.
2150 Shattuck Ave.
Suite 1200
Berkeley, CA 94704

Dear Larry,

As per your recent request during the meeting of the "Attenuation
Panel" on February 28-29, 1980, I am enclosing some comments on the eight
topics you wanted us to address.

(1) Ground Motion Model BuillinR: Theory and experimental (observed) data
must be used together to develop and justify the models used in re-
gression analysis. The models used by TERA suffer in that respect,
so far, in that some terms in the regression equations are not di-
rectly related or cannot be reconciled with the theoretical basis.
For models of equal or similar quality (i.e., similar degree to which
the models simulate theoretical analysis, for example) the model
which leads to smaller residuals when compared with the measured data
samples, should be selected.

(2) Intensity Attenuation: I would favor one or two empirical attenuation
relations fitted to all central and/or eastern U.S. data on Modified
Mercalli Intensity provided the scaling is performed from MI for
spectra directly, as I prefer to do at the present time. any dif-
ferent attenuation models may be confusing and not justified.
Theoretical attenuation modes may be useful but so far need further
verification with eastern and central U.S. data.

(3) Data Base Issues: I would use all CIT data and prefer to disregard
the late -tig�gering problem. This is probably because I am not sure
it makes that much difference. I would not use European data because
their magnitude and intensity scales may--be biased relative to ours.
I would use both horizontal and vertical components. Engineers need
both (see my reports).

(4) Distribution of Spectral Acceleration About a Mean: Please study
pages 110-135 in the report 77-03.
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Larry Wight -- TERA C.
March 6 1980

Page Two

(5) Magnitude Scale: Rather than try to select the merits Of Mb versus
ML or some oTher magnitude scale, on some theoretical or experimental
basis, I would ask the question: what is the "representative" magni-
tude, or for that matter, intensity, that is available historically
for sufficiently long periods of time so that we can carry out risk
calculation? I would then choose the magnitude or intensity on the
basis of which most closely simulates the quality, nature and re-
solution of historic data.

(6) Regression Weighting: Some reasonable weighting will, do. It is dif-
ficult to recommend the "best" or to eliminate some unusual methods.
This falls in the "artistic" domain of data analysis and cannot be
done on some sound reproducible basis.

(7) Near-Field odels: Perhaps attenuation based on empirical scaling
directly in terms of the MMI is best so far. All theoretical models
tend to break down for larger earthquakes and close to the source.

(8) Site Effects: We should use eologic site effects as described in the
reports whiEh I am enclosing ?s=0,1,2 or h). Soil deposits are so
shallow that their effect may be confined to very high frequencies
only.

If you want me to elaborate on some specific further details or if any
of the above is confusing, please do not hesitate to let me know.

Sincerely,

M.D. Trifunac

MDT:gd

Enclosures:
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BERKELEY DALLAS BETHESDA WASHINGTON - NEW YORK DEL MAR BATON ROUGE

April 4 1980

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Attn: Mr. D.L. Bernreuter L90
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

Dear Don:

We have received and reviewed the letters written by the Attenuation Panel
Members and are herein providing a summary of their views and our recommenda-
tions for a final attenuation odel for use in the SEP. Our recommendations
are, of course, built primarily upon our intuition and experience, but are
reinforced by ideas advanced from all participants in the attenuation panel
and the summary letters provided by the panel members. For your convenience,
we have consolidated the panel member views on Attachment A.

Our recommendations are in two parts; First, we indicate how the presently
available SEP results could best be applied, given our current perspective
of attenuation. Second, we provide recommendations-for further analysis that
will, we believe

(1) Confirm the short term recommendations, and

(2) result in a significant advance in understanding
of the EUS attenuation.

Our short term recommendation for interpretation of the current SEP results
is to use our latest regression results [of the form log (GM)=F(MIS)l with
the Ossippee intensity attenuation relation. We strongly recommend that this
be used for the CUS sites, on the basis of the good, and often slightly con-
servative comparison between this model and Nuttli's theoretical model for CUS.
Application-of the same model to NEUS sites is probably more conservative, since
there is some evidence that the absorption coefficient is slightly greater there.
It would be very interesting to see what Nuttli's theoretical model would
yield for values of the absorption coefficient appropriate to NEUS.

In terms of longer range recommendations, we propose the following;

(1) We strongly favor an empirical approach that builds upon the
relation log (GM)=F(MIs). We acknowledge, however, certain
statistical biases that result from this formulation. Specifically,
the limited range of site intensity values in the CIT data base
result in substantial extrapolations beyond the data in application
of the model - and furthermore, the use of an intermediate, im-
perfectly correlated, variable always introduces a bias.

k
TERA CORPORATION

2150 SHATTUCK AVENUE BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 9-'04 415-845-5200
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Mr. D.L. Bernreuter -2- April 4 1980

These two problems may be interrelated and motivates us to
propose the following. Start with two WUS models; first a
WUS ground motion model of the form log (GM)=F(MLr) and
second a WUS intensity attenuation model of the form l=F
(MLr). Elimination of r between these two equations results
in a model of the form log (GM)=F(ML,1s) which should not
suffer from some of the statistical biases that result from
direct estimation.

(2) The next step would be to incorporate your analyses with Nuttli's
to develop a model relating ML to Mb-

(3) We feel It is important to subject the EUS intensity data to
additional analysis and interpretation. Multiple regression
analysis of the data set represents one option, while application
of Gupta-Nuttli to CUS with development of a similar model for
NEUS represents a second option. We slightly favor the latter
approach.

(4) Combination of these models results in log (GM)=F(m�,r) We
advocate verification of this model by comparison with Nuttli's
peak acceleration model. We feel this comparison should be made
only over the distance range 25-200 kilometers. Major discre-
pancies would be reconciled, but miner differences would be
accepted. We envision this comparison would be for both CUS
(Nuttli's existing model) and NEUS (which would be developed).

(5) We recommend, on the basis of an anticipated favorable comparison
with Nuttli's model, that the final models be incorporated into
the hazard analysis with a natural lognormal value for dispersion
of 065. The distribution should be truncated at some limiting
acceleration, such as 2g, but for practical purposes the same
results could be obtained by truncating at three sigma. Finally,
on the basis of scale saturation arguments, the acceleration
model should have a limit corresponding t mb 67.

We hope these ideas and views will help you in presenting an overall recommenda-
tion to the NRC and we are prepared to elaborate on these points with you at any.
convenient time.

Sincerely,

4VI
Lawre2VWight
Vice President

LHW/plh
Attachment
cc: Dr. Leon Reiter

�'T
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BERKELEY - DALLAS BETHESDA BATON ROUGE DEL MAP - NEW YORK SAN ANTONIO DENVER LOS ANGELES

September 17, 1980

Gentlemen:

As agreed during our Denver meeting on June 18-19, 1980, we are sending
you a second-round questionnaire to give you an opportunity to modify any
of your answers to the first questionnaire. This second-round questionnaire
addresses points of major importance, but we urge you to revise any other
answers or make any comments that you feel appropriate.

Even though the introduction to the first questionnaire has not been
repeated herein, it applies to this questionnaire as well, as it has been
designed in the same spirit; that is, to obtain answers in terms of ranges
or probability distribution when the uncertainty justifies it. Again, we
ask you to quantify your expertise in the different regions and topics of
the questionnaire in terms of self-ranking.

For your convenience, we have enclosed with the questionnaire:

A copy of your first Answer Booklet and zonation maps.

A plot of the cumulative number of events for each of
your zones, and the recurrence relationship fitted
through it.

a Our report, "SHA A Methodology for the Eastern United
States", which describes the seismic hazard methodology
and the way your input was used in the analysis.

In view of your familiarity with the topics and the project, we do not
expect you to spend more than 13 - 2 days to answer this questionnaire.
Please return to us, in the enclosed postage-paid envelope, only the
completed Second-Round Questionnaire booklet, the maps, and the recurrence
plots by October 12, 1980. If you have any questions, contact either
myself or Larry Wigh:Fat(415) 845-5200.

M.
tw 0

TERA CORPORATION
2150 SHATTUCK AVENUE BERKELEY CALIFO,'?N1,' 4724 4!E-e45-r)20_'
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'Letter to."Gentlemen"
September 17, 1980
Page Two

In conclusion, we want to reemphasize that, as you know, because of
the integration of opinion, the results of the seismic hazard analysis
will represent, in effect, a sophisticated concensus: we will totally
preserve anonymity, and your name will only be referenced in the
context uf the expert panel.

We sincerely appreciate your interest in this project and we look
forward to receiving your response.

Very truly yours,

Christian P. Mortgat
Project Manager

CPM/hIj
Enclosures: Postage-Paid Envelope

Distribution List
Second-Round Questionnaire
Answer Booklet to First Questionnaire
Zonation Maps
Recurrence PI ots
SHA: A Methodology for the Eastern United States

TERA Cr,'PPORATION
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SECOND ROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

This second round questionnaire is intended to give you an opportunity to revise
and modify your answers to the first questionnaire in the light of the points

raised during the Denver meeting on June 18 and 19, 1980.

To facilitate and focus the review of your earlier answers, we have

prepared several questions which are presented in a following section.

We lso are providing you with a copy of your maps and your nswer

booklet to the f irst questionnaire. The report "Seismic Hazard

Ana lysis: Solicitation of Expert Opinion", which summarizes the

answers of all experts to the first questionnaire, has been sent to you

previously. Furthermore, for your convenience, we briefly review the

important points developed during the Denver meeting.

Review

During the meeting the following points were emphasized:

Methodology

Our interpretation of the questionnaire's results

0 Sensitivity of the results to specific parameters and
sample results

0 Specific problems and inconsistencies

Uniform Hazard Methodology

A detailed presentation of our methodology is presented in our attached report

"Seismic Hazard Analysis: A Methodology for the Eastern United States". It is

briefly summarized in the following paragraphs.

A uniform hazard spectrum is defined cis "a spectrum, the ordinates of which

have the same probability of being exceeded in a given number of years." All

events capable of affecting the site are considered in assessing the probability of

exceedance.
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Our seismic hazard evaluation proceeds through the standard four steps:

0 Seismic Source Identification (Zonation)

Based on the hypocentral position of post earthquakes, nd from geological and

seismological information, seismic sources are identified. The location of future

seismic activity within a particular region is restricted to the sources and the

seismicity is assumed to be uniform both in space and time inside each source.

In the Eastern United States, seismicity is distributed almost uniformly over

large regions, and therefore, most sources are of area type.

0 Definition of an Earthquake Occurrence Model for Each Source

Once the seismic sources have been located, it is assumed that earthquakes from

each source occur in space and time according to a Poisson process. The

parameters necessary to define the model are the parameters a and b of the

recurrence relationship and the largest event allowed to occur in the source

(upper magnitude cutoff, MU).

Ground Motion Model

A ground motion model is necessary to determine the effect at the site from an

earthquake of magnitude M occuring at a distance R. In the present analysis an

attenuation model ws developed for peak ground cceleration nd velocity nd

nine spectral frequencies.

0 Exposure Evaluation Model

The analysis combines the effect of all sources and gives the probability of

exceeding a given value of the parameter of interest (e.g., PGA) at least once

during the time period of interest. The cumulative distribution function of PGA

is developed by repeating the process for a number of values. By repeating the

procedure for each frequency of interest, the information is obtained over the

whole spectrum.
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Our Interpretation of the uestionnaire Results

A number of interpretations had to be made to use the information provided by

the answers to the questionnaire.

0 Treatment of each expert's input independently of the others

An analysis was performed on an individual basis for each expert's complete

input, together with its uncertainty. This has the advantage of providing hazard

curves for each expert and a range of results corresponding to different opinions.

A synthesis result was obtained using the method of weighted averages based on

the self-ranking provided by the experts.

0 Zonation

Maps with two possible seismic zonations of the Eastern United States were

provided to the experts. Each expert was then asked to modify or dd any source

he considered necessary and to associate likelihood ("credibility") with each

zone alternative. This operation produced a number of source configuration

alternatives (zones), each with its own likelihood.

A number of interpretations cn be given to this input information for use in

hazard analysis. We chose two interpretations that, for the sites considered in

this analysis, should produce bounds to the seismic hazard: one, more conserva-

tive, allows some earthquake activity over a background region larger than that

provided by ech single expert; the other, less conservative, removes some of the

uncertainty by considering, for each expert, only the configuration alternative

suggested by that expert.

For the first interpretation, all zone alternatives from one expert were simulta-

neously considered, and seismicity ws distributed mong them as a function of

"credibilities.11
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An additional operation was performed to take into account the fact that some

experts heuristically assigned credibilities to reflect their overall confidence in

zonation alternatives. For example, the assignment (C I C2) = 0.9,0.9) seems to

indicate more confidence than W PC2 = (0. 1,0.1). This operation required an

additional source configuration, "background", which was defined to be the union

of the zone alternatives considered by all experts. A number of earthquakes

inversely proportional to the credibility of the source were allowed to occur in

the source background. This interpretation is referred to as the "background

zonation".

The second interpretation does not overlay zone lternatives of the same source;

rather, it uses the zonation provided by each expert, recognizing that he had the

highest confidence in his own opinion. Therefore, seismic activity was modeled

by a set of adjacent zones (selected to have the most likely configuration, and

hence, without overlay) with probabilities equal to 1, and no background was

used. This zonation will be referred to as "no background zonation." It is

generally a less conservative approach than the previous one because it imposes

more restrictions on the location of earthquake epicenters.

0 Recurrence relationships

The slope b was given by each expert either as a fixed value (e.g., 09) or as an

estimate associated with uncertainty (e.g., 09 0.

On many occasions, the parameter a was not provided. In these cases, the a

value was determined directly from the data, corrected for nonhomogeneity in

time and from other information provided by the questionnaire (such as the

return period of large events). In all cases, the recurrence relationship from

expert opinion was superimposed to an empirical estimate using data only, as a

check of consistency.

0 Uncertainty in a, b and M u

The uncertainty about these parameters was explicitly included in the analysis

and considered to be random.
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Sensitivity of the Results to these Parameters and Sample Results

A number of sensitivity analyses and selected results were presented at the

Denver meeting. Without going into the detail of these analyses, the following

broad conclusions cn be made:

0 The ground motion model and the uncertainty associated
with it is a very sensitive parameter which can easily
create vriations of 100 percent in the results.

0 The results are relatively insensitive to variations of the
parameter a.

0 The parameters b and MU must be considered together. A
variation in M associated with a steep slope b generally
has a minor eHect on the results at the return periods of
interest; associated with a gentle b slope the effect can
be important. The sensitivity to Mu.variations becomes
more pronounced for longer return periods.

0 The background zonation gave higher results than the no
background zonation by a factor of 10 to 25 percent for
the attenuation models presented during the meeting.

Questionnaire

The following section addresses some of the specific points we would like you to

consider. However, any other additional comments regarding any part of the

program, in particular your answers to the first uestionnaire and our use of

these answers, would be greatly appreciated.
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Question 1: Zonation

Please carefully review your source zones specified on the attached map (first
questionnaire) and indicate where they might be inadequate. Credibility is

defined as the confidence you have in the boun dary of the zone as drawn on the

map and self -ranking as the expertise you have in that specific technical area.

0 To delete a zone, simply assign a zero credibility to it.

0 To modify a zone, draw the new boundary with colored pencils.

0 To add a zone, draw it on the map and fill in an additional row in Table 

0 Fill out Table 1, checking your answers from the first questionnaire and

modifying them when you feel necessary. Please be sure to answer the

credibility and self-ranking columns.
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Question 2 Credibility on Background

- Do you feel that it was ppropriate to distribute the seismicity
among alternative zonations as a function of the credibilities; (after

normalization)?

- Do you see our definition of the background as satisfactory?

- Would you prefer your Input to be used7

• Zone superposition with background

• Zone superposition without background

• W superposition, ue of the most credible single
zonation only.
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Question 3 Recurrence Relations

Answers to the first round questions show disparity between responses given as

magnitude and responses given as intensity. While each of these two groups was

internally consistent they were not consistent with one another.

Expressing recurrence as:

Log NC = a b M, (1)

The consensus responses on b, the slope of the relation, were:

b(MM I) = 0.55 (2)

b(mb = .80 to 092. (3)

These were thought to apply throughout the Eastern U.S.

The difficulty with 2) and 3) is they are not compatible with the relation:

MMI = - 35 (4)

which was almost uniformly returned in the first-round answers by those that

chose to answer this question. For example, substituting 2 in 4 implies

b(m b = 1 IO, which seems too high.

The question is how to reconcile 2), 3) and 4), if at all? One way would be to

set b(MMI = 045; another would be to set MMI = 1.5 mb 3.5. There are many

possibilities. Another alternative is that magnitude and intensity should not be

compared at all; that 2 and 3 are not inconsistent, because they are

incomparable. In our analysis this was partially dealt with by keeping them

separate at the input level. However, equation 4) had to be used to express the

data in the some units and develop the ground motion model.
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(o) For the purposes of seismic risk analysis, should one value of recurrence

relation slope be used for the entire Eastern U.S.? If not, can the Eastern

U.S. be divided into large homogeneous subregions with respect to slope b?

For example, one suggestion in the first round responses ws that the Nw

Madrid Source have one b-value, and the remainder of the East another. if

there should be large subregions, what are they?

All Eastern U.S., the some b

Large subregions (which ones?)

Each source, a different b

W Flow should the discrepancy between 2), 3) and 4) above be reconciled?

Change b(MMI to

Change b(mb to

Change magnitude-intensity
relation to

Magnitude and intensity
cannot be compared

(c) Please comment on this problem if you think it is appropriate.
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Question 4 Local Features

Do you believe that the classical recurrence relationship (In NC = a b M is
appropriate to describe the potential activity of local tectonic features which, in

recorded history, have had associated with them a few earthquakes of relatively

large size but no small events? The data clearly do not fit this recurrence.

What slope should be used and where should it be anchored?

P-13



Question 5: Ground Motion Model

Results of seismic risk modeling are sensitive to ground motion models. Because

there is little Eastern data on attenuation, these must be estimated. This

question addresses attenuation relations for site intensity normalized to epicen-

tral intensity, and the correlation between I and acceleration or velocity.

Answers to the first round questionnaire were very incomplete in this section,

however they seem to indicate a consensus on two points. First, given present

data there is insufficient evidence to conclude that different attenuation

relations should apply to different Eastern sources. Second, given present data,

there seems reason to believe that Eastern and Western attenuation relations are

different.

On the basis of these two observations, information is required on two points:

the Is 10 relation, and the I-VA correlation.

Intensity Attenuation

What intensity attenuation(s) is/are best applicable for the Central or Eastern

United States? Should a single relationship be used over the whole area? Should

the relationship be developed based on a single well-documented event or a

number of erthquakes of lower quality intensity recordings?

Comments:
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Ground Motion - Site Intensity Correlation

How do you think the ground motion (PGA, PGV) should be correlated to site

intensity?

• PGA = f0sp R)

• PGA = f0so M)

• PGA = f0s, Mg R)

• Other, spec if y

Do you know of nother more appropriate approach to correlate ground motion

to epicentral intensity or magnitude (direct approach, theoretical model, etc.)?

Comments:
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Uncertainty

The uncertainty associated with ground motion is a sensitive parameter that
deserves great ttention. It is usually modeled by a lognormal distribution

associated to the mean attenuation low.

Part of the uncertainty is due to the inherent random nature of ground motion,

while the other is due to the lack of knowledge and understanding of the

phenomenon (systematic uncertainty). Even though additional studies can reduce

the uncertainty associated with a lack of knowledge, it cannot be ignored. A

number of approaches are available to hndle'this problem. One consists of

differentiating between random and systematic errors and treating them accord-

ingly. Unfortunately, the differentiation between the two uncertainties is

difficult and their formal treatment is involved and extremely costly. Another

approach considers the whole uncertainty as random; this often results in

unrealistically large uncertainties. A final procedure consists of associating a

reduced rndom error with a conservative mean attenuation relationship.

In the East, cis not enough data are available, the uncertainty itself has to be

obtained by indirect procedures.

• One may formally combine the uncertainty associated
with each of the two-step procedures of ground motion
model derivation. This results in very large uncertainties
(sigma In PGA=0.9) that do not seem to be physically
supported.

• One may make the assumption that, even though the
attenuation is different in the East and in the West, the
uncertainty associated with it should be similar. Then one
can use either a simple, well-documented event to deter-
mine the error term (sigma In PGA=0.5), or a number of
events, arguing that all events do not behave similarly
(sigma In PGA=0.6 to 07).

In your opinion, what procedure should be followed and what amount of

uncertainty should be associated with a PGA = f (M, R) relationship in the East.
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Question 6 Saturation of rn b

The b magnitude scale seems to saturate round magnitude 68. As our ground
motion model is a function of mb and R, this implies that PGA saturates as well.

However, in the analysis, some sources were generators of events greater than

Mb 68. ow can this inconsistency be resolved?

Do you believe that PGA saturates with MO

If yes: 0 Over what distance range?

0 What parameters should be used to describe the
ground motion for saturated mb (PGV, duration)?

If no: 0 Should another scale, which does not saturate, be
used? Which one?

0 Should the ground motion model be modified? How?

COMMENTS:
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Question 7 Largest Event

What is your procedure to determine the largest event to be assigned to a

seismic source?
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If you have any additional suggestions about the study, in particular if you feel

that your input has not been used in the nalysis the way you assumed it would,

please comment here.
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APPENDIX G

Responses to Secon:-Round Questionnaire
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SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS:

SOLICITATION OF
EXPERT OPINION

SECOND-ROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

Submitted to

D. L. Bernreuter
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

January 1981

B-81-45

Wk TERA CORPORATION

2150 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, California 94704
415-845-5200

Berkeley, Clifornia
Dallas. Texas
Bethesda, Maryland
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Del Mar, California
New York, New York
Son Antonio, Texas
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Los Angeles, California
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QUESTION 1: ZONATION

The experts were asked to carefully review their source zones and indicate

where the zones might be inadequate. They were further asked to review the

credibility, Mu , seismicity, and their self-assigned level of expertise self-

ranking) in these specified technical areas. Credibility is defined as the

confidence in the boundary of the zone expressed in percent.

ZONE CONFIGURATION

Experts 3 5 9 12, nd 13 made modifications to their source maps. Figures I

through 6 show the modifications of the zones and their relation to the sites.

With the exception of E, the modifications have little or no effect on the sites

studied. Giles County, Zone 30 of E31 and Kentucky, Zone 18A of El 3 are too

far removed, while the extension of Maine into Canada, Zone 20 of E 121 might

have a minor impact on the northeastern sites.

E9, however, provided a very different map of the central region. He included in

his response a map of historic seismicity related to his proposed zonation, see

Figure 4.

E51 postulating seismicity in the East to be homogenous, proposed three major

zones (Figure 2 which divide the area into roughly similar areal averages of

seismicity. He deleted Zone 36, Green Mountain Belt, because he felt the

seismicity of that region to be similar to the larger surrounding region.
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FIGURE 3

EXPERT 9
CENTRAL U.S.

SOURCE REGIONS ANNA (I 1) AND N. ILLINOIS 29) ARE
REPLACED BY THE CINCINNATI ARCH (E). NORTHERN

GREAT PLAINS 26) IS REPLACED BY COLORADO LINEAMENT
(H). THE OZARK UPLIFT 22) IS EXPANDED TO THE

NORTHWEST. TWO NEW REGIONS ARE ADDED: ILLINOIS
BASIN (D) AND MICHIGAN BASIN (F).
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SEISMICITY

There were few changes from the first questionnaire concerning the seismicity

of the zones.

El I altered his recurrence b value for the entire region from b(MMI) 0.5 to b(m.)

0.9, thus being consistent with his estimates of the largest event being expressed

in mW

E9 provided recurrence values for his new source configuration in the Central

United States. This is summarized in Table IA.

E8 substantially modified his answer on seismicity. In the second-round

questionnaire, he gave values, whereas he did not previously. He also assigned

individual b values for each zone although he previously assigned a universal

b(m b = 0.8. His response is summarized in Table I B.

E7 noted that his recurrence a values tended to be more conservative than those

used in the TERA analysis. He tended to force the relation through the larger

events in order to be conservative and because of doubts about the completeness

of the smaller events. However, he noted that "the only real differences are for

my Mississippi Valley Zone 24 23) where I have 167 erthquakes in 175 years

with m b 40 nd TERA has 90, and for New Madrid 23 20) where I have 350

and TERA has 150.11
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TABLE I A

EXPERT 9
RECURRENCE VALUES* FOR CENTRAL U.S. MODIFIED ZONATION

Intercept a
normalized to Recurrence Slope

Zone one year b(m b)

(D) Illinois Basin 2.7 0.9

(E) Cincinnati Arch 2.9 0.9

(F) Michigan Basin 2.3 0.9

(H) Colorado Lineament 2.7 0.9

*Loglo Nc = a - b mb
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TABLE I B

EXPERT8
RECURRENCE VALUES*

SECOND ROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

Intercept a
TERA normalized to Recurrence Slope

Zone No. Zone Name one year b(Tb)

3 Attica 1.72 0.78

9 Adirondack 2.93 1.0

I Upper Keweenaw 2. 00* 1.15

1 Anna, Ohio 2.66 0.86

14 N. Valley and Ridge 2.48 1.0

1 5 Appalachian Plateau 2.00* 1.15

20 Modified New Madrid 3.57 0.95

23 Mississippi 3.21 0.90

27 Modified Central Stable Region 2.00* 1.15

28 Modified Attica 2.90 1.10

31 Modified N. St. Lawrence 2.07 0.65

32 Modified S. St. Lawrence 2.93 0.92

35 West New England 3.12 1.12

40, 44 46
Combined (Cape Ann-Maine) 3.24 1.10

45 S.E. New England 2.56 1.11

52 Modified Piedmont 3.70 1.15

56 E. Stable Platform 2.00* 1.15

2Recurrence rate per I ,00 km

Loglo Nc = a - b mb
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CREDIBILITY OF SOURCE ZONES, LARGEST PROBABLE EVENT,
SELF-RANKING

The responses of the experts are given in the following tables.

Credibility is expressed in terms of percent. Self-ranking is expressed on a scale

of to 10. In cases where the experts have modified an answer from the first

questionnaire, the previous answer is given in parenthesis If no answer was

given previously, it is noted by a dash within parenthesis
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QUESTION 2 CREDIBILITY AND BACKGROUND

The experts were sked whether they thought it was appropriate to distribute the

seismicity among lternative zonations as function of the credibilities (after

normalization), nd whether our definition of the background is satisfactory.

They were asked if they would prefer their input to be used as (1) zone

superposition with background, 2 zone superposition without background, or

(3) no superposition; use only the most credible single zonation.

CREDIBILITY OF SOURCE ZONES

Eight experts favored the distribution of seismicity among alternative zonations

as a function of credibilities. E5 was unsure. Only E 8 thought this to be

inappropriate.

BACKGROUND

Seven of the nine experts commenting on this issue felt the definition of the

background, as used in the analysis, to be satisfactory while E7 was unsure, and

E8 dissented. E 7 warned that in some cses (e.g., Paducah, KY) the use of gross

zonation, in the light of new microearthquake epicenter trends, could be very

misleading.

Hence, six out of nine experts preferred the use of zone superposition with the

background.
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QUESTION 3 RECLRRENCE RELATIOM

Answers to the f irst-round questions show a disparity between responses given as

magnitude and responses given as intensity. While each of these two groups was

internally consistent they were not consistent with one another.

Expressing recurrence as:

Log NC = a b M, (1)

The consensus responses on b, the slope of the relation, were:

b(MMI = 0.55 (2)

b(mb = .80 to 092. (3)

These were thought to apply throughout the eastern United States.

The difficulty with 2) and 3) is they are not compatible with the relation:

MMI = 2m b 3.5 (4)

which was almost uniformly returned in the first-round answers by those that

chose to answer this question. For example, substituting 2 in 4 implies

b(m b = 1 IO, which seems too high.

The question is how to reconcile 2), 3) and 4), if at all. One way would be to

set b(MMI = 045; another would be to set MMI = 1.5 m b 35. There are many

possibilities. Another alternative is that magnitude and intensity should not be

compared at all, that 2 and 3 are not inconsistent, because they are

incomparable. In our analysis this was partially dealt with by keeping them

separate at the input level. However, equation 4) had to be used to express the

data in the some units and develop the ground motion model.
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(a) For the purposes of seismic risk analysis, should one value of recurrence

relation slope be used for the entire eastern United States? If not, can the

eastern United States be divided into large homogeneous subregions with

respect to slope b? For example, one suggestion in the first-round

responses ws that the New Madrid Source have one b-value and the

remainder of the East another. If there should be large subregions, what

are they?

All eastern U.S., the same b

Large subregions (which ones?)

Each source, a different b

N How should the discrepancy between 2), 3) and 4) above be reconciled?

Change b(MM to

Change b(m b to

Change magnitude-intensity
relation to

Magnitude and intensity
cannot be compared

W Please comment on this problem if you think it is appropriate.

REGIONAL STABILITY OF THE RECURRENCE SLOPE, b

The majority of experts felt that a single b value should be used for the entire

eastern United States, at least until sufficient data were available to do and/or

to show otherwise. Experts 8 9 and 13, felt that the recurrence slope varied

from zone to zone. El 3 noted that detailed studies in many parts of the world

indicated that a varies strongly while b varies moderately.
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DISCREPANCY BETWEEN b (MM0 AND b (m b)

Although a variety of opinions were expressed, the discussion focused on the

magnitude-intensity relationship. Experts 10, 11, 12 and 13 felt that M and I 0

could not be compared.

a. I unlike m,, is not a measure of source parameters, but
oi observedLef f ects often influenced by site conditions.

b. I0, unlike !'bl does not correlate well with recorded
ground motion (e.g., the Sharpsburg, Ky. event in a study
by El 2).

C. MA 0 relations are subject to local variations.

d. The inherent problems of determining both M and 
compound the discrepancies already present in the rela-
tionship.

SiMilGrly, E 8 and E thought the use of I to be "the poorest" method of

determining magnitude. They recommended, instead, the use of felt areas and
Ithe fall of intensity with distance (using Nuttli, et al., 1979) E12 also

preferred the use of seismological data or felt area and fall off intensity. He

could not agree with the use of I to crudely estimate an instrumental quantity-

magnitude. For example, seismograms of the August 12, 1929 Attica earthquake

yield an rn bLg of 51-5.2 compared with 575 computed from I .

Many experts enumerated the inherent problems in determining both magnitude

and intensity.

a. I0 accurate to one unit

b. I0 determined with little regard to site effects

C. I0 most commonly observed at sites underlain by soft or
unconsolidated soils

I Nuttli, O.W., G.A. Bollinger, and D.W. Griffiths 1979). On the
relation between modified mercalli intensity and body-wave
magnitudes, BSSA, 69, pp. 893-909.
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d. No zimutal consideration in intensity attenuation

e. The effect of focal depth on 

f. O' =0.3
m b

g. Inadequate distance corrections for determining m b

h. Different types of recording instruments, often unknown

i. Recording instruments subject to site effects

j. Confusion of magnitude scales in the historic record and
the resulting error in conversion of magnitude scales

k. Depending upon who is selling what to whom, estimates of
intensity can be roundec; high or low and magnitudes
calculated using different formulas.

In light -f such difficulties, the experts were "not surprised" that discrepancies

exist between b (MMI) nd b(m b).

Many suggestions were made on the MA 0 relationship. E 9 felt the relationship

to be linear for normal depth (=-4 km) events of I 0:5VIII, but felt the relation

became nonlinear for the larger magnitudes. Thus:

10=2mb-3.5 forl 0:5 Vill
2.5 m 3.5 for I >Vill

0 b 0

He also felt that another relationship should be used for very shallow earth-

quakes (-s3 km). E 3 also felt that M and could be compared, but within

restricted intervals of energy release (i.e., small, medium, or large).

In the some vein, E4 proposed the recurrence relationship slope to be bilinear:

b-0.4 - 045 for I < VI
0

b- 1.5 for 10 >VII
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He did, however, favor a linear M-10relation:

M-1 0610

E5 recommended:

I = 1.7M - 2
0

E7 believed the only proven M-1 0 relation to be that of Street and Turcotte

(1967)

m bLg = 0.4910+ 166; .7 

Concern was expressed that the data be reviewed with regard to both conversion

of 10 to mb and completeness before recurrence models can be generated.

Magnitudes for the historic data should be determined either with refined M-1 0

relations or by felt area and drop-off of intensity. In view of the problems

involved, E7 suggested a "worldwide" b(m b) of 09 be used unless there were

sufficient data to otherwise determine b.
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QUESTION 4 LOCAL FEATURES

The experts were sked if they believed that the classical recurrence relation-

ship (in NC = a b M) is ppropriate to describe the potential ctivity of local

tectonic features which, in recorded history, have had ssociated with them a

few earthquakes of relatively large size but no small events. The dta clearly do

not fit this recurrence. What slope should be used and where should it be

anchored?

EXPERT RESPONSE

Four of te experts warned that the short historic record combined with the

nonstationarity of seismicity could lead to a distorted picture of regional

seismicity. They noted that the return period of the largest event (or cluster of

events) is often much larger than he historic time frame. Thus, if the maximum

event occurred within this time frame, the region could appear to be more active

than it really is. Conversely, if the event occurred just previous to this, we

would then only have a record of the relative quiet following the larger

unrecorded events, thus we could potentially underestimate the seismicity. In

either case, the four experts felt a complete historic record would, at least in

most cases, bear out the classic recurrence relationship.

In order to deal with these potential biases, E7 preferred to fit the recurrence

line conservatively through the largest events, but only if they occur with

sufficient frequency. E9 favored determining b from the smaller events, but

anchoring the line to the intermediate events. E II, while recommending the

largest events cis an upper limit for the slope, noted a problem in determining the

lower limit. E13 proposed, for regions where there are large historic events and

a period 20 to 30 years) of good instrumental data, merging the two sets of data

with proper scaling for time.

E4 believed the recurrence relation to be bilinear and along with E5 sees no

relation between seismicity nd local features. Similarly, where the data are

sufficient and linear recurrence is not supported, E3 felt it appropriate to
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examine the possibility of a quadratic recurrence relation. E 8 recommended

that in such cses the ground motion potential be assessed through determinis-

tic methodology. E2 thought the problem had to do with determination of the

magnitude from the relation I= 2m b 3.5 which he recommended not be used.
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GMTION 5: GROLM MOTION MODEL

Results of seismic risk modeling are sensitive to ground motion models. Because

there is little eastern data from the eastern United States on attenuation, these

must be estimated. This question addresses attenuation relations for site

intensity normalized to epicentral intensity, and it addresses the correlation

between I and acceleration or velocity.

Answers to the first-round questionnaire were very incomplete in this section;

however, they seem to indicate a consensus on two points. First, given present

data, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that different attenuation

relations should apply to different eastern United States sources. Second, given

present data, there seems reason to believe that eastern and western United

States attenuation relations are different.

On the bsis of these two observations, information is required on two points-

the Is Irelation and the I VA correlation.

The experts were asked what intensity attenuation(s) is/are best applicable for

the central or eastern United States? Should a single relationship be used over

the whole area? Should the relationship be developed based on a single well-

documented event or a number of earthquakes of lower quality intensity

recordings?

Regarding ground motion - site intensity correlation, each expert was asked

whether the ground motion (PGA, PGV) hould be correlated to site intensity as

follows:

• PGA = W s R)

• PGA = M)

0 PGA = 9 Mp R)

0 Other, specify
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If another more appropriate approach to correlate ground motion to epicentral

intensity or magnitude (direct approach, theoretical model, etc.) was known, that

information was encouraged.

Since uncertainty associated with ground motion is a sensitive prameter it

deserves great attention. It is usually modeled by a lognormal distribution

associated to the mean ttenuation low.

Part of the uncertainty is due to the inherent random nature of ground motion,

while the other is due to the lack of knowledge and understanding of the

phenomenon (systematic uncertainty). Even though additional studies can reduce

the uncertainty associated with a lack of knowledge, it cannot be ignored.

Several approaches are available to handle this problem. One consists of

differentiating between random and systematic errors and treating them accord-

ingly. Unfortunately, the differentiation between the two uncertainties is

difficult nd their formal treatment is involved and extremely costly. Another

approach considers the whole uncertainty cis random; this often results in

unrealistically large uncertainties. A final procedure consists of associating a

reduced random error withGconservative mean attenuation relationship.

Since not enough data are available from the estern United States, the

uncertainty itself has to be obtained by one of the following indirect procedures:

• Formally combine the uncertainty associated with each of
the two-step procedures of ground motion model deriva-
tion. This results in very large uncertainties (sigma In
PGA=0.9) that do not seem to be physically supported.

• Assume that, even though the attenuation is different in
the East and in the West, the uncertainty associated with
it should be similar. Then one can use either a simple,
well-documented event to determine the error term
(sigma In PGA=0.5), or a number of events, arguing that
all events do not behave similarly (sigma In PGA=0.6 to
0.7).

In your opinion, what procedure should be followed and what amount of

uncertainty should be associated with a PGA - f (M, R) relationship in the

eastern United States?
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INTENSITY ATTENUATION

The consensus of the experts was that multiple events should be used in

determining an attenuation relationship. E 3 suggested Southern Illinois, 1968,

Cornwall-Massena, Ossippee and Giles County, 1897. E 9 noted that since

Inelastic ttenuation is frequency dependent, and larger earthquakes are richer

in low frequency than smaller ones, one would find a sharper attenuation for the

smaller events. Thus, the conservative approach would be to choose the well-

documented larger events.

Four of the experts favored more than one attenuation relation for the region,

while only two felt a single relation to be satisfactory. E9 rgued that an

analysis of the attenuation of I-Hz Lg waves shows greater attenuation in the

eastern than in the central United States. E I said that the Atlantic coastal

plain and the central United States west of the Appalacion mountains exhibit an

attenuation distinct from the New England area; also the Appalacian mountains

exhibit n zimutal attenuation. E 13 noted variations from region to region in

the structures affecting geometric spreading nd scattering. He also felt 

effects to be small for distances less than about 500 km.

E4 recommended an attenuation relation developed by Cornell and Merz for the

eastern United States and a St. Louis ttenuation for the central United States.

E. preferred a relation developed by Klinkiewicz 1980):

1 (R = 253 12 mb'0027R - 0799 LnR for

4.0:s mb : 65 and R 1 km

with R in km and -= 093 MMI

based on four northeastern United States earthquakes. He noted that this

relation agrees well with the reports of intensity for the Sharpsburg event.
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E7 nd E 12 preferred the use of magnitude-based ground motion models to

intensity ttenuation models. E12 noted that there is great scatter in the

intensity data from three well documented earthquakes (New Madrid, 82,

Charleston, MO, 1895, nd Sharpsburg, KY). His point ws that the lrge scatter

in the dta is not due to the dte or size of the event, nor to the effort of

documentation, but due instead to the weakness of the I.-I 0 correlation.

Similarly, he preferred not to use an IV A relation for predicting site-specific

ground motion.

GROUND MOTION MODEL

Various opinions were expressed on this subject with no clear trend in the

experts' answers.

E9 felt the most complete site intensity ground motion correlation to be PGA

W s, M, R). However, since frequency is magnitude dependent, he felt it is

necessary to introduce a study of spectral amplitudes, including the frequencies

and duration of PGA and PGV. Until such time when sufficient data become

available, he prefers PGA = R) with the use of strong motion data from the

western United States. E3 also recommended PGA = f0s, Mg R). El I while also

noting the problem of frequency dependence, favored PGA, PGV = f SP M)p as R

is already contained in the other two variables.

E8 and E 3recommended the addition of site condition to the relation:

PGA = f(I s, M, R, site condition).

Both further noted that intensity was the weakest link in the relation. Thus, E 8

preferred a magnitude bsed ground motion model:

PGA = f(Mg R, site condition).
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E 4 felt that despite the problems with intensity, good information could still be

derived from it. Thus, he favored

PGA = f (is, R).

E 12 recommended the work of Vanmarcke and Cornell in developing site-specif ic

ground motion models for the central and eastern United States based on mbLg

magnitudes and Lg wave displacement spectral densities. E7 also recommended

a magnitude based ground motion model (for the central United States):

In PGA (cm/sec2 = 128 1.15 mb 083 nR - 0045R

In PGV (cm/sec) -7.61 23 mb 0.83 InR - 0025R

He noted that the coefficient 083 has sound theoretical basis while the

coefficient for R (km) is determined from regional mapping of Q. New research

is providing a continental United States map of the variation of effective shear

wave

UNCERTAINTY

None of the experts thought it appropriate to formally combine the uncertainty

associated with each of the two-step procedures of ground motion derivation

( Cr InPGAt--0.9), nor did they think it appropriate to determine the error term

from a single well-documented event ( ne 0.5), because earthquakes do not

behave similarly.

Five of the experts thought the uncertainties in the western and eastern United

States to be similar and thus favored using the western data base experience to

determine sigma. They varied, however, on their recommended level of

uncertainty. Experts 3 9 and IO favored a- nPGA�'- 0.6 - 07. E4 favored cr t 05,

while E7 favored cr 06 - 09. E7 noted that some wave propagation studies

indicate an inherent sigma=0.7 due to wave propagation effects alone and not to

source.
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E5 thought that the scatter in the PGA as a function of intensity should be

thought of as largely random, except for the small component that can genuinely

be attributed to systematic causes. Thus, a sigma=0.7 - 09 would be in order.

E8 wanted to avoid the scatter inherent in the PGA = f(I s, M, R) relation. He

preferred using Is = f(mb, R) at the initial stages of the hazard analysis to

determine the probability of exceeding an MMI level. Then I could be converted

to ground motion parameters. He argued that the sigma of about 1.0 MMI is

appropriate for this relation.

El , feeling that the attenuation models are poorly defined by the data in the

eastern United States, recommended incorporating the uncertainty due to

scatter from a well-documented data base (western United States) and adding a

factor to properly reflect the poor definition of ground motion estimates in the

east. Together, they should yield an uncertainty that is physically realistic.
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CK)ESTION 6 SATURATION OF %

The m b magnitude scale seems to saturate around magnitude 68. Since our

ground motion model is a function of m b and R, this implies that PGA saturates

as well. However, in the analysis, some sources were generators of events

greater than m b = 68. How can this inconsistency be resolved?

Do you believe that PGA saturates with mb I.?

I f yes: 0 Over what distance range?

0 What parameters should be used to describe the
ground motion for saturated m b (PGV, duration)?

If no: 0 Should another scale, which does not saturate, be
used? Which one?

0 Should the ground motion model be modified? How?

SATURATION OF mb

The consensus was that m b saturates; however the saturation level varied

between 68 and 73. EV referencing Nuttli, suggested that saturation occurs at

7.0 - 72 mb' He noted that teleseismic m b based on P rrivals may well

saturate at - 68 mb since, in this case, the instrument sees only the first part of

the rupture process or a near-f ield effect. The velocity, however, of Lg wves is

less than the P waves, thus making mbLg sensitive to a larger part of the source.

E9, referencing Chinnery, suggested saturation occurring at 7.3 mb (=8.6 MSY

the saturation point for M).

SATURATION OF PGA AND PGV WITH mb

There was also a consensus that PGA, being close in frequency to m bl saturates

with m b' E7 and E 9 felt that PGV also saturates with m b and PGA.

Furthermore, the majority felt that when PGA pproaches saturation (m b> 6,
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duration must be used when describing ground motion. E5 nd E also noted the

dependence on magnitude of the frequency of PGA and suggested that for the

large events PGA be associated with frequency (e.g., analysis of spectral

amplitudes) as well as duration.

E 8 felt saturation not to be a problem for the majority of sites in the EUS. The

low probability mb 6.8 events contribute very little to the hazard at these sites,

as the major contributors are moderately large events (mb< 6.8).

MAGNITUDE SCALE

E 7 and El 3 while holding mb to be a poor measure of earthquake energy for the

large events, felt it to be a good measure for scaling PGA and PGV, as the I Hz

energy i closer to the PGA nd PGV frequencies than M or ML is for large

events. E 7 asserts that the scaling of log PGA or log PGV with rn b can remain

linear at distances large compared with the source dimensions whereas the use of

M s or M L would require nonlinear scaling. At shorter distances, arrivals from

different parts of the fault plane would come in separately, increasing the

duration but not the PGA. Thus, the peak ground motion in the near source

would appear to be from an equivalently smaller source and the scaling with mb

becomes nonlinear. El I preferred seismic moment (Mo) to mbl s Mo s a better,

more consistent description of energy release.

SATURATION OF PGA OVER DISTANCE

Aside from the above comments, two experts commented on this. E13 felt that

saturation occurs out to about 200 additional kilometers of the source. E9 felt

the distance band of saturation to be a function of magnitude. For the Son

Fernando earthquake 6.2 mb)l PGA saturated out to about IO km, while for a

7.3 mb it would sturate out to bout 50 to 100 km.
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QUESTION 7 LARGEST EVENT

Each expert was asked to discuss his procedure to determine the largest event to

be assigned to a seismic source.

The answers of the experts are summarized individually.

E3 termed his procedure a "subjective synthesis" of the largest historic earth-

quake (E MAX) in the source region nd surrounding regions, with the nature (Ind

character of the geology and seismicity of those regions.

E4 combined E MAX with the rate of historical seismicity. For a region with

relatively low activity the largest event would be EMAX while for a region of

relatively high seismicity it would be EMAX I MMI.

E5 felt there is no real basis to decide how large the largest event would be. He

noted the high level of subjectivity involved in such estimates. Thus, a properly

conservative approach would be to assume X11 in all areas until we can prove

otherwise.

E71 siting the approach of E, felt that the 1000-year event, based on historic

seismicity and recurrence data, should be used for the largest event. He noted

that if the zone is greater than I ,000 km 2 the rate of activity should be
2normalized to 100,00 km

E8 based his determination of the largest event on historic seismicity and data

from local seismic networks and their correlation with local tectonic features.

He also used the estimation of local or regional strain energy release. The

comparison of seismic and seismic areas was also suggested in order to

determine if similar tectonic styles exist which could indicate seismic potential.

E9 preferred that the 1000-year event be considered the largest event for a

seismic source region. He noted that if we considered all of geologic time, the

event would have to be the largest earthquake ever to have occurred anywhere.
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Working, however, in the present geologic framework, he believed that the near

future will be similar to the recent past. He also believed that the existing

geologic structure and stress field put an upper limit on an earthquake most

likely to occur in a reasonable amount of time.

EIo did not answer.

EI Itermed his method extremely intuitive. In most cases he takes E MAX for

the zone nd increases it an amount that seems reasonable based on the available

fault size in the zone. He also considers the available information on the stress

field when selecting the largest fau Its that may rupture.

E12 strongly disagreed with the use of I for determining an m b for the largest

historical events. He a gued that seismograph data or felt area should be used in

determining the rn b' Thus he used the largest historic m b and combined it with

subjective opinion as to the potential seismicity of a specific zone.

E13 noted that an event can occur in an area larger than any previous event. He

believed that in areas of low seismicity, the historic record is insufficient. In

such cases physical or geological models, although poorly understood, should be

combined with insitu stress measurements and seismicity data.
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